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Paradoxically, O'Casey has been hailed for the very 
achievement in the dramaturgy against which he strongly 
reacted. After the performance of his Dublin Trilogy, he 
was branded internationally as a naturalistic playwright 
and even negatively accredited by Raymond Williams as a 
footnote to J.M. Synge. O'Casey's explicit reaction 
against naturalistic drama is found in his Letters, Blasts 
and Benedictions. Interview?, and Autobiographies. 
Besides his anti-naturalistic stance in these works, 
O'Casey consciously used anti-naturalistic devices in his 
plays throughout his whole career. 
Born of poor Protestant parents in the slums of 
Dublin in 1880 O'Casey grew up battling against his 
penury, deprivation, ulcerous eye and the political, 
social turmoils in Ireland's struggle for freedom. A 
political activist, he understood well the effect of all 
bloodshed and strife taking its toll on the economically 
hard-pressed lives of the common people of Dublin. By the 
time he took to writing around 1920 at the age of forty, 
O'Casey had seen enough of filth, social degradation. 
slavery, ignorance and fear resulting from the national and 
class struggles. Inevitably these experiences find 
resonance in the pages of his plays. His tryst with 
creativity vras disappointing as he discovered Irish drana 
robbed of its primitive glory. Strict adherence to the 
tenets of naturalism, the "desire for real life on the 
stage" had taken all the life out of it. The "beauty, 
fire and poetry" of drama was sacrificed at the altar of 
realism. 
O'Casey thus declared to bring back "emotion and 
imagination" to the stage. Ironically the success of the 
first three full length plays — The Shadow of a Gunman. 
Juno and the Paycock. 2Ji£ ElfiiiuUi aiu| thS SJUXS., 
collectively called as Dublin Trilogy earned him the title 
of a naturalist playwright, determining by and large, the 
future course of approaches adopted in studying his 
plays. 
Critics have erroneously evaluated him as a 
technical innovator from The Silver Tassie onwards where 
they have demonstrated the influence of Expressionistic 
drama on him. They have mostly confined themselves to the 
analysis of the structural pattern of his plays and have 
demonstrated there O'Casey's use of Symbolism and 
Expressionism. So far as character-portrayal is 
concerned, scholars have leaned heavily on either auto-
biographical elements or on the naturalistic strains in 
his characters. What is missing in O'Casey scholarship 
upto the present time is any adequate study of the 
technique of his character-portrayal where it is 
established that he is only superficially naturalistic. 
In fact, he deliberately manipulates the audience's or 
reader's 'alienation' to set off the dangers of uncritical 
empathy with his character. To achieve this, he uses the 
Brechtian technique of 'alienation' as a conscious anti-
naturalistic device for character portrayal. 
Bertolt Brecht was an anti-naturalistist through 
and through. Revolting against the theatre of the early 
twenties, he called for the establishment of "Epic 
Theatre" to replace the earlier dramaturgy which worked on 
the principle of "empathy". The postulation of epic 
theatre was to arouse the audience from the narcotic 
slumber, by offering in lieu of catharsis and empathy 
'Verfremdungseffekt,' translated in English to mean 
'Alienation' or 'Estrangement'. 'Alienation,' as Brecht 
understood, implies to take "what to the event or 
character is obvious, known, evident and produce surprise 
and curiosity out of it." In other words, it means a 
sense of detachment, of reorientation towards looking at 
things in a fresh light. In his essay "On the 
Experimental Theatre," Brecht stated that the greatest 
pitfall of naturalist drama is that by claiming to treat 
the *slice of life' encountered around us it leads to 
uncritical empathy with the characters by the audience and 
hinders his evaluation of the authorial standpoint in a 
particular situation or in the whole of the play. This 
can be achieved only if the audience is allowed to use 
his own discretion or judgement about a particular 
character, his motives and deeds, etc. The audience 
should be intermittently distanced from the affairs of the 
characters to react to them objectively. The technique of 
'alienation' provides this opportunity by nipping in the 
bud "any illusion of reality." 
0'Casey is said to have indulgent sympathy for his 
female characters with whom the audience tend to empathise 
involuntarily. Critics have asserted that O'Casey has 
been rather harsh on his male characters. Both the 
assertions are misleading because as the analysis of the 
plays reveal, O'Casey consistently used the technique of 
'alienation' with regard to character portrayal, both 
female and male. This has been done in keeping with his 
anti-naturalistic stance that theatre should not be a 
place for sentimental titillation but that theatrical 
experience should include the intellectual response. 
The present study has used 'alienation' strictly 
in the Brechtian sense. It does not imply involuntary 
withdrawal or empathy from the character. The intention 
of Brecht was to keep the critical and reflective faculty 
of the audience alert and active. Anything that aids in 
creating this, is 'alienation'; it can be in the form of 
anger, shock, disgust, pity or understanding or mere 
neutrality and this is how it has been applied. The 
analysis of the five major plays beginning with the Dublin 
Triology to Cock-A~Doodle Dandy, representing his last 
dramaturgical phase, shows such myriad responses from the 
audience towards the characters. One thing that comes out 
clearly is that the application of 'alienation' is 
relevant only at the naturalistic level. Once a character 
has been mythicized or conceptualized, this technique does 
not help. Moreover, by using 'alienation' O'Casey has 
achieved greater veracity in character portrayal and it 
has helped him in avoiding portrayal of either static or 
idealized character. Thus characters appear life-like or 
identifiably Irish, but at the sametine they transcend the 
topical and temporal Irish boundaries and can aptly be 
addressed with the epithet i.e. human. 
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P R E F A C E 
Nearly all the major modern critics have adhered to the 
two popular standpoints in evaluating Sean O'Casey's 
plays. On the one hand, they have declared him as an 
avowed Naturalist, a propagandist, 'photographic realist', 
'the guttersnipe from the slums.' They have approached 
him as a typical Abbey Theatre dramatist — a 'realist of 
the most uncompromising kind', dove-tailed to Synge. This 
view is based on the first three full length plays of 
O'Casey, clubbed together as the Dublin Trilogy — The 
Shadow of a Gunman. Juno and the Paycock. The Plough and 
the Stars— which are responsible for giving O'Casey this 
epithet. On the other hand, there are critics who 
associated the departure of O'Casey from Dublin in 1926 as 
the beginning of an entirely innovative phase. The plays 
written in England from the The Silver Tassie onwards are 
evaluated as experimental plays where O'Casey after having 
forsaken Naturalism and the slums of Ireland deliberated 
with anti-naturalistic devices such as expressionism, 
symbolism, etc. This characterization is erroneous and 
parochial. Confining O'Casey to these two streams is 
doing injustice to O'Casey's creative ingenuity. Because 
a close reading of his Plays. Letters and Blasts and 
Benedictions shows the presence of anti-naturalistic 
stance from the very beginning and not essentially from 
The Silver Tassie as has been wrongly assumed. O'Casey 
was opposed to the presentation of "Slice of Life" on 
stage and expressed surprise at critics' failure to take 
notice of Kathleen Listens In which is a "phantasy" play. 
In the present study we propose to concentrate on 
one anti-naturalistic device — the Brechtian 'alienation' 
— with which O'Casey might not have been acquainted, to 
demonstrate the experimental nature of his dramaturgy. To 
prove this, five major plays covering the different phases 
of O'Casey's dramatic career have been selected for in-
depth analysis. This is because O'Casey's dramatic output 
during his play-writing career of about half a century is 
enormous. 
The study is divided into seven sections. The 
first section is the "Introduction," which outlines the 
biography, critical instances, summary of scholarship and 
Brechtian concept of 'alienation'. The five sections 
which follow contain detailed analyses of the five plays 
viz, Juno and tlie Pavcock;, Plough and the Stars; The 
Silver Tassie; Within the Gates; Cock-A-Doodle Dandy. The 
final chapter is by way of the recapitulation of the 
11 
generalized characteristics which emerge from the analyses 
of the plays. Finally,a Select Bibliography has been 
appended. 
At the end I wish to record my debt of gratitude 
to all those who helped me in this work. It is difficult 
to enlist individually all my tutors and friends who 
assisted me, but I would like to thank in particular my 
supervisor, Professor K.S. Misra, Chairman, Department of 
English, AMU for his faith and confidence in my ability, 
making it possible to contribute in small measure to the 
respectable collection of works already written on 
O'Casey's plays. Without his guidance and active support, 
this thesis would not have actualized. I am indebted to 
Professor Maqbool H. Khan, former Chairman, Department of 
English, AMU for encouraging me when I most needed it; to 
Mrs. Sandhya Tripathi for devoting considerable time 
painstakingly sifting the materials and keeping my 
complacency at bay; to Mrs Sami Rafiq Siddiqui for her 
support and advice; to Mohd Owais Khan, for his care and 
efficiency in typing this script; to the Seminar Incharge, 
Department of English and staff of Maulana Azad Library 
for giving access to material; to the Office Staff, 
Department of English for their cooperation. This 
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thesis would not have seen the light of the day without 
the good-humour and understanding of my parents, brothers 
and sister. My grateful appreciation is due to them. 
June 1997 
Aligarh (SHAHEENA TARANNUH) 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I 
Sean 0'Casey, long-viewed as a mere footnote or appendix 
to Synge,^ has finally come to be accepted by critics as 
the "great discovery of the post-war Irish theatre." 
Paradoxically, he has been hailed for the very achievement 
in dramaturgy against which he had strongly reacted, i.e. 
naturalistic playwriting. 
Born of poor Protestant parents in the slums of 
Dublin in 1880, O'CaSey's entry into the world was 
characterized by utter penury and deprivation. To add to 
his economic woes he had an ulcerous eye which precluded 
him from any access to formal education. If poverty, 
religion, and poor vision pushed him into isolation, it 
also made him emerge as a determined individualist, a 
fighter who took upon himself the task of educating 
himself in English and Gaelic literatures. In an article 
to The New York Times ^  CCasey acknowledged that the "hard 
times" in "body" and "spirit" taught him to "resist 
all aggressive attempts to make him a docile one. 
1. Raymond Williams, Drama from Ibsen to Brecht 
(London, Chatto & Windus, 1968),p.147. 
and could hit back as hard as he could hit hardest." 
Financial constraints put restrictions on O'Casey and 
compelled him to become a manual labour quite early in 
life. At the same time, he could not remain unscathed by 
the storm brewing outside. Ireland, at his particular 
period, was passing through a most turbulent phase in its 
history. War, anarchy, bloodshed and revolution marked its 
attempts for freedom from the British rule. Soon, like 
other members of his class, he found himself in the midst 
of Irish nationalism, advocating the cause of the labour. 
Disillusioned quite early, he realized the futility of 
counting himself as one of the "Irish Irelanders," as the 
Gaelic Ideal had no concern for the upliftment of the 
working class. Later, he was drawn towards Jim Larkin, a 
character used in one of his plays, and actively aided in 
the organization of the Irish Citizen Army which fought in 
the Dublin Rising of 1916. He was quick to sever ties with 
Jim Larkin as well as abandon active politics. The ensuing 
liberation propelled him to quest for a new identity which 
manifested itself boldly in creativity, in art. It 
proffered him with an opportunity "to bring order out of 
chaos, to reduce to essence the many experiences and 
2. Sean O^Casev.Blasts and Benedictions; Articles and 
Stories (London, Macmillan, 1967), p.146. 
questions that sprawled in his mind, and to assert the 
social truths that he knew."^ 
By the time O'Casey came to writing plays, 
enriched with experiences and first-hand knowledge of life 
around him, he was quite definite about the role and 
function of drama and about his own dramatic intentions as 
well as the subject matter to be treated. He assigned 
drama "to educate by imitating life - educate for a rich 
and rewarding life by imitating the full richness of the 
human experience.**^ This sentiment was also shared by Lady 
Gregory, who quoting O'Casey in her jotumal, %rrote: 
All the thought in Ireland for 
years past has come through the 
Abbey. You have no idea what an 
education it has been to the 
country.^ 
O'Casey himself, while referring to his friend, the 
American critic George Jean Nathan, admitted that 
3. **Prelude to Play%n:ight*' in Ronald Ayling, ed., s^an 
O*Casey: Modern Judgements, (London, Macmillan, 1969), 
p.50. 
4. Robert Patrick Murphy, Stubborn Vision : The Dramaturgy 
of Sean O^Casey (Univ. of Virginia, 1971), p.16. 
5. Lennox Robinson, ed., Ladv Gregory's Journals 1916-1930 
(Mew York, Macmillan, 1947), p.73. 
Good drama is anything that interests an 
intelligently emotional group of persons 
assembled together in an ill- uminated 
hall. This is, to my thinking, a drama as 
wide as the world feels, sees, hears, 
speaks and rolls along from cradle to the 
grave. 
Since drama has the formidable task of educating as 
well as stimulating "an intelligently emotional group," 
it, thus, becomes essential for the artist to be "where 
life is, active life, found in neither ivory tower or 
concrete shelter" but as O'Casey puts it,: "he must be out 
listening to everything, looking at everything, and 
thinking it all out afterward."^ 
After all, it is the "people" who comprise the 
"theatre." Each and every emotion, its nuances, from the 
gayest to the most solemn should find expression in 
artistic creativity. The artist should solely confine 
himself to one guestion: "Is the colour and form of what 
has been taken from their life done well or done badly."^ 
6. Feathers from the Creep Crow (New York, Braziller, 
1956), p.64. 
7. Ibid, p.173. 
8. Under a Colored Cap! Articles Merry and Mournful with 
Comments and a Song (New York, St. Martin's Press, 
1963), p.213. See also Th& Flvina Wasp (London, 
Macmillan, 1937), p.142. 
The stage, thus envisaged by 0'Casey, ought to be 
intellectual, albeit fused with imagination, because the 
artist with his myriad experiences formed after 
interaction with people "weaves all these things through 
his mind, his imagination, using the technique of the 
stage to place there what is called a play - a pattern in 
words and movement either in poetry or prose, which must, 
if it is to be a fine work, bring to all who see and hear 
a new and an exciting experience."^ Writing to a Welsh 
school boy, O'Casey categorically stated that drama is 
intended "to give play to sight, hearing and the 
imagination."^^ 
Preference to imagination over intellect, possibly 
stemmed from the drabbiness that had seeped into the 
writings due to strict adherence to the tenets of 
naturalism. O'Casey shows his aversion to intellect 
becoming patent in the likes of Jerry Devine, the young 
labour leader in the Juno and the Paycock. who, the 
dramatist introduces, "is a type, becoming very common now 
in the Labour Movement, of a mind knowing enough to make 
the mass of his associates, who know less, a power, and 
9. Blasts and Benedictions, op.cit. , p.78. 
10. David Krause, A Self Potrait of the Artist as a Man : 
Sean O^Casey^s Letters (Dublin, Dolmen Press, 1968), p.33 
too little to broaden that power for the benefit of 
all."^^ 
Though O'Casey had already started his literary 
exercises, it may be mentioned that prior to his first 
serious full length play, Ireland had already witnessed 
three bloody turmoils — the Black and Tan War, the Civil 
War and the Easter Uprising. All these affected the lives 
of the common people of Dublin, the nerve centre of all 
activities. It is inevitable that these disturbances had 
its consequences intruding into the pages of O'Casey's 
plays. As a dramatist, O'Casey achieved recognition with 
the very first successful staging of his play yhe Shadow 
of a Gunman in 1923 by the Abbey Theatre. Interestingly, 
the Abbey which gained a new popularity and a new audience 
in the wake of The Shadpw of a Gunman had earlier rejected 
The Frost in the Flower and The Harvest Festival in 1919-
20. Even the third play The Crimson in the Tri-colour 
could not find favour with the Abbey despite Lady 
Gregory's praise for O'Casey's "art of characterization." 
The subsequent production of Juno and the Paycock 
(1924) and The Plough anct the stars r alongwith The Shadow 
of a Gunman ^  collectively forming the Dublin Trilogy, 
branded O'Casey internationally as a naturalist 
11. Collected Plays^ Vol. I (London, Macmillan, 
1949),p.8. 
playwright. The forty-six years spent in the slums of 
Dublin prior to his departure to England in 1926, find 
resonance in the Dublin Trilogy as the plays open either 
in a room in a tenement in Killjoy Square, Dublin, or the 
Boyle family living in a tenement house in Dublin. The 
complete identification with naturalism, with the sameness 
of location and time gave a kind of central gravity to his 
work. While in exile, it can be safely averred that with 
the exception of Within the Gates and plays written in 
the middle phase with more universalized outlook in theme 
and location, O'Casey returned again and again to the 
well-trodden paths of Dublin, replete with the social 
changes taking place in the land and the world at large. 
The Stars Turns Red based in Dublin, was written in the 
closing years of the Spanish War and is dedicated "To the 
men and women who fought through the Great Dublin Lockout 
in nineteen hundred and thirteen." The other last major 
play of this phase. Red Roses for Me is also dedicated to 
the Dublin strikers. 
The pervasiveness of Dublin and omnipresence of time 
created a sharp dichotomy in the approaches adopted by the 
literary critics in their evaluation of O'Casey's plays. 
We notice a variety of critical stances in regard to the 
study of O'Casey's plays. For example, sporadic attempts 
have been made to find autobiographical elements in 
O'Casey's plays, but they have stopped at identifying the 
kindly old woman in the plays. Her stoicism, her struggle 
to sustain the tenacious family from crumbling in the face 
of all kinds of adversities, the rebellious streak, the 
temper to defy, is considered to be a reflection of his 
own mother or the Susan Casside of the Autobiographies. 
Some of the other characters, though not as strong as the 
mother-figure, can be traced to their originals. David 
Krause, for example, identifies Seamus Shields of The 
Shadow of a Gunman with Hichael Mullen,^^ a pedlar known 
to O'Casey, or the speech in the second act of The Plough 
and the Stars is attributed to Patrick Pearse, and 
simultaneously one cannot help noticing that Red Jim in 
The Star Turns Red is none other than Jim Larkin.Jules 
Koslow's book in 1980 was published with the sole 
intention of dealing with "the political and social 
aspects of his plays" ignoring the dramatic or literary 
qualities: 
One of the most important aspects of Sean 
O'Casey's plays, if not the most important, 
is his genius for view and expressing in 
dramatic form the political and social 
scene of our day.^ 
12. David Krause, Sean O'Casey t The Man and His Work 
(New York, Macmillan, 1960), p.30. 
13. Sean O'Casev: The Man and His Play (New York, Citadel 
Press, 1966), p.9, originally published as The Green and 
the Red : Sean O'Casev. The Man and His Plays (New York, 
Arts, Inc., 1950). 
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Saros Cowasjee unabashedly confessed to adopting a 
biographical stance in order to "show the author's life, 
purpose, and convictions in relation to his work as 
dramatist."-^* Krause, though denying resorting to 
biographical approach, cannot help evaluating "Dublin and 
its economic, political and religious tensions" as 
background to the understanding of O'Casey's ideas and 
writings. 
Critics have, by and large, felt that it is only 
through the historical, political and sociological 
background that the dramatic genius of O'Casey could be 
understood. In fact, they have portrayed O'Casey either as 
a political philosopher or a social idealist; a 
disadvantage, that Gassner points out, as it "can dispose 
us to base favor or disfavor of the playwright on shallow 
premises."^^ The other and more popular approach 
applied in studying 0'Casey's literary work is to divide 
his career into two phases : the Dublin period as a 
naturalistic phase and the plays written from The Silver 
Tassie onwards as the beginning of symbolic or 
experimental phase. O'Casey to some extent is held 
14. Sean O'Casey ; The Man Behind the Plays (Edinburgh and 
London, Oliver & Boyd, 1963), p.xi. 
15. Sean O'Casey, Selected Plavs of Sean O.Casey, with 
introductions by John Gassner (New York, George Braziller^ 
1954), p.xi. 
responsible for giving rise to this kind of ambiguity. He 
confessed that the "dramatists cannot go on imitating 
themselves, and, when they get tired of that imitating 
others. They must change, roust experiment, must develop 
their powers, or to try to, if the drama is to live."^^ 
It was basically the stupendous success of the Dublin 
Trilogy which labeled him a realist as A.E. Malone puts 
it: O'Casey was "a realist of the most uncompromising 
kind, an ironist, and a traditionalist," who had "accepted 
the realist tradition of the Abbey Theatre."^^ Gassner in 
his analysis of Juno and The Plough calls them "realistic 
masterpieces" and in the opinion of Una Ellis-Fermor, the 
first four plays are a realistic treatment of Irish slum 
life.^® Cowasjee in his conclusion to The Plough and the 
Stars remarked : "We may end our study of the play by 
reiterating that O'Casey remains a realist of the most 
uncompromising kind ...."^ It was these sentiments 
which induced apprehension in the minds of critics about 
the very future of O'Casey when he decided to move to 
England in 1926. Malone accredited O'Casey's success 
16. The Green Crow, op.cit., p.182. 
17. Sean O'Casey, Modern Judgement^ op.cit., p.75. 
18. Ibid., p.106. 
19. Sean O'Casev : The Man Behind the Plays (1963), p.84. 
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entirely "to his intimate knowledge of his native city and 
it is there that his future must be decided."^^ O'Hegarty 
urged 0'Casey to return to his roots because although : 
The cosmopolitan Irishman often makes 
literature in England and in America. But 
not the Irishman of his sort. Ireland is 
not alone his mother, but his life, and his 
future depends upon his making due contact 
with her.21 
Paradoxically, critics in their zest to label O'Casey 
as a naturalist have overlooked two other Dublin plays 
Kathleen Listens In and WannJgS Might Out- O'Casey in his 
notes on the former, subtitled as A Political Phantasy in 
One Act, mentions that "the one interest Kathleen Listens 
In has for me is that it is a * Phantasy' done after my 
first play at the Abbey, showing this form was active in 
my mind before the ^major' realistic plays were written 
tho' most critics maintain that phantasy began after I 
left Dublin. This, of course, is what they want to 
believe, and so, God be with them.''^ ^ 
Criticism of O'Casey's plays, other than the two 
20. The Irish Drama ( New York, Scribner's 1929), p.218. 
21."A Dramatist of New Born Ireland", North American 
Reviewf ccxxiv (1927), p.322. 
22. The Tulane Drama Review. 5, No.4 (June, 1961), p.36. 
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mentioned above approaches, is both fragmentary and 
limited. The present study intends to adopt a different 
approach. The genesis stems from the very fact that a 
close study of Letters. Blasts and Benedictions. 
Interviews and Autobiographies reveals traces of non-
naturalistic elements even in the earliest plays and not 
exclusively from The Silver Tassie onwards. In Rose and 
Crown, for example, O'Casey remarked that : 
There was no importance in trying to do the 
same thing again,... He wanted a change 
from what the Irish critics had called 
burlesque, photographic realism, or slices 
of life, though the manner and method of 
two of the plays were as realistic as the 
scents stealing from a gaudy bunch of 
blossoms. 
O'Casey was acutely conscious of the fact that Irish 
drama had lost all its primitive glory and was a mere 
"thing of shreds and patches, torn from what was once a 
coat of many colours. It is hard to say whether this is 
caused by the lack of imagination in the minds, and of 
gusto in the bellies of the younger playwrights "^^ 
23. Rose and Crown (New York, Macmillan, 1952), p.32. 
24. RJ^ 'Ste^  ftfft^ Benedications. p.149. 
12 
The malady is attributed to excessive indulgence in 
realism, by "illusion", by the the prosecenium or 
"picture-frame stage," which has even affected the English 
critics who have "pilloried drama too long to the form of 
dead naturalism."^^ 
Naturalism, or even realism, to O'Casey then, is not 
enough because of its portrayal of "life at its meanest 
and commonest, as if life never had time for a dance, a 
laugh or a song. I always thought that life had a lot of 
time for these things, for each was a great part of life 
itself."^^ He blasted the realism portrayed on the stage 
because it is this "desire for real life on the stage" 
which "has taken all the life out of the drama. The beauty, 
fire and poetry of drama have perished in a storm of fake 
realism."^^ He declared his intention of bringing back 
"emotion and imagination on to the stage, in the shapes of 
song, dance, dialogue, and scene; each mingling with the 
other, as life does, for life is never rigid... Intellect 
can never banish emotion from the theatre, for emotion is 
deep within us and round us everywhere."^® 
O'Casey was equally convinced that no amount of effort 
25. Ibid., p.112. 
26. Ibid., p.143. 
27. Ibid., p.113. 
28. Ibid., pp.83-84. 
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could provide semblance to real life for the simple reason 
that real life cannot be shown on the stage; realism has 
always failed to be real. "Nothing can be more artificial 
than the play that claims to be true to life .... Realism 
died years ago, and the sooner we bury the body the 
better. "2^ Further, he felt that as far as 
characterization or structure was concerned, fidelity to 
reality was impossible. He argued that even "the most 
realistic characters in the most realistic play cannot be 
true to life."^^ Similarly a "house on a stage can never 
be a house, and that which represents it must always be a 
syndx)!, be the scene ever so realistic. A room in a play, 
be it ever so realistic must always remain a symbol for a 
room."^^ The very presence of symbol in itself is a non-
realistic element. John Jordan has stated that 
Even in the early O'Casey, the term 
^characters' is misleading, since most of 
his people are as much a ^symbol' as 
* character' and his art will only be 
misunderstood, as I suspect it was 
misunderstood from the very beginning by 
29. Ibid,, p.116. 
30. The Flying Wasp^ p.121. "Green Goddess of Realism" is 
reprinted in The Green Crow. 
31. Blasts and Benedictions, p. 113. 
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the Abbey, if we approach him in the 
context of the ^realistic' tradition.^^ 
O'Casey's inclination towards non-naturalistic drama 
even during the Dublin days can be gauged in a letter, 
quoted by Krause, written a year prior to the acceptance 
of The Shadow of a Gunman on 9th Oct., 1922: 
One other point : the reader adversely 
criticizes the fact that an action is 
performed for a man that never appears on 
the stage. I am glad this is mentioned, for 
I was thinking of writing a play around Jim 
Larkin -The Red Star - in which he would 
never appear though be responsible for all 
the action. 
As mentioned earlier, despite a handful of fine 
studies, very little attempt has been made to bring to 
light the fact that O'Casey is only superficially 
naturalistic because he deliberately manipulates the 
audience's ^alienation' to set off the dangers of 
uncritical empathy with his characters and situations. 
Though O'Casey assiduously refrained from acknowledging 
32. "Illusion and Actuality in the Later O'Casey", Sean 
O'Casey: Modern Judgements^ p.145. 
33. A Self-Portrait of the Artist, op.cit., p.15. 
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the influence of Brecht, the application of his theory of 
*Verfreindung'is very much palpable in his work. The 
present study intends to interpret some of the major plays 
of O'Casey in the light of the dramatist's exploitation of 
the Brechtian technique of ^alienation,' which is 
explained below. 
II 
Naturalism, alongwith Realism, dominated the 
creative world in the latter half of the nineteenth 
century and the early twentieth century with far-reaching 
consequences, coming in the wake of Romantic 
disillusionment. Theatre all over the world from Moscow to 
London, Berlin to Paris were engaged in a process of 
experimentation with the sole intention of enhancing the 
power of theatre, namely entertainment and instruction. 
The efforts of Antoine, Stanislavsky, Reinhardt and 
Piscator tremendously increased the theatre's ability to 
entertain, while Ibsen, Strindberg, Chekov, Kaiser, and 
O'Neill concentrated on qualifying theatre with 
didacticism. These two strains, pursued independently, 
resulted in a "virtual Babylonian confusion of style." 
Simultaneously, they gave the impression that the 
naturalistic theatre was the only possible stage 
convention and the "audience was supposed to be moved by 
what was presented on the stage. Whether they were to 
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believe in the play as real or artificial, to regard the 
actors as skilful mimics or suffering human beings, they 
were to feel pity with them and to identify themselves 
with the experiences of the hero."-^ ^ 
Naturalistic theatre or the Mramatic' theatre survived 
on the principle of empathy because every artist possesses 
the in-built capability of having a sympathetic 
understanding of the audience. This flows from the artist 
into the character and from then on to the stage. Hegel, too, 
echoed this ability of man to emulate the same emotions 
when faced with simulated reality.^^ 
Empathy, coined by 19th century German aestheticians 
(Einfuhling), implied "the projection of the recipient of a 
work of art into it — his identification with it."-^ ^ This 
kind of theatre, working on the principle of empathy and 
succeeding in "swap(ping) a contradictory world for a 
consistent one, one that they scarcely know for one of 
34. Martin Ess1in, Brecht ; A Choice of Evils (London, 
Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1959), p.125. 
35. Bertolt Brecht, "On The Experimental Theatre," The 
Tulane Drama Review. Vol.6, No.l, (Sept. 1961), p.12. 
36. Frederic Ewen, Bertolt Brecht (London, Calder & 
Boyars, 1967), p. 214. 
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which they can dream,"•^ '^  left the spectators spellbound. 
Such a theatre, though it may have succeeded in giving 
mental refreshment to the audience, by and large, left the 
audience uninstructed and unimproved because it lacked the 
capability to "make the connection of events credible."-^^ 
On the whole, "the feelings, insights, impulses of the 
chief characters are forced on us, and so we learn nothing 
more about society than the setting can give."-^ ^ 
It was but inevitable that the heavy doses commissioned 
in delineating Zola's "slice of life" and Ibsen's 
professed aim of creating "the perfect illusion of 
reality," started evoking reactions, and soon voices 
clamouring for a breath of fresh air gained momentum. The 
most notable revolts against the naturalistic drama are 
Symbolism. Expressionism and Bertolt Brecht's Epic 
Theatre, also known as The Theatre of Social Action. It 
may be clarified that these changes did not usurp realism; 
rather they conditioned the audiences into believing that 
a theatre remains a theatre, not a substitute for the 
world itself, and that an approximation rather than an 
absolute fidelity to reality is the scope of theatre. 
37. Bertolt Brecht, "Kleines Organon Fur das Theater," 
Versuche. 12 (Frankfurt-am-Main: Suhrkamp 
Verlag), translated by John Willet and edited by 
Eric Bentley. Para 28. 
38. Ibid., para 12. 
39. Ibid., Para 34. 
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Any attempt towards an understanding of epic theatre 
appropriately requires first an understanding of the 
behaviour of the audience in the naturalistic theatre. As 
a matter of fact, epic theatre is virtually anchored in 
the attitude of the audience which, as Brecht opined, is 
outrageously degrading and disgusting. The earlier 
dramaturgy labelled by Brecht as Aristotelian for the 
purpose of differentiation, is based on empathy and 
illusion. By reproducing in detail the exact replicas of 
life, the audience is slowly lulled into the action, where 
the process of identification results into self-
obliteration of the personality, complete effacement of 
his identity. The total behaviour undergoes a 
metamorphosis. The atmosphere induces a magical spell 
completely paralyzing the critical and reflective faculty 
of the audience, who, in a "willing suspension of 
disbelief," watches the course of events as if they are 
actually taking place before his eyes. Rather, the element 
of pastness is completely removed. The audience is, but 
reduced to a mere passive commodity; 
motionless figures in a peculiar condition: 
they seem strenuously to be tensing all 
their muscles,... Their eyes are open, but 
they stare, rather than see, just as they 
listen than hear. They look at the stage as 
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if in a trance, an expression which comes 
from the Middle Ages, the days of witch and 
priests. 
The world, thus, appears as "fixed," where "things long 
unchanged appear unchangeable." The spectator is "taken 
out of itself," his feelings and emotions have been 
"liberated" through terror and pity — the world has been 
made visible but not "transparent." He has been enabled to 
see it. but not through it.^^ Theatre has, but 
"degenerated into a branch of the bourgeois narcotic 
traffic." 
Brecht viewed the existing drama as mere "culinary" as 
Genusaiittel, implying "means of enjoyment of food." He 
accused the audience of entering the theatre with the 
intention of yielding to it, content in becoming "cowed, 
credulous, hypnotized mass." It had, therefore, become 
imperative for a total functional alteration to annihilate 
the old theatre. Another factor which hastened the arrival 
of the new theatre and gave impetus to its quest was the 
awareness that man cannot be \mderstood in isolation. 
Rather, social, economic and historical factors were 
40. Ibid., para 26. 
41. Ewen, op.cit.,pp.204-5. 
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equally indispensable in the understanding of man. 
Naturalist drama, in its pursuit of portraying the real 
did not encourage any sociological or economic background. 
Brecht, as early as in 1926, started deliberating with 
ideas about theatre adaptable to the "public of a 
scientific age." His answer was "epic theatre" because as 
he remarked in 1931; "Today when the human being must be 
understood as the ^sum total of all social relationships,' 
the epic form is the only one which can embrace these 
processes, and which can provide the drama with material -
for a comprehensive picture of the world. So too Man — 
Man in the flesh — is only to be comprehended through the 
processes in which and in the course of which he 
exists."*^ Further, Brecht had also spoken of his 
inability to play before the public fed on illusion, 
emotionally exploited and starved : 
I do not write for that scum [Brecht wrote 
in 1926] which puts a value on having its 
heart gladdened.*"^  
He owed allegiance to intelligence. "I appeal to the 
intellect", he declared. 
The postulation of the epic theatre was to arouse the 
42. Ewen, op.cit,, p.211. 
43. Werner Hecht, "The Development of Brecht's Theory of 
The Epic Theatre, 1918-1933," The Tulane Drama Revei%f, 
Vol.6, Issue.No.1. (Sept 1961), p.77. 
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audience from the narcotic slumber, destroy the "habitual 
way of looking at a thing," impede the identification 
between the stage and the audience. The epic theatre 
avowed to remind the audience that they are sitting in a 
theatre, witnessing something which happened in the past 
at a certain time in a certain place. The substitute 
Brecht offered in lieu of catharsis and empathy, which 
could keep the audience detached, is "Verfremdung" 
variously rendered to mean "Alienation" or "Estrangement". 
^Alienation,' as Brecht understood it, implies to take 
"what to the event or character is obvious, known, 
evident, and produce surprise and curiosity out of it."^* 
In place of "imagine" (einJbiiden) Brecht opts to "portray" 
(abbilden), strengthened by the German verb Zeigen: to 
point to, to refer to, as a teacher would point to an 
interesting drawing on his blackboard."*^ This technique 
imparted an element of distancing, nipping in the bud any 
illusion of reality, compelling the audience to think, 
rather than feel, to view things in its historical 
perspective, with absolute objectivity, with eyes wide 
open. 
The term "Verfremdung" or "Alienation" appeared for the 
44. Brecht, *0n The Experimental Theatre', op.cit., p.14. 
45. Peter Demetz,ed., Brecht : A Collection of Critical 
Essays (Englewood Cliff : Prentice-Hall, 1962),p.3. 
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first time in 1936 in notes to the play The Roundheads and 
the Peakheads (Die FundKopfe und die Spitzkopfe). In the 
words of Brecht 
Certain events of the play - by means of 
inscriptions, interpolations of music and 
noise, and the technique of the actor -
should be elevated (alienated) out of the 
realm of the ordinary, natural or 
expected, and function as scenes complete 
in themselves.*^ 
*Verfremdung,' though synonymous with Brecht, does not 
happen to be his origination. The term borrowed from the 
Russian word Ostrannenie, coined by Victor Shklovsky in 
*Art as Artifice' in 1917, suggests the "transformation of 
an *ordinary' or *automatic' perception into a poetically 
felt, poetically visionary perception."*^ Shklovsky was in 
quest of an artistic procedure which would "deliberately 
impede" and provoke the reader to more strenuous efforts 
of and a coming to grips with the world. Earlier, Brecht 
had used the term "befremden" — "to astonish" while 
speaking about Galy Gay. "That which the porter Galy Gay 
46. Ibid., p.108. 
47. IJbid., 
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does or does not do might perhaps astonish you.'**^  
The earlier dramaturgy based on the Aristotelian 
concept of mimesis portrayed the "structure of society 
(represented on the stage) as incapable of being 
influenced by society (in the auditorium)," the relentless 
pursuit of fate and destiny ultimately trapping the 
elevated, isolated individual« "Ehe epic theatre dispensed 
with the naturalistic exposition in creating "fixed, 
highly individualized characters. Character emerges from 
the social function of the individual, and changes with 
that function."*^ Brecht warned that the character "should 
not be regarded like a stain of grease on a pair of 
trousers, which, however much you try to rub and wipe it 
away, will always come up again. In actual fact the 
question is always how a given person is going to act in a 
specified set of circumstances and conditions."^° 
Further, by historicizing, Brecht signified the 
"pastness" of events and persons, "as historical and 
therefore ephemeral." This helps in viewing the character 
as changeable and conditionable according to the prevalent 
condition, and also suggests the availability of 
48. Ewen, op.cit., p.224. 
49. Martin Esslin, op.cit., p.113. 
50. Ibid. 
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possibilities, too. Hence "the spectator has a new 
attitude in the theatre." 
The spectator, now conscious of the fact that he no 
longer has to "eavesdrop" or peep through the "key hole," 
activated and emboldened with new insights, enters the 
theatre as one who no longer "accepts the world passively" 
but as one "who masters it." The theatre, too, no longer 
woos to "intoxicate" or supply with "illusions." As a 
matter of fact, it opens up the world before him and lays 
it bare to take it in its grasp and use for his benefit.^ 
The differentiation lies in the response of the 
audience towards the stage. In the dramatic theatre, the 
audience involuntarily identifies himself with the 
characters on the stage and utters; 
This is only natural. It will always be 
like this.- This human being's suffering 
moves me, because there is no way out for 
him.- This is great art; it bears the mark 
of the inevitable. 
On the contrary the audience in the epic theatre expresses 
surprise and disagreement : 
51. Brecht, *0n The Experimental Theatre," op.cit., p. 15. 
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I should never have thought so. - That is not the 
way to do it. - This is most surprising, hardly 
credible. - This will have to stop. -This human 
being's suffering moves me, because there would 
have been a way out him. This is great art : 
nothing here seems inenvitable.^ 
Another famous example to explain the working of the 
technique of "alienation" is through the %n:ath of Lear 
over the ingratitude of his daughters. If the scene is 
enacted on the basis of empathy, the actor presents the 
wrath in such a manner that the audience finds himself in 
complete agreement, endorses the action, and in the end he 
himself is seething in rage. On the other hand, if the 
actor presents the wrath using the technique of 
^alienation,' then it shocks, surprises, bewilders the 
spectator, because there were a number of other 
alternatives he could have taken recourse to. The 
spectator in a detached position, using his critical 
faculty has been enabled to become aware of it and to 
comment on it objectively. 
In order to make the audience relaxed but alert, 
stimulate them, and keep the critical faculties active, the 
epic theatre employs a niunber of means. To begin with, the 
actor is not to get immersed in the character, "rather 
52. Martin Esslin, op.cit., p.115. 
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narrating the actions of another person at a definite 
time in the past."^-^ He should not get too self-absorbed 
in the character, because to an epic actor the "verdict : 
He didn't act Lear, he was Lear would be an annihilating 
blow to him."^^ The actor should be aware of all the ebbs 
and flow of the character's conduct, its middle as well 
^end'. It should be apparent all through his performance 
that even at the start and in the middle, he knows how it 
ends, and at the same time "maintains a calm independence 
throughout." The actor must maintain his separate entity 
from the character to such an extent that even "when he 
plays a man possessed he must not seem to be possessed 
himself, for how can the spectator discover what possesses 
the character if he does?"^^ 
Brecht's emphasis on narrative signaled another 
departure from the classical theory which was highly 
centralized, focusing on single incident, place and 
time."In contrast to the dramatic actor" we learn in an 
article on "Man is Man" "who discovers his character from 
the beginning and then does nothing but exposes it to the 
53. Ibid. 
54. ^Kleines Organon', para 48. 
55. Ibid., para 50. 
56. Ibid., para 47. 
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injustices of the world and the tragedy, the epic actor 
C O 
creates his character before the eyes of the spectator." ' 
Moreover, alienation at the structural level is 
effected by a variety of means. To begin with, unlike the 
logically, tight-built, well-made play, which slowly, 
through suspense, carries everyone towards a climax, the 
epic theatre is conspicuous for its individual episodes, 
complete in themselves, in which ^knots' are easily 
noticeable; the effect emerging out of juxtaposition or 
contrasts, allowing the spectator to * interpose,' ponder 
and rationalize critically."^® It could be read as a "play 
within the play," each making sense and being enjoyable. 
Moreover, music, songs, placards, full lighting, 
photographs are used to dispel the illusion of reality, 
not contradicting but working as an "integrated work of 
art." 
Epic theatre for long remained shrouded in ambiguity 
and criticism because Brecht kept on modifying and 
interpolating it until it took the shape of ^Kleines 
Orqanon fur das Theatre' or "The Little Organon for the 
Theatre" in 1948. Since it is all for "intelligence" and 
pedagogical purposes, Brecht had adopted a distrustful 
57. Hecht, op.cit,, p.95. 
58. ^Kleines Organon', op.cit., para 67. 
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attitude towards emotion - a stance he later modified. He 
considered "emotion is a private affair and is narrow-
minded. Intellect on the other hand is altruistic and 
relatively broad-ainded."^^ This was also endorsed by 
Herbert Jherring who opined that Brecht's idea of 
*estrangement' or *alienation' implies 
not estranged or alienated from human 
beings, but estranged and removed from that 
which is shop-worn, sentimental, trashy-
from the banal and commonplace.^° 
Without getting embroiled in further controversies, it 
can be safely averred that Brecht through his *epic 
theatre' wanted to restore the creative faculty of the 
spectator which has been made redundant, making theatre 
one of the productive hiuan activities and making man''a 
self-conscious and self-acting commodity."^^ Brecht wanted 
the audience in a detached and critical spirit to look at 
feimiliar objects in a new, strange light, with wonder and 
astonishment and experience the exhilaration and 
excitement felt by the scientists. 
59. Hecht, op.cit., p.77. 
60. Ewen. op.cit.f p. 220. 
61. Ibid., p.221. 
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CHAPTER II 
JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK 
O'Casey is widely acclaimed as a naturalist playwright in 
his characterisation, theme and structure. Critics 
belonging to this line of approach have concentrated on 
his Dublin Trilogy consisting of The Shadow of a Gunma<?, 
Juno And The Paycock and The Plough And Tl>e Stars. They 
argue that O'Casey's creative ability to treat factuality 
is responsible for branding him as a "slum genius," a 
naturalist. His plays bear testimony to the violent and 
turbulent period in Ireland's War for Independence. These 
events exacerbated the hardship of Dublin slum dwellers, 
colouring O'Casey's tenement world. Through his plays 
O'Casey attempts to make a politically and socially 
correct statement about the dehumanizing effect of war on 
individuals as well as the community. War affects not only 
the participants but also, and more so, their families -
the non-participants. This is not to say that war was the 
main thematic thrust of his Trilogy. War in fact, on the 
one hand offers a significant background and on the other 
functions as a causal factor in contributing to the 
sufferings of the non-combatants. War does not act as a 
metaphor only but also as an actuality. 
As our analysis of the plays below will establish 
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O'Casey was not a naturalist in the conventional sense of 
the term. This is abundantly evidenced by his conscious 
exploitation of the Brechtian technique of 'alienation' 
which we have briefly outlined in the preceding chapter. 
The application of this technique provided O'Gasey an 
opportunity to make the audience view each character and 
his actions critically in an otherwise naturalist 
atmosphere. 
Juno and the Paycock (1924), a three-act tragedy 
is played against the backdrop of the Civil War of 1922. 
The spectre of war looms over the Boyle family just as it 
has clouded the sky of Ireland as a whole but it is not 
directly responsible for the tragedy in this play. The 
sufferings and the tragedy of the family arise out of a 
complex bundle of causal factors, such as the 'paycockism' 
of one of its central characters, hypocrisy, materialism 
and what the central female character says, 'the stupidity 
of man'. 
The plot of the drama apparently has the 
structural movement of a naturalistic play. The story 
spins around the family of Jack Boyle, his wife Juno and 
their two children. Nary and Johnny. Boyle has accredited 
himself with the title of "Captain" because he was "only 
wanst on the wather, in an oul' collier from here to 
Liverpool. His other name 'paycock' was bestowed upon 
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him by his wife as he was vain and futile, and contented 
with in "struttin' about the town like a paycock."^ 
Juno herself was affectionately so named by her 
husband as everything of importance happened in the month 
of June, such as 
She was born an' christened in June; I 
met her in June; we were married in 
June, an'Johnny was born in June, so wan 
day I says to her, "You should ha' been 
called Juno." an' the name stuck to her 
ever since. 
Mary a young girl appears unconcerned with the problems 
and conditions of the family. She believes in the larger 
issues of the society. Unconcerned with the economic 
hardship of the family she prefers to sit at home on 
strike from work for the cause of her fellow workers. 
Johnny, an invalid, is the direct victim of war and is 
compelled to remain indoors and be looked after. He is 
a chiselur of a Boy Scout in Easter 
Week, when he got hit in the hip; and 
his arm was blew off in the fight in 
O'Connell Street.* 
1. Juno and the Paycock in Collected Plays Vol.1, (London: 
Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1963), p.14. All subsequent 
references to the text are from this volume. 
2. Ibid., p.4. 
3. Ibid., pp. 31-2. 
4. Ibid., pp.30-1. 
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Sharing 'Captain' Boyle's paycockism is his companion, 
Joxer Daly, a typical Dublin wastrel resented by Juno who 
minces no words in echoing the typical bourgeoisie cliche 
of the influence of evil' companionship. She feels that 
There'll never be any good got out o'him 
so long as he gc^s with that shouldher 
shruggin' Joxer. 
Irrespective of Juno's opinion, the Boyle-Joxer duo offer 
intermittent comic relief in an otherwise continuing 
sordid and hard-pressed situation. A young socialist up-
coming leader Jerry Devine woos Mary ardently only to be 
rejected in favour of a dashing school teacher Charlie 
Bentham. The arrival of Bentham accelerates the pace of 
the play, precipitating the crisis. Reeling under 
financial constraints with son and daughter. Juno is 
"killin' meself workin', an' he sthruttin' about from 
mornin' till night like a paycock!"^ Bentham's news of a 
certain "William Ellison, of Santry" bequeathing his 
property to "John Boyle, his first cousin, of Dublin", is 
viewed by the family as nothing short of a 'fortune'. In 
the wake of the incoming legacy, the family indulges in 
extravagance. Acquisition of furniture, gramophone, dress 
5. Ibid., p.9. 
6. JJbid. 
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are undertaken to corroborate with the prosperity. To 
assert his new status, Boyle decides to forego the company 
of his buddy Joxer: 
He'll never blow the froth off a pint 0' 
mine agen, that's a sure thing. 
Johnny... Mary... you're to keep 
yourselves to yourselves for the future. 
Juno, I'm done with Jpxer.... I'm a new 
man from this out.... 
As the second Act opens we find Boyle comically 
pretending to be preoccupied with business papers. Later 
a celebration takes place to mark the sudden prosperity of 
the Boyles. As the festivities and merry-making continue, 
the funeral of Mrs Tancred's son, who was "found, e'er 
yestherday, lyin' out beyant Finglas riddled with 
bullets,"® is being taken out. The neighbours watch the 
'darlin' funeral, while Johnny remains aloof, nervous and 
irritated only to be aggravated later by the arrival of 
the Young Man with an "ordher to attend a Battalion Staff 
meetin' the night afther to-morrow"^ 
Johnny declines to go and asserts in a way the full import 
of which is not yet clear to us: 
7. Ibid., p.35, 
8. Ibid., p.55, 
9. Ibid., p.59, 
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Haven't I done enough for Ireland! I've 
lost me arm, an' me hip's desthroyed so 
that I'll never be able to walk right 
agen! Good God, haven't I done enough 
for Ireland?^" 
The rejoinder thrown on his face has all the veracity and 
falsity of the nationalistic cliche, "Boyle, no man can do 
enough for Ireland!"^^ 
The final Act opens with whispers about the 
credibility of the will as Nugent informs Joxer 
Not as much as a red rex, man; I've been 
a bit anxious this long time over me 
money, an' I went up to the solicitor's 
to find out all I could — ah, man, they 
were goin' to throw me down the stairs. 
They toul' me that the oul' cock himself 
had the stairs worn away comin' up 
afther it, an' they black in the face 
tell in' him he'd get nothin'. Some way 
or another that the Will is vnrit he 
won't be entitled to get as much as a 
make. ^  
Therefore, he has come to retrieve the 'suit' followed by 
Mrs Madigan who comes demanding her "three pouns that I 
raised on blankets an' furniture in me uncle's ?" She 
refuses to be pacified by borrower's plea: 
10. Ibid., p.60. 
11. Ibid. 
12. IJbid., p.65. 
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You're not goin' to be swankin' it like 
a paycock with Maisie Madigan's money — 
I'll pull some o' th' gorgeous feathers 
out o' your tail! 
Since she could not get the money, she takes away the 
gramophone as it will be "ayse to me conscience, for I'm 
takin' what doesn't belong to you." Meanwhile Bentham 
has abruptly gone "away t' England an' not to even leave 
you his address....,"^^ abandoning a pregnant Mary. Jerry 
resurfaces with renewed vigour to pursue Mary, willing to 
forgive her earlier transgressions. But when confronted 
with truth, he spurns her and beats a hasty retreat. 
Johnny is 'wanted' and is taken away for execution on 
charges of espionage and betrayal. 
Poor Tancred was an oul' comrade o' 
yours, but you didn't think o' that when 
you gave him away to the gang that sent 
him to his grave.^° 
Juno alone is left to 'face th' ordeal', first to identify 
the body of Johnny and later to leave the house to provide 
shelter to Mary. Before the curtain falls, we find an 
13. Ibid., p.71. 
14. Ibid. 
15. Ibid., p.61 
16. Jjbid., p.84. 
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inebriated Boyle, alone on the massive stage, bemoaning 
'the state of chassis'.^^ 
Thus narrated the story line demonstrates the 
strong naturalistic rootedness of the play: the 
characteristic Dublin slum dwellers, their behavioural 
pattern with all the pleasant and savoury contraries 
constituting their character their economic hardship, the 
impact of the ongoing war at home for national freedom, 
and their characteristic Dublin Anglo-Irish dialect, 
recreated by O'Casey to take it to poetic heights. 
Let us now concentrate on individual characters 
to determine how O'Casey has rejected the naturalistic 
stance in character portrayal manipulating alternating 
empathy and detachment of the audience. The most 
important character among the females in this regard is 
Juno. O'Casey adopts a circular movement in depicting 
this character. Through the umpteen ebb and flow of life 
Juno starts on a firm footing eliciting the empathy of the 
audience. Somewhere in the middle of the dramatic action 
O'Casey skillfully manipulates the alienation and towards 
the end Juno comes full circle by once again ingratiating 
herself to the audience. 
Described as an ordinary woman of "forty five 
17. Jjbid., p.89. 
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years of age," she carries that look of "listless monotony 
and harassed anxiety, blending with an expression of 
mechanical resistance," which characterizes the working 
class lot. However, the dramatist adds that had 
"Circumstances been favourable, she would probably be a 
handsome, active and clever woman."^ Juno, in the family 
of four, is the poor wife slavin' to keep the bit in your 
mouth,^^ and is the one who has been discharging this 
function for a long time 
who has Xep' th' home together for the 
past few years -only me? An' who '11 
have to bear th' biggest part o' this 
throuble but me?2° 
A woman of the world, she fails to see any logic 
in the existence of trade unionism and hence is vocal in 
her disapproval of Mary having anything to do with it. 
i^daturally she fails to understand Mary's dressing up so 
painstakingly: 
I don't know what a girl on strike wants 
to be wear in' a ribbon round her head 
for, or silk stockins on her legs 
either, it's wearin' them things that 
makes the employers think they 're 
givin' yous too much money. 
18. Ibid., p.4. 
19. Ibid. 
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To Juno, Murphy's response when he comes to 
know that, instead o' payin all, I'm 
going to borry more,...? What '11 we do 
if he refuses to give us any more on 
tick?22 
is more relevant than espousing Mary's dictum of "a 
principle's a principle." Similarly, she had tried to 
dissuade Johnny from revolting against the establishment as 
it would result in frustration. She tried hard to 
dissuade her son: 
I knew he was makin' a fool of himself. 
God knows I went down on me bended knees 
to him not to go agen the Free State.^ -^  
Her problems have been aggravated by her husband's wayward 
and irresponsible behaviour, who has failed or shirked to 
shoulder the family burden. Juno observes rightly — "it 
ud be easier to dhrive you out — o' the house than to 
dhrive you into a job.''^ * 
Upto this point Juno emerges as a pragmatic, down-
to-earth realistic woman, almost exclusively concerned 
with manning the family of a wastrel of a husband, an 
invalid son and a daughter on strike, earning nothing. 
22. Ibid.7. 
23. Ibid, 
24. Jbid.,p.l4 
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Her resolve to keep the family going is heroic indeed and 
our naturalistic empathy for her flows involuntarily. She 
is frank, always to the point, undaunted by hardship and 
unhesitating in lashing at Joxer and mocking her husband's 
laziness. But she is at the same time as motherly to her 
invalid son as to her useless, irresponsible husband -
very humanly caring for the whole family. She does not 
betray any sign of giving in to the economic hardship of 
the family, though naturally she remains anxious to see 
the family bail out of the continuing financial crisis 
when even the grocer may not allow her to buy on credit 
food items indefinitely with no hope of the family 
expecting any betterment of its situation. 
It is against this background that her excitement 
over the arrival of Charlie Bentham is understandable. 
Perhaps she sees a glimmer of hope in his arrival; he may 
prove to be the Messiah for the economically miserable 
family. Thus we watch with rapt curiosity Juno giving 
directions: 
Go on in at wanst now, an' take off that 
moleskin trousers o' yours, an' put on a 
collar an' tie to smarten yourself up a 
bit. There's a visitor comin' with Mary 
in a minute, an' he has great news for 
you.^^ 
25. Ibid.,p28. 
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suddenly becomes apathetic towards Mrs Tancred: "In wan 
way, she deserves all she got."^^ Foregoing her earlier 
sense and sensibilities she dismisses Needle Nugent's 
suggestion to stop the music and show some respect for the 
dead: 
May be. Needle Nugent, it's nearly time 
we had a little respect for the dead, 
an' a little more regard for the 
livin'.^^ 
Though this attitude has authorial warrant, but in 
the immediate context it smacks of cruelty and inhumanity, 
inspite of its pragmatic validity. The audience is left 
dumbstruck, gasping wide-eyed at this side of Juno. The 
veneer has been scrapped and Juno is seen as no different 
from any other unfeeling ordinary mortal. O'Casey has 
invoked the critical faculty of the audience by presenting 
the incongruity in Juno's character. Despite Juno's sound 
argument against Mrs Tancred, her callousness and apathy 
towards the latter does undermine her essential humanity, 
and the audience detaches themselves from her as swiftly 
as she had endeared herself to them. Whatever the precise 
response of the audience, their critical faculty is now in 
operation and blind empathy is suspended for the time 
being. 
28. JJbid.,p.56. 
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On Bentham's arrival her awkward and self-
assumed intellectuality, in chiming in with the visitor's 
high-level talks, becomes a venial stupidity. However, we 
do not detach ourselves from her. The flow of empathy 
continues even after the changed style of living and 
attitude towards many things. This development is the 
indulgent comic mode and strain. She shows abundant 
humanity in her response to the tragedy which has befallen 
her neighbour, Mrs. Tancred. She feels embarassed at 
celebrating her yet-to-come windfall of fortune while the 
funeral procession of Mrs. Tancred's son is passing: 
I forgot all about them bringin' the 
body to the church tonight. Open the 
door, Mary, an' give them a bit o' 
light.26 
She can feel for Mrs Tancred and for all those mothers who 
have lost their sons: 
God help her poor oul creature of a 
mother for no matther whose friend or 
enemy he was, he was her poor son.^'^ 
When the audience is on the verge of almost eulogising 
her, O'Casey brilliantly with a single stroke detaches 
Juno and shatters the halo surrounding her. Sensing the 
mood of the company, Juno changes her earlier stance and 
26. Ibid., p.53. 
27. Ibid.,p.55. 
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Having sufficiently 'alienated' Juno, O'Casey 
starts afresh manipulating her reinstatement to her 
earlier status. The third Act opens with reversals. 
Bentham has suddenly left. Juno senses trouble and her 
fears are justified. Mary is pregnant. Burdened with this 
disclosure, Juno reaches home to hear how Bentham has made 
a "banjax O' th' will" and that the legacy has fallen 
through. She finds it hard to believe but recovers 
quickly to chastise an agitated Boyle and Johnny who have 
gone berserk. She tries to convince them that: "Whinin' 
an' whinin' isn't goin to do any good."''^ Fearing 
reprobation from neighbours she hastens to quieten Johnny, 
Hush you, Johnny. We needn't let it be 
bellows'd all over the place; all we 've 
got to do is to leave this place quietly 
an' go somewhere where we're not known, 
an' nobody '11 be th' wiser. ^  
She wants Boyle to understand that 
what you an' I'll have to go through '11 
be nothin' to what poor Mary '11 have to 
go through; for you an' me is middlin' 
old, an' most of ours years is spent; 
but Mary '11 have may be forty years to 
face an' handle, an' every wan of them 
'11 be tainted with a bitther memory.-^ ^ 
30. Ibid., p.78. 
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The audience at this stage is caught in a unique 
experience. Feeling for Juno and sympathy with her 
condition are quite palpalable but empathy is somewhat 
wavering. Momentarily, she lets down her guard, exposing 
her vulnerability when Johnny is taken for execution: "If 
anything ud happen to poor Johnny, I think I'd lose me 
mind... ."-^"^  She pleads with Mrs Madigan not to "keep me 
waitin', Mrs Madigan; I've gone through so much lately 
that I feel able for anything."•** 
Juno's condition is indeed pathetic: standing on a cross-
roadf, with husband gone off to his old ways, daughter 
hiding in shame and the only son executed for betrayal. 
Her realisation that 
May be I didn't feel sorry enough for 
Mrs Tancred when her poor son was found 
as Johnny's been found now — because he 
was a Die-hard I Ah, why didn't I 
remember that then he, wasn't a Die hard 
or a Stater, but only a poor dead son! 
It's well I remember all that she said -
- an' it's my turn to say it now."'^  
is admirable, though belated. This regretful confession 
is, in fact, the response of the audience put in Juno's 
mouth. Till this stage O'Casey keeps the audiences 
overwhelming endorsement in abeyance. Her open defiance 
of society, her decision to damn Boyle and take the side 
33. Ibid., p.84. 
34. Ibid., p.85 
35. Ibid.,p.87. 
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of her daughter: "If Mary goes, I'll go with her,"-^ ^ does 
not offend the middle class attitude. It is but another 
desperate attempt to keep the family intact. We willingly 
accept Juno's priorities and admire her ease, confidence 
and determination at shielding Mary from the ignominy and 
wrath of all. We do not accuse her of desertion but 
rather admire her stoicism and self-confidence: 
Come, Mary, an' we'll never come back 
here agen. Let your father furrage for 
himself now. I've done all I could an' 
it was all no use — he'U- be hopeless 
till the end of his days.*^  
Here she is raised to the mythic level of motherhood. She 
emerges as a symbol of vitality, sustaining human 
existence. Despite setbacks, her confident conviction 
that Mary's "child '11 have what's far betther — it'll 
have two mothers"-^ elicits the unequivocal empathy mixed 
with admiration of the audience. Juno personifies Life 
Force. Further, her realization that 
These-things have nothin' to do with the 
Will o' God. Ah, what can God do agen 
the stupidity o' men! 
raises the level of her perception and makes her larger 
36. Ibid., p.75. 
37. Ibid., p.86 
38. Ibid. 
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than life. She transcends all conventional limitations, 
and stands ennobled in her sufferings. O'Casey's handling 
of Juno's character testifies that despite his conscious 
effort to follow Brechtian technique of 'alienation' he 
irresistibly yields to naturalistic empathy, so far as 
Juno is concerned. But the audience's vacillation between 
uncritical empathy and rational reaction is unmistakably 
explicit. 
O'Casey does not necessarily follow the circular 
pattern — empathy — > critical distancing — > greater 
empathy — in the portrayal of other characters. Mary, 
for instance, does not start with the empathy of the 
audience. Rather our attitude towards her is quite 
ambivalent. Perhaps, it is the vagaries of her 
personality enlisted by the dramatist in the very 
introductory pages which restrain, the audience frommaking 
any clear-cut emotional commitment: 
Two forces are working in her mind — 
one, through the circumstances of her 
life, pulling her back; the other, 
through the influence of books she has 
read, pushing her forward. The opposing 
forces are apparent in her speech and 
her manners both of which are degraded 
by her environment, and improved by her 
acquaintance slight though it be — with 
literature.*" 
40. Ibid., pp.3-4. 
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Essentially, the presence of contraries keeps the audience 
alert. Her attraction towards idealism: 
What's the use of belongin' to a Trades 
Union if you won't stand up for your 
principles?... It was a clear case of 
victimization. 
her fierce individuality: 
The hour is past now when we'll ask the 
employers permission to wear what we 
like^2 
and her intellectual claims are worth appreciating. What 
intrigues the audience is as to how can a woman, endowed 
with these qualities, fall in the trap of a cheat like 
Bentham. Stunned for a short duration, the audience 
recovers to willingly forgive her for rejecting Jerry 
because Bentham has he lacks those c[ualities which to 
attract a girl. The possibility that it was her idealism 
and intellectual superiority which made her opt for 
Bentham cannot be ruled out. On the other hand Jerry had 
nothing better to offer her than the advanced status of 
Secretaryship. Thus we find that the audience's critical 
and detached response towards Mary is marginalized to a 
great extent. 
41. JJbid.,p.6. 
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It is the disclosure of Mary's liason with Benthain 
in the Third Act, which evokes sharp condemnations. She 
is at once distanced. Her sexual surrender to Benthain 
cannot be condoned by any yardstick of morality even by 
the liberal twentieth century standards, leave alone its 
acceptance in the conservative contemporary Ireland. 
Temporarily, we tend to endorse the outbursts of Boyle and 
Johnny. We are compelled to rethink whether Boyle's 
accusations are not justified when he lambasts at her: 
Her an' her readin'! That's more o' th' 
blasted nonsense that has the house 
fallin' down top of us I what did th' 
likes of her, born in a tenement house, 
want with readin'? Her readin's afther 
bringin' her to a nice P3ss -Oh, its 
madnin', madnin', madnin'! 
It is only towards the end that Mary proceeds in the 
direction of elicitingpaturalistic empathy, We approve of 
her explicit honesty with Jerry. Cheated by Bentham, 
rejected by the idealist Jerry, disowned by Boyle and 
Johnny, she appears as a lonely forsaken creature. It is 
in this loneliness that our sympathy towards her 
involuntarily starts flowing. Another contributory factor 
is that none of the characters who have condemned Mary are 
themselves virtuous, strong, or above recrimination. We 
feel uncertain about our response to Mary in the face of 
her declared proletarian idealism. We become sceptical 
43. Ibid., p75. 
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about her honesty in the proletarian cause in her 
rejecting the idealist leader, which Jerry at least claims 
to be, in favour of to the bourgeoise-oriented 
sophisticated Benthain who would be in some way perhaps 
instrumental in bringing prosperity to the family. Her 
yielding to the sexual desire of Bentham shows her weak 
character, which she in the beginning tries to cover under 
the veneer of honesty, integrity and idealism. Thus we 
remain detached from her, though we pity her for her 
loneliness. Our pity is sentimental pity for a vanquished 
victim rather than a feeling of fellowship or admiration 
which we had had for her mother. The handling of her 
character is explicitly anti-naturalistic and in the 
Brechtian mode of 'alienation'. 
The role of Mrs Tancred is very brief but even in 
that short spell O'Casey manages to have the twin response 
of 'alienation'' and sympathy. Mrs Tancred is introduced 
towards the end of Act II, when the funeral of her only 
dead son is being taken out. From the neighbours' 
conversation we learn about her inadvertent complicity in 
her son's political activities. "Everybody's sayin' that 
he was a Diehard.** Juno puts it rather bluntly: 
44. Ibid., p.5. 
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for lately she let th' Die-hards make an 
open house of th' place; an' for th' 
last couple of months, either when th' 
sun was risin' or when th' sun was 
settin', you had C.I.D. men burstin' 
into your room, assin' you where were 
you born. 
Hence when she suffers this personal tragedy our first 
response is identical to Juno's that Mrs Tancred has been 
justly punished for not guiding her son properly. The 
audience realises that Mrs Tancred lacks the fortitude of 
Juno, who is obviously crushed and defeated in her 
personal tragedy. 
Mrs Boyle. Come in an' have a hot cup 
o' tay, Mrs Tancred, before you go. 
Mrs Tancred. Ah, I can take nothin' now, Mrs 
Boyle— I won't be long afhter him.*° 
Her lyrical outburst of mourning heavily tilts our 
sympathy in her favour: 
Me home is gone now; he was me only 
child. Mother o'God, Mother o' God , 
have pity on the pair o' us!... O 
Blessed Virgin, where were you when me 
darlin' son was riddled with bullets, 
when me darlin' son was riddled with 
bullets!... Sacred Heart of the 
Crucified Jesus, take away out hearts o' 
stone... an' give us hearts o' f;esj... 
give us Thine own eternal love!* 
45. JJbid., p.56. 
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She is at once elevated to the stature of 
universal mother and the audience's empathy washes away 
the earlier hate felt towards her. 
By and large it appears that 'alienation' works 
differently for female characters from that for male 
characters. It is possibly due to O'Casey's softness 
towards his female characters that he espouses 
naturalistic empathy at some point or the other. Perhaps, 
for this very reason, he has been called by some critics 
as a feminist too. Let us now take up the working of 
'alienation' in regard to the male characters. We begin 
with minor characters before coming to the 'struttin' 
paycock'. 
None of the male characters in the Juno and the 
Paycock have the capacity to glorify themselves as the 
hero of the play. Interestingly, barring Joxer the other 
male characters Johnny, Jerry Devine, and Charlie Bentham 
have been given the illusion of greatness only to come out 
as cowards, and dastards. If we show sympathy for Boyle, 
it is out of default than out of choice. O'Casey shows no 
concession in painting his male characters in black 
colours. 
Johnny Boyle has been given some leverage after 
being twice involved in an heroic action. Juno very 
proudly informs Bentham how he was in Easter Week, when 
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he got hit in the hip; and his arm was blew off in the 
fight in O'Connell Street.... None can deny he done his 
bit for Irelan', if that's goin' to do him any good.*^ 
Unfortunately, this hero-fighter is a frightened man, 
living with a perpetual "tremulous look of indefinite fear 
in his eyes," surrounding himself constantly amidst 
devotional candles and in the protective wings of his 
mother. He keeps on dreading whether "the light lightin' 
before the pricture o' the Virgin?,"*^ will not go off. 
Johnny has somehow come to associate his salvage with the 
burning of light before the Virgin. Burdened with some 
guilt, he keeps on imagining: 
I seen him.... I seen Robbie Tancred 
kneelin down before the statue... an' 
the red light shinin' on him... an' when 
I went in... he turned an' looked at 
me.... Oh, why did he look at me like 
that? ... it wasn't my fault that he was 
done in.A^ Mother o' God, keep him away 
from me!^" 
The audience at this juncture is tempted to sympathise 
with the pathetic condition Johnny is in. They indulgently 
attribute the plight of Johnny to the direct consequence of 
war on the impressionable minds of the youths. Soon as we 
48. Ibid., PP30-31. 
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start conceding to Johnny, O'Casey lashes him with a whip 
when his role in the death of Robbie Tancred is exposed. 
Johnny is accused of treason and betrayal of his dear 
friend as the Second Irregular informs us: 
Poor Tancred was an oul' comrade o' 
your, but you didn't think o' that when 
you gave him away to the gang that sent 
him to his grave. ^  
Mary's crime pales into insignificance when compared with 
that of Johnny who betrayed both at the national as well as 
the personal levels. Johnny comes out as a coward, and a 
liar lacking guts to confess his guilt publicly. This 
again is contrasted with Mary's honest confessions to 
Jerry, which is not approved by Johnny. 
I suppose you told him everything... 
couldn't you takin' of the things, if 
have waited for a few days?... he'd have 
stopped th' you'd kep your month shut. 
Are you burnin' to tell ev^j^one of the 
shame you've brought on us?^^ 
The same pattern is witnessed in the case of Charlie 
Bentham and Jerry who start on a positive note only to 
get 'alienated' by the audience towards the end. In our 
first encounter with Charlie Bentham we find him an 
impressive, dashing young man of "twenty five, tall, good-
51. JJbid.,p.84. 
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looking," dressed amicably in "brovm coat, brown knee-
breeches, grey stockings a brown sweater with a deep blue 
tie; he carries glove and a walking-stick." He could be 
pardoned for having a "very high opinion of hiioself 
generally."^-^ A confirmed Theosophist, he captivates the 
simpletons with his intellectual superiority. He is too 
"dignified", "believin* in 'everythin*," and still is 
considered by all as the perfect match for Mary. 
Appearing towards the end of Act one as a beacon 
of hope, he conducts himself well into the second Act. 
However, the very introductory conversation between mother 
and daughter in Act III gives an insight into the interior 
motives of Bentham, signaling his withdrawal from the 
audience. He learn how "The thick made out the Will 
%n:ong."^ * a total "banjax". And the one man responsible 
for creating furore is Bentham. Equally important is the 
fact that he has "left poor Mary in th' lurch". His role 
in the will could be forgiven, but his role as a seducer 
is beyond forgivness. Bentham, with this single action, 
has shattered all the goodwill earned earlier and has 
given rise to a big question mark on his integrity and 
character. He comes to the audience as a sheer mercenary, 
whose sole intention was to extract money. He 
53. Ibid., p.29. 
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deliberately cultivated his friendship with Mary as she 
was going to be a rich heiress; he had gone to the extent 
of suffering humiliation and indignation in the company of 
socially and intellectually inferior Dublin tenants as 
long as Boyles were the prospective legatee. But once the 
fact that "the wills a wash out!" surfaces Bentham 
abandons his sense of commitment, his sense of 
responsibility, retreating back to England. He is but a 
callow, pretentious opportunist, a trickster of the worst 
kind. 
Jerry does not evoke such sharp antagonism against 
himself as Bentham does but he, too, fails to rise to the 
stature of a hero. A young socialist idealist, he is 
about "twenty five, well set, active and earnest. He is a 
type, becoming very common now in the labour Movement, of 
a mind knowing enough to make the mass of his associates, 
who know less, a power, and two little to broaden that 
power for the benefit of all." ^ ^ The dramatist does not 
commit himself by categorizing Jerry but leaves ample 
scope for Jerry to develop himself. Introduced in Act 
One, as a rejected suitor, he elicits favourable response 
because the audience fails to understand Mary's logic in 
rejecting him. Moreover, despite knowing Mary's mind, he 
is still concerned about the family trying to get Boyle 
saddled with a job in Rathmines. 
55. Ibid., p.8. 
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Jerry gets eclipsed with the arrival of Bentham. 
O'Casey, however, gives him a further chance to redeem 
himself in Act Three. Once Bentham has quitted, Jerry 
returns, all magnanimous, willing to forgive Mary: "even 
though you threw me over for another man; even though you 
gave me many a bitter word!^^ This takes Mary as well as 
the audience by surprise; both failing to see that the 
acceptance is extended to an abandoned Mary and not a 
pregnant Mary. Both were talking on cross-purposes 
raising Jerry's image in everyone's estimation. As soon 
as he learns about the truth, his narrow middle class 
morality intervenes forcing his withdrawal from Mary "I 
shouldn't have troubled you....I wouldn't if I'd known.^^ 
Jerry now, analyzed in retrospect, reveals a gap between 
his ideals and true self. Though he declares to be in 
love with Mary, his love is interrelated with his ideal. 
In the first instance, he has impressed upon Mary with his 
forthcoming status of secretaryship because 
The job's worth three hundred an' fifty 
pounds a year, Mary. You an' I could 
live nice an' cosily on that; it would 
lift you out o' this place an'...^® 
Again in Act three, he renews his offer to begin a new 
56. Ibid., p.80, 
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life with Mary in the name of his ideals. 
Mary, Mary, I am pleading for your love. 
With Labour, Mary, humanity is above 
everything; we are tj^ Leaders in the 
fight for a new life.^^ 
This beginning is throttled because of his inability to 
break free from the shackles of middle class ethics and 
morality. Mary's judgement, that his "humanity is just as 
narrow as the humanity of the others" echoes the 
dramatist's as well as the audience's disillusionment in 
Jerry. Joxer Daly is one character who neither attracts 
nor repulses the audience, evoking a consistent opinion 
throughout the play. A perfect alter ego to the senior 
paycock, his reputation precedes his arrival as Juno in 
anger amply demonstrates the uselessness of Joxer. She 
holds Joxer responsible for the waywardness of her husband 
who insists on being "wherever Joxer Daly is — dhrinkin 
in some shrug or another."^^ Conspicuous for 'shruggin his 
'shouldhers' and endowed with a 'cunning twinkle' in the 
eyes, he is an unabashed flatterer. Each and every word 
pouted by Boyle is music to his ears. A long inexhaustive 
list could be made of the 'daarlin' things. If Bolye 
offers 'tay' it is a "cup of o'tay's a darlin' thing, a 
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daarlin' thing"; a song becomes a "daaarlin song"; few 
lines from Boyle is a "daaarlin' poem." In short, Joxer 
is a perfect foil to pamper the ego of the vain Captain 
without any vestige of shame. He is forever willing to 
bend to satiate the likes and dislikes of the Captain. 
Knowing his disdain for work, Joxer justifies Boyle's 
decision not to work: 
Ah, any man havin' the like of them 
pains ud be down an' out, down and 
out.^2 
A sycophant of the worst category, he even goes to the 
extent of instigating Boyle against Juno as he is fully 
aware that Boyle revels in believing himself to be the 
wronged man, highly misunderstood by one and all: 
It's a terrible thing to be tied to a 
woman that's always grousin'. I don't 
know how you stick it — it ud put years 
on me. It's a good job she has to be so 
often away, for [with a shrug! when the 
cats away, the mice can play. 
Simultaneously, he has no scruples in accepting 
the handouts of his host and benefactor. The pompous 
manner of Boyle in Act one in giving breakfast tea and 
gravy to Joxer while keeping the 'sassige' to himself is 
not at all offensive to Joxer. He is always willing to 
62. Jbid., p.24. 
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accept whatever comes free of cost. When the audience has 
been feted on the spineless sycophany of Joxer, we are led 
to witness yet another of his characteristic, hitherto 
hidden. Joxer is not merely a meek, docile yes man, he 
has claws too, a Judas in the true sense of the word. This 
attribute of Joxer surfaces towards the end of Act One 
when with the abrupt arrival of Juno, Joxer escapes 
through the window and remains suspended on the ledge of 
the roof. The Captain intoxicated with the news of 
inheriting a legacy is oblivious of the whereabouts of 
Joxer and in an exultant mood decides to severe ties with 
him. 
Juno, I'm done with Joxer; he's 
nothin' but a prognosticator an' a... 
Joxer is privy to both the pieces of information. For the 
first time he experiences hurt and insult in being 
forgotten by his friend in the hour of prosperity. And 
henceforth he decides to retaliate. Bouncing back into 
the room he makes the Boyle have a glimpse of his temper. 
You're done with Joxer, are you? May be 
you thought I'd stop on the roof all the 
night for you! Joxer out on the roof 
with the win' blowin' through him was 
nothin' to you an' your friend with the 
collar an' tie!^^ 
64. Ibid., p.34. 
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and thereon decides to shatter the myth surrounding the 
'Captain': 
I have to laugh everytime I look at the 
deep-sea sailor; an' a row on a river ud 
make him sea-sick. ^ 
Stung with insult, Joxer watches the 
transformation of the whole family, the manner in which 
they had "been throwin' their weight about for the last 
few months 1"^^ with a lot of discomfort. He closely keeps 
monitoring the progress of the execution of the will. It 
is but natural that he is one of the first to realise that 
the will was but a mirage. Extremely elated, he openly 
ridicules the Captain who had been 
goin' about like a mastherpiece of the 
Free State counthry; forgettin' their 
friends; forgettin' God- wouldn't even 
lift his hat passin' a chapel! Sure they 
were bound to get a dhrop.^ 
Sensing the vulnerability of the situation, with the 
Captain's fangs clipped, he proceeds to take his sweet 
revenge. In a very calculated manner, he joins Needle 
Nugent and Mrs Madigan in striking back at Boyle. He is 
in no mood to be relegated to play the role of second-
6 6 . 
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fiddle. The moment Boyle attempts to lord over him, — "I 
always knew you were a prognosticator, an' a 
prognosticator"^^ — the coxcomb makes it abundantly clear 
that 
'The anchor's weighed, farewell, ree... 
mem... ber... me. Jacky Boyle, Esquire, 
infernal rogue an' damned liar. 
This transformation in Joxer surprises the audience, who 
start viewing him cynically at his sadistic pleasure. 
However, Joxer cannot maintain his integrity and 
resolution for long. Though the charm of being associated 
with a prospective legatee has dissipated the charm of 
getting a free drink is too much a temptation. A mere call 
from Boyle asking his company to "Foley" is an enticement 
difficult to ignore. Pat comes the reply. 
come with you? With that sweet call me 
heart is stirred; I'm only waiting for 
the word, an' I'll be with you, like a 
birdr^ 
Joxer goes back whining and grinning expressing his 
parasitic tendency, a spineless creature who will side 
with anyone who provides him with something. 
The last and the most important male character to 
69. Ibid., p.72. 
70. Ibid, 
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be considered is Jack Boyle himself, the epitome of 
paycockism. Caricatured in a comic light, it is but 
natural that our identification with him has been rendered 
impossible. Nevertheless, the dramatist manages not to 
let negativity seep into our attitude towards him. If the 
paycockism in him alienates us, at the same time it also 
induces sympathy. If his companionship imparts 
liveliness, intensifies tragedy, it also makes the 
audience conscious that despite "th' whole worls'... in a 
terr... ible state o' ... chassis," it is man, himself who 
is responsible to a great extent for his fall. O'Casey 
introduces Boyle as a 
man of about sixty; stout, grey haired 
and stocky. His neck is short, and his 
head looks like a stone ball that one 
sometimes sees on top of a gate-post. 
His cheeks reddish purple, are puffed, 
as if he were always repressing an 
almost irrepressible ejaculation... His 
walk is a slow, consequential strutt. ^ 
In the beginning we feel positively inclined 
towards Boyle, even though Juno gives fair warning to us. 
But if we review his personality in retrospect we 
experience the sheer mockery Boyle makes of his 
responsibility as head of the family and his complete 
dependence on the earning capability of his wife and 
daughter: 
72. Ibid., pp.9-10, 
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You'd think, he was bringin' twenty 
poun's a week into the house the way his 
going on. He wore out the Health 
Insurance long ago, his afther wearin' 
out the unemployment dole, an' now, he's 
thryin' to wear out me! An' constantly 
singin' no less, when he ought always to 
be on his knees offer in' up a Novena for 
a job."^ 
Boyle has the same callous apathetic attitude towards his 
children. When they need him most in their hour of 
crisis, he quickly abandons them, leaving for Foley, 
cursing. "Oh, a nice son, an' a nicer daughter, I have."^ 
The audience's perception about the nature of 
Boyle has been made clear and that is why they are not 
offended by Juno's condemnation of her husband. With a 
sense of bewilderment we watch his preference for sloth on 
the one hand and the condescending attitude he exhibits 
towards his neighbour in general and Joxer in particular. 
We share Juno's sense of outrage when we learn how 
he's waitin' for — till he think I'm 
gone to work, an' then sail in with the 
boul Joxer, to bum all the coal an' 
dhrink all the tea in the place, to show 
them what a good Samaritan he is!'^ 
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We also learn that whenever he is offered a job he starts 
having pains in the legs: 
Nobody but meself knows the sufferin' 
I'm goin' through with the pains in 
these legs o' mine. 
Otherwise, he is fit to "skip like a goat into a snug." 
To Boyle, freedom is precious. Any interference 
with it sends him in a rage. He scolds Jerry Devine 
What business is it o' yours whether I 
was in a snug or no? what do you want to 
be gallopin' about after me for? Is a 
man not to be allowed to leave his house 
for a minute without havin' a pack o' 
spies, pimps an' informers cantherin' at 
his heals?"^ 
Boyle harbours an anti-clerical stance which is 
diametrically opposed to Juno's religiosity. Prior to the 
news of legacy, he frowned upon the clergy and wanted no 
favour from them because 
If 
you 
they do anythin for you, they'd want 
to be livin' in the chapel... ° 
He looks with suspicion at Father Farrell's intention in 
getting him a job. 
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Work, work for me an' you; havin' us 
mulin' from mornin till night, so that 
they may be in betther fettle when they 
come hoppin' round for their dues!'^ 
However, with the incoming fortune, Boyle, without any 
tinge of remorse or shame, blatantly changes his posture. 
He does not "like any one to talk disrespectful of Father 
Farrell" He praises the role of clergy in the lives of 
men: 
Father Farrell is a man o' the people, 
an' as far I know the history o' me 
country, the priests was always in the 
van of the fight for Irelan's freedom. 
Negligence by Boyle in all spheres — personal and 
professional —inevitably results in the audience's 
alienation from Boyle. The audience has been made to 
understand Boyle's self imposed decision not to work. 
Boyle's pitting against Juno's diligence, or the coal 
vendor's struggles, his passivity against Mary's active 
participation exposes the fact that his declamations are 
mere lip service to the idea, thus further distancing him 
from us. 
Yet despite the solid evidences we can neither 
adopt Boyle nor abandon him. It leaves us with an 
79. IJbid., p.25. 
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inexplicable experience. When Juno decides to go with 
Mary, the protective cover is gone and Boyle is left 
orphaned. Though appearing on the empty stage as a loner 
there is no involuntary endorsement nor any emphatic 
rejection. 
One thing that clearly emerges is that O'Casey 
showed no undue softness towards the male characters nor 
any idolization of the war heroes and secondly, despite 
flirting with Brechtian technique of alienation, O'Casey 
does fall a prey to the naturalistic tendency toward the 
end. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PUOUGH AND THE STARS 
The Plough and the Stars (1926) revolves once again around 
a tenement house. A complex pattern in theme and 
character is visible. A glimpse into the world of Nora 
and Clitheroe transports us into a world of romance and 
love, rudely in touch with the world of Bessie, Gogan and 
Mollser, symbols of impoverishment. Yet another 
prominent theme unifying the antithetical worlds of Nora 
and Bessie is the theme of war, registering O'Casey's 
incisive and scathing indictment of war. 
The plot of The Plough And the Stars, on the 
naturalistic level, can be summarised as follows: Nora and 
Clitheroe, a bricklayer occupy a tenement house along with 
Nora's uncle, Peter Flynn, a labourer, and Covey, a fitter 
related to Clitheroe. Disgusted at not being elevated to 
the rank of commandant, Clitheroe, returns to the arms of 
Nora, who earlier for purely selfish reasons, had 
destroyed the official letter containing the information 
about her husband's promotion. Her joy is short-lived, 
for Captain Brennan personally comes to recall Clitheroe 
to assume the new charge and command the battalion at a 
demonstration. Jubilation at the success withthe 
demonstration celebrations, ironically takes place in a 
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pub. The patriots, the bearers of the flag, "Plough and 
the Stars", interact freely with bawdy drunkards and 
prostitutes mouthing platitudes on nationalism and 
patriotism. From this vortex of activity, the audience's 
attention is drawn into the interiors of the tenement 
house. Lot of excitement has been generated. Mrs Gogan 
helps her daughter outside in the sun; Nora is found 
missing gone in search of her husband, only to be brought 
back by Fluther. Mayhem in the wake of demonstration has 
resulted in looting and plunder. Bessie, along with Mrs 
Gogan join the other children of lesser God in pawning off 
things. Oblivious of the outside world. Covey and Fluther 
are seen busy in pitching game. The atmosphere of 
abandonment is interrupted by the arrival of Clitheroe and 
Brennan who bring in the injured Lieut Langon. Nora makes 
yet another feverish attempt to restrain Clithereo, only 
to be pushed violently on the steps of the house. 
Meanwhile the condition of Mollser deteriorates and a 
doctor is urgently required. All the menfolk shy away and 
it is Bessie Burgess who muster courage to venture out in 
the midst of the sounds of rifle and gunshots. 
The last act reveals the coffin of Mollser with 
Covey and Fluther indulging in a game of cards in 
candlelight by its side. Nora has given birth to a 
stillborn baby and is delirious. Her condition becomes 
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precarious when Brennan comes with the news of Clitheroe's 
death. Demented, Nora lays the table for meal and 
inadvertantly exposes herself to a open window. The 
soldiers in the street target the window and Bessie, in 
her attempt to hold Nora is hit by the stray bullet. 
Frantically, Bessie pleads , but Nora fails to register 
the enormity of the situation. Bessie succumbs to her 
injury. Soldiers barge into the house to round up the 
menfolk. Before the curtain falls we find the soldiers 
around the dining table feasting and singing all by 
themselves. 
The complexity of characters and themes in The 
Plough and the Stars can also be explained with the help 
of the technique of 'alienation', operating in a 
naturalistic framework. Like Juno and the Paycockf an 
undulating rhythmic pattern of empathy and alienation is 
evidenced in The Plough and the Stars, too. For the sake 
of convenience we take up the study of female characters 
first. 
O'Casey has peopled The Plough and the Stars with 
character of all shades. A close observation of different 
characters gives us enough revelations. It is fast 
becoming a certainty that O'Casey is susceptible in the 
treatment of his female characters and secondly, we are 
likely to find heroism in the least seemingly heroic 
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person. Both these aspects hold true in the play under 
consideration. Nearly all the female characters end up in 
eliciting a positive response and it is again women who 
put the men to shame. 
Bessie Burgess, modelled on the likes of Juno, 
emerges as the potential character, eclipsing not only 
Nora but the entire motley crowd. O'Casey has provided 
ample opportunity to this street fruit vendor to develop 
as a complex person. She starts with incurring audience's 
rejection and condemnation only to prove them vwong. For 
towards the end she succeeds in drawing our fullest 
empathy and admiration. 
Described as a 'woman of forty, vigorously built' 
with a face 'dogged one, hardened by toil, and a little 
coarsened by drink',^ Bessie starts by definitely 
alienating the audience by her contemptuous, scornful and 
vicious' expression and calling Mora names, like "little 
over-dressed trollope." She forces her entry into the 
house spouting foul invectives without any provocation, 
appearing as a chronic cynic: 
Puttin' a new lock on her door ... afraid 
her poor neighbours ud break through an 
steal .... Checkin' th' children playin' on 
1. Thg PlQUgh and th? Stars in collected Plays, Vol.1 
(London: Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1963), p.178. All 
subsequent references to the text are from this 
volume. 
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the stairs ... gettin' on the nerves of 
your ladyship.... Complainin' about Bessie 
Burgess singin' her hymns at night, when 
she has a few up [She comes in half-way on 
the threshold and screams] Bessie Burgess 
'11 sing whenever she damn well likes!^ 
She literally assaults a helpless Nora who is freed from 
her grasp by Fluther: 
Why is she always thryin' to speak proud 
things, an' lookin' like a mic^ hty one in 
th' congregation o' th' people! 
She is at odds with everyone. If she cannot accept the 
lady with a "silver fox fur" she cannot co-exist with Mrs 
Gogan either: 
A woman on her own, dhrinkin' with a bevy 
o' men, is hardly an example to her sex 
.... an' a woman dhrinkin' with herself is 
still a woman — but a middle aged married 
woman makin' herself th' centre of a circle 
of men is as a woman that is loud an' 
stubborn, whose feet abideth not in her own 
house. 
Bessie goes around with an unmistakable air of superiority 
in her creed and religion. A thorough Protestant, she 
proudly informs one and all how she Her publicity of self-
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
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attend me place o' worship, anyhow .... not 
like some o' them that go to iieither 
church, chapel nor meetin' house . . . 
righteousness: 
Bessie Burgess doesn't put up to know much, 
never havin' a swaggerin' mind, thanks be 
to God, but goin' on packin' up knowledge 
accordin' to her conscience: precept upon 
precept, line upon line; here a little and 
there a little.^ 
and consequently assuming the right to pass judgement on 
any one irritates her neighbours. She accuses Mrs Gogan 
of adultery and immorality, much to her chagrin. 
thanks be to Christ, she knows when she was 
got, where she was got, an' how she was 
got; while there's some she knows, 
decoratin' the finger with a well polished 
weddin' ring, whould be hard put to it if 
they were assed to show their weddin' 
lines! 
Such jeering and malicious tongue estranges Bessie from 
neighbours as well as the spectator. The neighbours hardly 
take her into consideration, ostracising her from their 
company. During her altercation in Act II, with Mrs 
Gogan, Peter tries to pacify the letter by advising to 
ignore her: 
If I was you, Mrs. Gogan, I'd parry her 
jabbin' remarks be a powerful silence that 
'11 keep her tantalizin' words from 
5. Ibid., p.179. 
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penethratin' into your feelin's. It's 
always betther to leave these people to th' 
vengeance o' God.! 
According to Fluther, Bessie is 
always dangerous an' derogatory when she's 
well oiled. Th' safest way to hindher her 
from havin' any enjoyment out of her spite, 
is to dip our thoughts into the fact of her 
bein' a female person that has moved out of 
th' sight of ordinary sensible people. 
The first and second Acts are devoted to completely 
distancing Bessie. This is a superb example of what can be 
termed as an orchestrated alienation. It is to the credit 
of O'Casey that even while pushing Bessie into the corner, 
he manages to extract audience's endorsement with great 
tenacity. 
Condemned for drunkenness, cynicism, abusive 
language, uncouthness and jeering, the audience cannot 
fail to register that Bessie's scepticism about the sham 
display of patriotism and war does merit consideration. 
There is, after all, some verisimilitude in it, difficult 
to be overlooked. O'Casey does not seem to idolise any 
heroes who participated in the war for Ireland's freedom. 
And we find ourselves in agreement with Bessie when she 
exhorts men to rise up to the occasion and fight: 
8. Ibid., p.203. 
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Maybe yous are satisfied now; inaybe yous 
are satisfied now. Go on an get guns if 
yous are inen — Johnny get your gun, get 
your gun, get your gun I Yous are all nicely 
shanghaied now; th' boyo hasn't a sword on 
his thigh now! Oh, yous are all nicely 
shanghaied now!^ *' 
Bessie's observation is equally relevant here: 
You an' your Leadhers an' their sham-battle 
soldiers has landed a body in a nice way, 
havin' to go an' ferret out a bit o' bread, 
God knows where.... why aren't yous in th' 
G.P.O. if yous are men? It's paler and 
paler yous are gettin'.... A lot o' vipers 
thats what th' Irish people is!^^ 
Audience's dilemma over his response to Bessie starts 
taking shape in Act III. O'Casey artistically begins the 
process of reinstating Bessie by highlighting her maternal 
instinct. Kindness, goodness or love Is anathema to 
Bessie. This is what we have assumed so far. 
Occasionally Bessie does lament the loss of her son. It 
is in Act III that we find Bessie rising above her 
confinements in showering maternal love on Mollser, the 
daughter of her 'enemy'. Though Bessie is deep into 
looting, speaking "rapidly and breathlessly," yet she is 
observant enough to listen to Mollser's request to be 
10. Ibid,, p.218. 
11. Ibid,, pp.222-3, 
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taken inside the room, a fact missed by her own mother; 
Mollser: Help me in, Bessie; I'm feelin' curious 
[Bessie leaves the looted things in the 
house, and, rapidly returning, helps Mollser 
in).^^ 
A woman full of sound and fury, has got guts equal to 
her pungent tongue, which makes each and every character 
seem dwarfed. Despite animosity with Mrs Gogan, when 
Mollser becomes critical, the mother is "afraid to go...," 
Ji;t is Bessie who decides to 'risk it'. As she steps out 
gun shots are heard: 
[She hesitates for a moment, then she 
tightens her shawl round her, as if it were 
a shield, then she firmly and swiftly goes 
out. 
Bessie : Oh, God, be Thou my help in time 
o' throuble, An' shelter me 
safely in th' shadow of Thy 13 wings.^ 
Her motherly instinct is not restricted to Mollser alone, 
but is extended to include her natural arch enemy-Nora. 
When Clitheroe has gone off leaving a shattered and 
disconsolate Nora, it is Bessie who takes her under her 
protective wings and applies balm to her taut nerves. 
With words of consolation, and sweet reprimand she is 
willing to sing a lullaby to her if 
12. Ibid., p.224. 
13. Ibid., p.238. 
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We'll have to be brave, an' let patience 
clip away th' heaviness of th' slow-movin' 
hours, rememberin' that sorrow may endure 
for th' night, but joy cometh in th' 
mornin'.... Come on in, an' J'H sing to 
you, an' you '11 rest quietly. ^  
Ironically, we realise that it is Bessie, though "moved 
out of th' sight of ordinary sensible people" who 
maintains her poise and sanity and holds, in her own way, 
the tenement world intact. This act wins the approbation 
of all and the neighbours unanimously admit: 
Covey : I don't know what we'd have done 
only for oul Bessie : up with her 
for the past three nights, hand 
runnin'. 
Fluther : I always knew there was never 
anything really derogatory wrong 
with poor oul Bessie. ^  
Mrs Gogan who was all set to "show this lassie a lesson or 
two..." cannot help being beholden to Bessie for all she 
did for Mollser. 
Indeed its meself that has well chronicled, 
Hrs Burgess, all your gentle hurryin's to 
me little Mollser, when she was alive, 
bringin' her somethin' to dhrink, or 
somethin' t' eat, an' never passin' her 
without liftin' up her heart with a 
delicate world o' kindness.^^ 
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The audience is taken by surprise when Bessie expresses 
her inability to stand up to pay respect to the dead 
child, which is in sharp contrast to the insensitivity of 
Covey and Fluther who keep busy with cards. 
It's excusin' me you'll be, Mrs. Gogan, for 
not stannin' up seeing I'm shaky on me feet 
for want of a little sleep an' not desirin' 
to show any disrespect to a poor little 
Mollser.-^' 
It is worth recalling a comparison of Bessie with Juno's 
apathetic stance towards Mrs. Tancred's son which had led 
to her estrangement. A parallelism could be drawn to show 
O'Casey's strategy of keeping both 'alienation* and 
naturalistic technique in tandem. In the case of Juno 
there is a clear movement from empathy — alienation — 
empathy while in Bessie it moves from alienation to 
empathy. 
The attitude of the audience's by the end of the 
Act IV, is tilted heavily in favour of Bessie. A burst of 
sympathy is let loose when she is killed trying to save 
the one person who had always been an alien to her — 
Nora. Bessie achieves martyrdom, though accidental but a 
sincere one which erases all the unfortunate impression 
the audience had earlier formed. Bessie is in truth a 
Phoenix incarnate. 
- .^ , — 
17. Ibid., pp.250-1. 
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Nora Clitheroe embodies a unique complexity 
developed dexterously by 0'Casey. Her character undergoes 
variations in the labyrinth of the four Acts. Albeit 
unwillingly, the audience is called upon to express 
sympathy. Described with utmost objectivity, she is a 
vulnerable woman trapped in a purely masculine world, 
paying for the misadventures of others. Unconcerned with 
external turmoil, Nora is a highly emotional person, 
excessively in love with her husband. Jack Clitheroe, who 
loves no one but himself. The attitude of the audience, 
though not meant to be favourably disposed in the 
beginning, is perforced to palpitate for Nora who is 
completely broken down by hostile circumstances. 
Her arrival is anticipated by observations from 
the neighbours, clearly establishing her as distinct from 
the rest of the tenement women. Mrs. Gogan accuses Nora 
for having "notions of upperosity." Bessie cannot 
tolerate her haughtiness and arrogance Why is she always 
thryin' to speak proud things, an' lookin' like a mighty 
one in th' congregation o' th' people!'^ ® 
The women folk also flayed Nora's outrageous sense of 
dressing: 
18. Ibid., p.178. 
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I'm always sayin' that her skirts are a 
little too short for a married woman. An' 
to see her , sometimes of an evenin', in 
her glad-neck gown would make a body's 
blood rim cold. I do be ashamed of me 
life ^^ 
Nora, on the other hand, finds the tenement rooms 
suffocating and is reported to be 
alurays grumblin' about havin' to live in a 
tenement house. "I wouldn't like to spend 
me last hour in one, let Slone live me life 
in a tenement," says she.^" 
0'Casey, however, on his part, refrains from showing 
any prejudices. She is a "young woman of twenty-two, 
alert, swift, full of nervous energy," dressed in a 
"tailor-made costtime," and wearing a "silver fox fur" 
around her neck. Nora's sole ambition is to "get on in 
the world."^^ O'Casey does not manifest the dichotomy in 
the circumstances like that of Mary in the J[miQ_aniLJill£ 
paycock. Rather it is evident in the expression of her 
face. 
The firm lines of her face are considerably 
opposed by a soft, amorous mouth and gentle 
eyes. When her firmness fails her, she 
persuades with her feminine charm.^^ 
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This guile is amply made use of by Nora on her busband. 
Her quest to "get on in the world" is directly linked with 
Clitheroe. He alone is the stabilising, cohesive factor, 
the anchor of her life. Without his support, Nora lacks 
the power of sustenance as is patent in the play itself. 
She is forever dependent on others, be they Fluther, 
Clitheroe or Bessie for her survival and lacks the spirit 
and vitality which characterizes O'Caseyan women. It is 
basically her pitiable and pathetic condition which draws 
on our naturalistic inclinations. 
Nora is portrayed as a young wife, constantly 
under seige feeling every moment the presence of danger 
lurking in the external world, waiting to rip apart her 
private world. This explains her reasons for destroying 
the letter which would have taken Clitheroe away from her: 
"I burnded it, I burned it. That's what I did with it.''^ -^  
She keeps on trying her best to distract Clitheroe from 
outside disturbances, cajoling him with her coquetry, and 
becomes suddenly tensed when there is a knock on the door. 
She implores Clitheroe not to respond: 
Don't mind him, don't mind, Jack. Don't 
break our happiness Pretend we're not 
in. Let us foroet everything to-night but 
our two selves.^'* 
23. Ibid., p.189. 
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The audience at this stage is indecisive whether to 
condone Nora's act of destroying the letter. For all 
obvious reasons, it is purely a selfish action and thus a 
certain amount of withdrawal is experienced which 
continues in Act III. The impulsive and rash behaviour of 
Nora running out, leaving the warmth of her hearth, 
looking for Clitheroe in a highly charged and tensed 
almosphere not only distances us but also provokes the 
wrath and insinuation of womenfolk. They take umbrage at 
Nora's demeanour which is tantamount to insult to Irish 
womenhood: 
I could find him nowhere, Mrs Gogan. None 
o' them would tell me where he was. They 
told me I shamed my husband an' th' women 
of Ireland be carryin' on as I was .... 
They said th' women must le^Hi to be brave 
an' cease to be cowardly.... 
Nora's conduct is a mere reflection of her possessiveness 
excessive love and loyalty; an extension of the Victorian 
hangover. It was undeniably a foolish act similar to 
Minnie Powells in The Shadow of a Gunman, The audience may 
appreciate her acting heroically but simultaneously they 
cannot deny that it was based on flawed logic. 
Nevertheless, the audience's critical faculty 
starts looking at Nora in a fresh light when she lambasts 
25. Ibid., pp.219-20. 
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the protagonists of war. There is an element of certitude 
in her assertions: 
What do I care for th' others? I can think 
only of roe own self.... An' there's no 
woman gives a son or a husband to be killed 
— if they say it, they're lyin', lyin', 
against God, Nature, an' against themselves! 
Nora's practical observation and translucency in exposing 
the sham masculine heroism and pretensions surprises us. 
She flays not only her husband's hypocritical double-
standards : 
An' he stands wherever he is because he's 
brave? [Vehemently] No, but because he's a 
coward,'a coward, a cowardl^' 
but also lays bare the illusory gallantry of men partaking 
in the freedom struggle who in actuality are a frightened 
lot: 
I tell you they're afraid to say they're 
afraid!.... An' I saw they were afraid to 
look at it.... An' some o' them laughed at 
me, but th' laugh was a frightened one .... 
An' some o' them shouted at me, but the 
shout had in it th' shiver o' fear.... I 
tell vou they were afraid, afraid, 
afraid !^^ 
As the play progresses and the implications become 
clearer, the audience involuntarily join Nora in reading 
26. Ibid., p.220. 
27. Ibid., p.221. 
28. Ibid., pp.221-22, 
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the fear writ large in the eyes of everyone, including 
Captain Brennan who had goaded Clitheroe into abandoning 
Nora; a fact emphasized by her: 
Look, Jack, look at th' anger in his face; 
look at th' fear glintin' in his eyes.... 
He himself's afraid, afraid, afraid!... He 
wants you to go to th' way he'll have th' 
chance of death sthrikin' you an' missin' 
himl Turn around an' look at him, Jack, 
look at him, look at him!... His very soul 
is cold .... shiverin' with th' thought of 
what may happen to him.... It is his fear 
that is thryin' to frighten you from 
recognizin' th' same fear that is in your 
own heart!^ 
O'Casey's tenderness towards his female characters 
resurfaces with Nora's loud thinking. He tones down the 
myth of Nora being a stupid sentimental fool by endowing 
her with the ability to see through and publicly declame 
the hypocrisy of Irish menfolk — the self-appointed 
custodians of Irish freedom. This awareness is 
transmitted to he audience who are forced to make a fresh 
appraisal of men and events. It, then, becomes impossible 
for us to maintain a calm aloofness from Nora. 
Armed with a better understanding about the aims 
and motives, we watch mutely the dimunition of the 
petulant, chirpy, "little-little red-lipped Nora," 
disintegrating into a haunted helpless, demented, 
29. Ibid., pp.235-6. 
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psychotic person: 
I think she'll never be much betther than 
she is. Her eyes have a hauntin' way of 
lookin' in instead of lookin' out as if her 
mind had been lost alive in madly minglin' 
memories of th' past.... 
The final act reveals Nora in a delirium, suffering two 
quick, irreparable losses, the impact of which has not yet 
been registered by her. She gives birth to a still born 
and the consequent death of Clitheroe. A distraught Nora, 
oblivious of the tragedy, goes arranging the table, 
singing and calling back Clitheroe. Even though Bessie is 
killed while saving Nora, we do not for a second blame the 
latter, because she was in a hallucinatory condition, 
recovering momentarily on seeing the corpse of Bessie. It 
is a belated reaction: "Hide it, hide it, don't let me see 
it! TsUce me away, take me away, Mrs Gogan."^^ Since her 
desertion by Clitheroe, Nor a was in no condition to protect 
herself, leave others. 
Another character to demonstrate O'Casey's 
exploitation of the Brechtian alienation and naturalistic 
empathy is Rosie Redmond. Unlike other characters 
analysed so far the present case offers a unique example 
of the co-existence of both. 
30. Ibid., p.242. 
31. Ibid., p.260. 
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O'Casey offers no apology in acquainting us with a 
prostitute and presents her as she is " a sturdy, well 
shaped girl of twenty; pretty and pert in manner,"•^ '^  well 
seasoned in her profession, knowing every trick of her 
trade. Rosie exudes vivacity. She is fully alive to the 
positive side of life. A delightful character, she fails 
to get acceptance with the Irish audience, because of the 
sheer stigma of her profession. Morally and ethically we 
do not endorse it. We do not regret the dearth of clients 
on the day of the demonstration when Rosie bemoans the 
lack of interest from men who take no notice of a pretty 
petticoat of a night like this They're all thinkin' 
of higher things than a girl's garthers "^^  
We look with amused contempt at Rosie's attempts to charm 
a reluctant Covey. She "sizes a young man" and tries her 
best to coax him by mouthing few words on the essence of 
"freedom". Covey fails to be drawn into "thinkin' of 
anythin' or admirin' anything," and instead offers a "copy 
of Jenersky's Thesis On The Origin, Development, an' 
Consolidation of 1;lig EvplUt;i9n&ry Idea of the 
Proletariat." for Rosie's perusal. She gets enraged and 
suggests 
32. Ibid., p.192. 
33. Ibid., p.193. 
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Jasus, it's in a monasthery some of us 
ought to be, spendin' our holidays kneelin' 
on our adorers, tellin' our beads, an' 
knockin' hell out of our buzzums! 
Rosie then 'sizes' up another client, a more willing 
one, i.e. Fluther. Fortunately an argument between 
Fluther and Covey provided Rosie with an opportunity to 
retaliate at Covey and come closer to Fluther. She was 
still smarting under Covey's rejection. Now given the 
chance, she exposes him: 
You louse, you louse, you!... You're no 
man.... You're no man... I'm a woman, any 
how, an' if I'm a prostitute aself, I have 
me feelin's Thrying to put his arm 
around me a minute ago, an' givin' me th' 
glad eye, th' little wrigglin' lump o' 
desolution turns on me now, because he saw 
there was nothin' doin' .... You louse, 
you! If I was a man, or you were a woman, 
I'd bate th' puss o' you!^^ 
Rosie ensconced comfortably with Fluther solicits few 
free drinks and takes him home. 
Upto this point, we have coldly and clinically 
analysed Rosie on purely moral grounds. Her jeering 
attitude towards something held sombre, austere by Irish 
public, makes her appear despicable. Nonetheless her 
34. Ibid., p.198. 
35. Ibid., p.210. 
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criticism of the people struggling for Irish freedom has 
got a touch of satiric scepticism, as it is motivated by 
hypocritical idealism: "A lot o' thricksters," say I, 
"that wouldn't know what freedom was if they got it from 
their mother "^ 
Her vehement dissociation from anything to do with "fight 
for freedom that wouldn't be worth winnin' in a raffle!""^^ 
comes out to be true, stirring a chain of doubts in our 
minds. The audience is seized with the realization that if 
Rosie is morally culpalable by Irish standards of 
morality, so are those hypocritical heroes who bring in 
"the banners of The Plough and the Stars," into the 
"commodious public-house" to get drunk. O'Casey by 
castigating a variety of things, discreetly saves Rosie 
from complete alienation. He has scrupulously avoided 
painting Rosie as a nymphomaniac. She is sho«m as a 
victim of circumstances, hit by economic hardship. 
Selling herself is a mere means of survival, something to 
give her financial stability, devoid of any personal 
gratification. Our contemptuous attitude gets diluted 
considerably and we start showing some understanding to 
the problem of Rosie: 
36. Ibid., p.197. 
37. Ibid. 
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It's no joke thrying to make up fifty five 
shillin's a week for your keep an' 
laundhry, an' then taxin' you a quid for 
your own room if you bring home a friend 
for th' night. If I could only put by a 
couple of quid for a swankier outfit, 
everythin' in th' garden ud looklovely— .° 
The Plough and the Stars bustles with a host of 
male characters,yet none of them rises to the stature of 
qualifying as a hero of the play. Covey and Peter remains 
on the periphery, content with being merely the spokesmen 
of socialist and Nationalist idealism, engaging themselves 
as looters, or playing cards on coffins or indulging in an 
exchange of wits. In short, they supplied mere lip 
service to their ideas and hardly participated in any 
action never rising to any occasion. They failed to 
transcend their limitations to encompass or even relate 
with the neighbours in the hours of crisis. Their role as 
mere spectators alienates the audience right from the 
beginning who view them as comic compulsion and nothing 
else. The only male character who approximates to 
heroism, in perhaps 0'Casey's estimation too, is Fluther 
Good. But before analysing him let us take another 
character who is instrumental in giving a tragic tone to 
the play. 
To the audience, commandant Jack Clitheroe could 
38. Ibid., p.193. 
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have been a fascinating, impressive and the most likely 
contender to the role of a hero. He is a lover as well as 
a combatant, combining the elements of romance, mystery, 
chivalry and gallantry. It was these qualities that aade 
Nora cling to him. It may seem appealing that Jack 
Clitheroe preferred his duty over his wife. This is a 
clear gesture of sacrifice, a matter of valid priority. 
However, before we could start conceding, O'Casey shatters 
the illusion by making us aware of the real intention of 
Clitheroe behind all this hullabaloo, of always carrying 
"his gun, an' th' Red Hand O' Liberty Hall in his hat." 
Mrs Gogan dispels the heroic aura of Clitheroe by 
revealing that his sudden disenchantment with Citizen Amy 
is the result of his not being 
made a Captain of. He wasn't goin' to be 
in anything where he couldn't be 
conspishuous. He was so cocksure o' being 
made one that he bought a Sam Brotme belt, 
an' was always puttin' it on an' standin' 
at th' door showing it off, till th' man 
came an' put out th' street lamps on him« ^ 
The revelation of Mrs Cogan is a warning to the audience 
from showing involved. Clitheroe is a suspect from the 
very beginning. We become aware of the fact that it was 
the charm of the uniform, the lure of rising to a position 
of "authority" that was the reason of all his excitement. 
39. Jbid., p.166. 
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However,, when Clitheroe returned to the arms of 
Nora, he tried to play the role of a lover to a hilt, 
tried to impVe.^  on Nora that he gave up the "Citizen Army" 
on her insistence and "to satisfy" her. Nora, on the 
other hand, was already in the know of his pretentious 
nature: 
Ay you gave it up — because you got th' 
sulks when they didn't make a Captain of 
you. It wasn't for my sake, Jack.*° 
Since the Citizen Army has "made an officer of you, you'll 
make a glorious cause of what you're doin',"*•'• accuses 
Nora, when Captain Brennan comes to recall Clitheroe. The 
romance professed by Clitheroe some moments earlier 
vanishes and taking out "a Sam Browne belt," a "revolver 
in the holster" Clitheroe goes of leaving behind a weeping 
and beseeching wife. Similarly the act of Clitheroe 
bringing in the "banner of The Plough and the Stars into a 
public house" is objectionable. Sacrifice, heroism 
carries with it an aura of sanctity, completely inimical 
to the bawdy vulgar world of a pub. 
However, Clitheroe redeems himself to some extent 
when he justifies his decision for not shooting the men 
directly involved in plunder. To Captain Brennans query 
"Why didn't you fire over their heads? Why didn't you fire 
to kill?" Clitheroe gives his reason that "bad as they 
are^ they're Irish men and women."^^ Temporarily we get a 
glimpse into the tender side of the commandant. This was 
a short-lived response. For soon we find Clitheroe unable 
to show any understanding to the mental turmoil of Nora. 
He criticises Nora for going out in his search. He showed 
the least interest in the danger Nora had put herself in. 
40. Ibid., p.184. 
41. Ibid., p.189. 
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His prestige was more important to him: "Are you goin' to 
turn all th' risks I'm takin' into a laugh."^ -^  
It is highly ironical that even though Clitheroe 
dies in action, the audience do not empathise with him in 
this tragic event. It is our awareness that Nora suffered 
because of the pride and egoism of Jack that prevents us 
from showing any sympathy. Besides, the death of 
Clitheroe is preceded by the complete breakdown of Nora 
and is followed by another innocent death, that of Bessie 
while trying to save his wife. The tragic circumstances of 
Jack are completely eclipsed and the audience thus remain 
detached. O'Casey once again gives no concession to the 
principal participants of the war. 
After this disillusionment with combatants like 
Jack Clitheroe, O'Casey introduces us with civilian, 
Fluther Good, who alone can be credited with having the 
dramatist's sympathy; a man to be reckoned with. He takes 
pain to describe him as a man of "forty-years of age", 
hardly "surrendering to thoughts of anxiety," possessing 
determination to "conquer" in the given eco-political 
condition is bound to draw the audience's admiration and 
commendation. O'Casey has taken care in endowing a 
distinct, independent individuality to Fluther Good, while 
classing him with the hypocrites, petty, bawling and vain 
characters. Further, he has avoided distorting the 
appearance of Fluther by not giving him any particularly 
comic mannerism. 
After encountering Boyles and Joxers who would 
either shy away from work or plunge into it out of purely 
selfish interest, it comes as a relief to find an artisan, 
proud of his artifact. A carpenter by profession, we get 
43. Ibid., p.235. 
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the first glimpse of Fluther expressing satisfaction at 
his achievement: 
filled with satisfaction, he is opening and 
shutting the door and enioying the 
completion of a work well done. ^  
The play opens in Clitheroe's room. The stage is 
deliberately devoid of any presence barring Mrs Gogan to 
highlight the singularity of Fluther. The conversation 
puts Mrs. Gogan in poor light and enhances the position of 
Fluther. Despite provocation he refuses to be drawn into 
the malicious slanging about the Clitheroes. On the 
contrary he expresses "disgust": 
Aah, that's goin' beyond th' beyonds in a 
tenement house. That's a little bit too 
derogatory.*^ 
He rescues Nora from the assault of Bessie 
Now, now Bessie,Bessie, leave poor Mrs. 
Clitheroe alone; she 'd do no one any harm, 
an' minds no one's business but her own. 
This stance continues in Act II where he mediates between 
the two "fightin' Cocks"— Bessie and Mrs. Gogan. It was 
his presence which prevented the mayhem in the pub. He 
tries to calm Mrs Gogan. 
Now, Jinnie, Jinnie, it's a derogatory 
thing to be smirchin' a night like this 
with a row; it's rompin' with the th' 
feelin's of hope we ought to be, instead of 
bein' vice versa.*^ 
Fluther, however, abandons his passivity when his 
orthodox religiosity is challenged by Covey. The audience 
are shocked at the transformation of Fluther. He resists 
being prosetylized by Covey: "Ah, you're not goin' to be 
44. Ibid., p.162. 
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let tap your rubbidge o' thoughts into th' mind o' 
Fluther." *^ He defiantly resists "talkin' to a word-
49 
weavin' little ignorant yahoo of a red flag Socialist" 
into "thryin' to juggle Fluther's mind with complicated 
cunundhrums of mollycewels an' atoms?" ^° Fluther's 
clericalism is also tempered with prudery. He cannot 
tolerate to be in the room where there is a "terrible 
picture", a "shocking picture" of "Georgina: The Sleepin' 
Venus'." ^^ We find an uncanny resemblance between Fluther 
and Bessie in the pride they take about their religious 
attitude. Fluther's sudden volatility and virility 
manifests again towards the end of Act II in the case of 
Rosie Redmond. Covey, when face to face with Rosie is 
cowered, timorously warding off the evil in the garb of 
righteousness: "It'll be a long time before th' Covey 
takes any insthructions or reprimandin' from a 
prostitute!"^^ Fluther on the other hand, demonstrated his 
chivalry by accepting Rosie without sitting on judgement, 
treating her as any ordinary mortal. When Covey 
humiliates Rosie, Fluther intervenes: 
Houl' on there, Rosie; houl' on there. 
There's no necessity to flutther yourself 
when you're with Fluther.... Any lady 
that's in th' company of Fluther is goin' 
to get a fair hunt.... This is outside your 
province.... I'm not goin' to let you 
demean yourself be talkin' to a tittherin' 
chancer. ^ ^ 
This gallantry continues into the Act III, when Fluther 
goes: 
runnin' about through th' night lookin' for 
Nora Clitheroe to brina her back when he 
48. Ibid., p.172. 
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heard she'd gone to folly her husband. ^ 
Had Fluther not acted immediately, Nora would have "been 
lyin' in the streets" as she herself admitted. Further he 
maintains a poise, a composure before the British 
soldiers, by holding on to his ground. He chides Sergeant 
Tinley for calling him a "blighter": "who are you callin' 
a blighter to, eh? I'm a Dublin man, born an' bred in th' 
city, see?" ^^ 
Fluther does well to sustain himself through the three 
Acts. The audience experiences sudden detachment when we 
find him playing cards on the coffin of Mollser. It is 
not only the lack of respect for the dead that offends the 
audience's sentiment, but also the fact t:hat Fluther has 
belittled the seriousness of the situation. Earlier also 
when the houses were on fire, Fluther had indulged in a 
game of pitching and tossing. 
If we were to map the character of Fluther 
graphically, we observe a steady continual line without 
any noticesdale curves. He comes out as a caring, humane, 
compassionate gentleman eund nothing more. He belies the 
expectation of the dramatist and the audience by not 
putting his capabilities to use. His complacency and 
refusal to take part in any action alludes him from 
becoming a heroic figure. The audience, inspite of being 
disappointed, do realise that Fluther Good at most can be 
considered as one of the better Dubllners. 
54. Ibid., p.216. 
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CHAPTER - IV 
THE SILVER TASSIE 
Critics have approached The silver Tassie (1928) as if it 
has a consciously deliberated structure, as consisting of 
the first, third and fourth acts as realistic and the 
second act as expressionistic.^ Though O'Casey admitted 
to Ivor Brown in 1928 that "expressionism is an important 
element in the present and in the coming drama,"* to 
accept it as wholly valid will too sweeping a 
generalization. Such an approach will naturally tend to 
ignore the complex nature of the blending of various 
realistic, expressionistic, mythical, symbolical and 
surrealistic dimensions of the play. Recalling his 
intentions about writing The Silver Tassie. O'Casey in a 
letter to Rolland G. Rollins in 1960 stated that he 
never consciously adopted "expressionism", which I 
1. Jules Koslow, Sean Q^Casey: The Man and his plays (New 
York, Citadel Press, 1966), p.53 
2. Ronald Ayling, Continuity and Innovation in Sean 
O^Casey»s Drama (University of Salzburg, 1976), p.109 
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don't understand and never did. To me there are no 
"impressionistic", "expressionistic", "real-
ist" (social or otherwise) plays: there are only 
good play and bad ones. Like your students, I 
think this play my best one; but the thought isn't 
important, for it may well be wrong.-^  
This candid confession does not undermine the 
influence of German expressionists like Toller and Kaiser 
and the American experimentalist, O'Neill on the eclectic 
mind of O'Casey . To give the nightmarish vision of war a 
universal significance, O'Casey resorted to the 
expressionistic technique in the Second Act by making Harry 
Heegan represent an individual as well as a "universal 
soldier, the common man as victim and accom- plice in 
war."^ Again and again, O'Casey reaffirmed that his sole 
piety in treating the Great War in his play was 
to show the face and unveil the soul of war. I 
3. Ronald Gene Rollins & Llewellyn Rabby, "The Silvey 
Tassie The Post World War I Legacy", Modern Drama. Vol. 
XXII, (1979), pp.125-136. 
4. Nesta Jones, O'Casey and Expressionism (Cambridge 
Chadwyck - Healey Limited, 1988) p.29 
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wanted a war play without noise ... to show it in 
its main spiritual phase; its minor impulses and 
its actual horror of destroying the golden bodies 
of the young; & of the Church's damned approval in 
the sardonic hymn to the gun; as true today as it 
was then. 
Since this thesis concerns itself with O'Casey's art 
of characterization, it would be relevant to limit our 
study on the dramatis personae in the play only. It would 
be befitting to cite an interesting observation of O'Casey 
in this context. It is an open knowledge that The Silver 
Tassie was rejected by the Abbey, forcing O'Casey to sever 
all ties with the Irish theatre as well with Yeats. Yeats 
cited two reasons for turning down the play. He took 
serious objection to O'Casey's writing elaborately about 
the "great war" in which he was "never interested...; you 
never stood on its battle-fields or walked its hospitals, 
and so write out of your opinions'; and secondly, the play 
5. Rollins & Rabby, op.cit., p.126, 
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was devoid of any 'dominating character'." Replying to 
these allegations, O'Casey reiterated his intentional 
dilution of a dominant character: 
In The Silver Tassie you have a unique work that 
dominates all the character in the play. I 
remember talking to Lady Gregory about The Plough 
before it was produced, and I remember her saying 
that The Plough mightn't be so successful as Juno, 
because there wasn't in the play a character so 
dominating and all pervading as "Juno", yet. The 
Plough is a better work than Juno, and in my 
opinion... The Tassie, because of, or in spite of, 
the lack of dominating character, is a greater 
work than The Plough.^ 
It is true that where realism is mixed or fused with 
other non-naturalistic dramatic devices the delineation of 
character becomes naturally complex. When a character is 
Undated Later, written in April 1928, first published 
in The Irish StatesMan. June 9, 1928 and reprinted in 
Blasts and Benedictions (1967), p.101. 
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portrayed symbolically or mythically, the question of 
empathy or * alienation' is not very important. This is 
because our attention is focussed on the conceptualized 
image of the character in terms of its symbolic or mythical 
embodiment. But when a character even temporarily slips out 
of the complex frame work of blended non-naturalistic 
devices, and treads in the realm of realism, the question of 
empathy or otherwise becomes crucial. 
Before taking up the study of individual character, let 
us briefly summarize the plot of the play. The Silver 
Tassie divided into four acts and aptly classified as a 
"tragi-comedy", is a play based on the First World War. For 
the first time, O'Casey moves out of the Dublin tenement to 
base his scenes in as diverse places as France, another in 
an hospital ward, yet another scene takes us in a football 
clubhouse. Only the first act is located in the Dublin 
appartment of the Heegans. The play centres on a young 
manual worker Harry Heegan, who has volunteered with the 
British army fighting in France. Back home on a short 
leave, Harry makes his local football club victorious by 
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bringing in the cup - the Silver Tassie. 
This accomplishment capitulates Harry to the centre -
stage. It is yet another feather to his heroic, dynamic 
personality, making him the cynosure of all eyes. He gains 
the love of Jessie Taite. The play opens in a slum flat 
with the father Sylvester Heegan, a docker and his companion 
Simon Norton, a Checker on the dock, while waiting for the 
triumphant return of Harry passing their time by reminiscing 
his (Harry's) exploits with "fists and feet", at the field 
and in beating the men in uniform: "A right-handed hook to 
the jaw / A left-handed hook to the jaw." To their utmost 
chagrin, they are subjected to listen to the "tambourine 
theology" of Susie Monican, a young girl of twenty-two, full 
of puritanical thoughts, trying her best to proselytize the 
two. They get a temporary respite with the unexpected 
arrival of Mrs. Foran who comes to take shelter from the 
assault of her soldier husband, Teddy. Also awaiting 
Harry's return is his mother, Mrs. Heegan though for 
entirely different reasons. She fears that any unncessary 
delay may lead to Harry missing the ship, carrying the 
soldiers back to the front. This would qualify Harry to be 
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charged as a deserter and more importantly cut off the 
maintenance allowance that Mrs. Heegan is entitled to. At 
this juncture the victory procession enters amidst chants of 
"Up with Harry Heegan," carrying Harry and his girl friend 
Jessie on their shoulders, holding "reverentially" the 
Silver Tassie. The young men are not allowed any moment in 
the home, as all the other members get together to pack them 
off to the trenches. Before leaving, though reluctantly 
Harry pledges his love, youth and strength to the wine from 
the trophy cup. The Second Act is set in the front line in 
France, where a unit of army is seen recuperating after a 
twelve-hour operation in a ruined "monastery," with Christ-
figure on the Cross badly mutilated. The individual 
personalies have been effaced, reduced to non-entity, to an 
anonymous mass. Only Harry's mate, Barney, is recognizible, 
punished for stealing a chicken. There is one refrain "why 
are we here ...", which evades all satisfactory answer. 
The Third Act takes us to a hospital ward where we once 
again encounter Harry a direct victim of war in a crippled 
state confined to a wheel chair. Even Sylvester and Simon 
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are admitted as patients with unspecified ailment. The 
diminution of individuality which had already started in the 
Two continues. All of them are being addressed by their 
numbers - twenty-six, twenty-seven, twenty-eight. An 
important discovery is the sudden metamorphosis of Susie. 
The puritanical prude, that she was in Act I, has thrown off 
her austere uniform and theology and is adorned in a nurse's 
uniform, trying to be attractive to her utmost capability. 
She is seen openly courting Surgeon Maxwell. Gone are her 
fears of God and obsession of Harry. Harry has also ceased 
to exist even for Jessie who has now opted for a physically 
strong and award-adorned soldier - Barney. Teddy, too, has 
become blind making his wife suddenly protective and caring. 
Harry is naturally an embittered man. The sense of 
isolation, resulting from his fall from glory and lack of 
sensitivity on the part of his near and dear ones torments 
him. 
The Last Act is located in the Avondale Football Club, 
where members have gathered for a wild drinking and dancing 
party. The boisterous mood of partygoers is, however, 
shadowed by the presence of Harry, who keeps on following 
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Jessie and Barney in his wheel chair wherever they go. Even 
their attempts to snatch a few intimate moments is disrupted 
by Harry. Their arguments threaten to snowball into a major 
fistfight, drawing the attention of others. Harry in a rage 
insists on drinking wine from the Silver Tassie, an ironic 
reminder of the jubilant atmosphere of Act One when Harry 
was in full command of life. A frustrated lover with a grim 
future, Harry in an inconsolable condition, smashes the 
tassie into a shapeless mass and goes off with Teddy Foran. 
The activity which had come to a stand still momentarily, 
once again breaks into dance and music. 
Although Harry emerges as the focal point, we can 
arbitrarily start with the female characters. The first 
female character we encounter in Act One is Susie Monican, a 
young lass of "twenty two year of age, well shaped limbs and 
challenging breast." She is an avid puritan, dressed in 
"long dark blue skirt and bodice buttoning up to the 
throat". She has made up her hair in a very "rigid manner" 
and has succeeded in concealing her "prettiness" in the 
"sombre-ill fitting dress", all conforming to her 
unflinching dedication to her vocaton. We are fascinated by 
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her youth and puzzled by her liturgy. Susie serves as a 
religious spokesperson for the war : 
The men that are defending us have leave to bow 
themselves down in the House of Rimmon, for the 
men that go with the guns are going with God.^ 
Her evangelical moralistic attitude surfaces in her censure 
of Jessie's manner of dressing 
Oh, look at the shameful way she's showing her 
legs to all who like to have a look at them!® 
Such observations, righteousness emd upright attitude with 
no room for worldly pleasure ought to have our admiration. 
But O'Casey in a very subtle manner manipulates our 
detachment quite early in Act One. Since on her first 
appearance is shown as 
standing at the table polishing a Lee-Enfield 
rifle with a chamois cloth; the butt of the rifle 
is resting on the table.^ 
7. The Silver Tassie (London, MacMilIan, 1929), p.34. All 
subsequent references to the text are from this edition. 
8. Ibid., p.28 
9. Ibid., p.3 
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The rifle image is a phallic symbol, pointing astutely to 
her repressed sexuality which becomes pronounced later in 
the play. The symbol, which is antithetical to the 
professed religiosity of Susie tends to deter us from 
endorsing her puritanical stance. This is vindicated by the 
fact that Susie's refuge in religion is not out of love for 
God but as a compensation to her lost love for Harry. Simon 
is as bewildered as we are at Susie's choice of vocation: 
She's damned pretty, an if she dressed herself 
justly, she'd lift some man's heartup, an' toss 
down many another. It's a mystery now, what 
affliction causes the disablement, for most women 
of that kind are plain, an when a woman's born 
plain she's born good. I wonder what caused the 
peculiar bend in Susie's nature?^° 
10. JJbid., p. 17 
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Even "her unflinching and uncompromising modesty," appears 
to be a windbag when it is deflated by Sylvester's satiric 
commentary: 
Adoration, Simon, accordin' to the flesh... She 
fancied Harry and Harry fancied Jessie, so she 
hides her rage an' loss in the love of a scorchin' 
Gospel.^^ 
Susie's hypocrisy is palpalable when she rudely cuts 
short Barney's attempt towards familiarity: 
You khaki-cover'd ape, you, what are you trying to 
do? Manhandle the lassies of France, if you like, 
but put on your gloves when you touch a woman that 
seeketh not the things of the flesh^ -^  
But in the same breath she admits entertaining no 
qualms, no reservation at clinging to Harry because he is 
"different". Resting her "head on Harry's breast", she 
declares 
11. Ibid., p.4 
12. JJbid., p. 17 
13. Ibid., p.35 
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I know Harry, he's different. It's his way. I 
wouldn't let anyone else touch me, but in some way 
or another I can tell Harry's different.^ 
Susie's fondness for Harry compels Jessie to literally 
Mislodge' her: 
Susie, Harry wants to be free to keep his arm 
round me during his last few moments here, so 
don't be pulling him about.^^ 
Thus, we find that the audience remain ambivalent in 
the very first Act, because the playwright deliberately puts 
us in a dilemma. If her religious fervour was drawing our 
sympathy, her repressed yearnings for physical fulfillment 
hammers continuously at the back of our mind, preventing us 
from being wholly sympathetic towards Susie. 
Interestingly, the same dilemma haunts the audience 
when Susie reappears in the Third and Fourth Acts. The 
14. Jbid., p.36 
15. Ibid. 
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nature of paradox has been reversed. We are shocked to see 
a *changed' Susie. She has abandoned her articles of faith 
for a *V.A.D. nurse' uniform with all fervour for 
animalistic life. The metamorphosis is undisguisedly 
explicit now. She is well dressed, self-assertive with an 
added air of "dignity and a sense of importance": "For the 
future during the period you are patients here, I am to be 
addressed as "Nurse Monican", and not as "Susie". Remember 
that, the pair of you, please" — she asserts to Simon and 
Sylvester. Unlike her previous appearance where all attempts 
to hide her fleshly self behind the veil of religiosity 
were made, Susie of Act Three blantantly shows herself 
differently and exploits her attractiveness: 
her legs, encased in silk stockings, are seen (and 
shovm) to advantage by her short and smartly cut 
skirt. ^"^  
She is, in short, as Sylvester puts it, "fashion'd like a 
Queen of Sheba."^® 
16. Ibid., p.75 
17. IJbid., p.74 
18. JJbid., p.73 
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Susie's tryst with pain at the front has hardened her 
considerably. She has changed with the circumstances. She 
takes to life with a vengeance. Harry, her ideal in Act One 
has ceased to excite her as he is now a maimed and crippled 
soldier, reduced to a non-entity, a mere "number 28." She 
has entrapped Surgeon Maxwell for her gratification and is 
not ashamed at her abandonment and excitment even when she 
is surrounded by those for whom life has no joy. 
She justifies her attitude because after seeing death, 
pain and blood from close quarters, she has realised the 
meaning and value of life and therefore i& in a position to 
advise a distraught Jessie: 
Oh nonsense! If you'd passed as many through your 
hands as I, you'd hardly notice one. (Susie pulls 
Jessie from the chair). Come along Barney, take 
her in.^^ 
Throughout Act Four, where Susie appears briefly, she 
gives the impression of being a *game.' All her "one-time 
19. Ibid., p.131 
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fear of God" disappears into the music, dance and drink. 
She eagerly hears Harry sing ^Negro Spiritual' on his 
ukelele. She is quick to break into the motions of the 
tango" with Surgeon Maxwell. 
Susie's vivacity, youth and vitality pervades the whole 
atmosphere which has moments of pain, and is a reminder of 
the brutalities of war. Her sheer defiance to yield to the 
dehumanizing effects of war, symbolized by her dance, 
testifies to her physical dynamism. She stands for Life-
force. We too feel inclined to endorse her point of view: 
Jesie, Teddy Foran and Harry Heegan have gone to 
live their own way in another world. Neither I nor 
you can lift them out of it. No longer can they do 
the things we do. We can't give sight to the 
blind or make the lame walk. We would if we 
could. It is the misfortune of war. As long as 
wars are waged, we shall be vexed by woe, strong 
legs shall be made useless and bright eyes made 
dark. But we, who have come through the fire 
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unharmed, must go on living. (Pulling Jessie from 
the chair) Come along and take your part in life! 
(To Barney) Come along, Barney, and take your 
20 
partner into the dance. 
Susie's rationale, determination, spiritedness and her 
refusal to surrender to the disruptive forces, are all signs 
of an affirmative life. She displays all the qualities that 
captivates the audience. Our earlier detachment from her has 
now disappeared in the emergence of a 'new woman'. This is a 
characteristic device of character portrayal in the 
naturalistic tradition where the character grows and 
develops. However, the dismal condition of Harry, despite 
Susie's logic contained in the above quote, does inhibit our 
full empathy with Susie. 
The other female character who makes a dramatic entry 
in Act One is Mrs Foran, rushing in with a "frying pan in 
her hand" ostensibly to escape the physical assault by her 
20. Ibid., 131 
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husband. Described as "one of the many gay, careworn women 
of the working-class," Mrs Foran is caring of her husband as 
concerned with Krs Heegan; 
Madwoman, dear to be waitin' out there on the quay 
an' a wind risin' as cold as a stepmother's 
breath, piercin' through your old bones, mockin' 
any effort a body would make to keep warm....^^ 
We at once feel to be on her side and sympathise with her 
pitiable lot in being frightened by the onslaught of her 
husband, chasing to beat her: 
hair falling wildly over her shoulders, a cut over 
her eye, frantic with fear, rushes in and 
scrambles in a frenzy of haste under the bed.^^ 
The situation elicits our sympathy for Mrs Foran and 
condemnation for Teddy. But this does not last long. We tend 
to restrain ourselves from lending our support because of 
the doubt raised by the singing of Mrs Foran, in a 
21. Ibid,, p.18 
22. Ibid., p.23 
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joyous and celebrant mood at the prospect of geting rid of 
her husband soon when he goes to the trenches: 
I'll be in a doxological mood tonight, not because 
the kingdom of heaven'11 be near me, but because 
my husband '11 be far away, and tomorrow (singing) 
I will be single again, yes, single again; An' I 
goes where I likes, an I does what I likes. An' I 
likes what I likes now I'm single again! 
Our response to her becomes ambivalent. We know that it is 
not patriotism but her selfishness which makes her happy in 
sending Teddy to the mouth of destructon. We smell an 
element of infidelity, of unfaithfulness, an accusation also 
levelled by Teddy in justifying his anger.towards her: 
Stunned I was when I seen her lookin' so well 
after me long absence. Blowin' her sighin' in me 
face all day, an' she sufferin' the tortures of 
hell for fear I'd miss the boat !^* 
23. Ibid., p. 11 
24. Ibid., p.26 
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Mrs. Foran violates the conventional, conservative Irish 
family values and makes us estranged from her. 
O'Casey, nonthless, gives her a chance of redemption 
when Mrs Foran reappears in Act Three performing the role 
of an obedient and motherly wife in leading Teddy who has 
"kissed good-bye to the sight of his eyes."^^ 
Mrs Foran has undoubtedly changed. She has become 
caring, not of her now blind husband but in showing well-
meaning interest in others, too, such as her attempt to 
stabilise Harry getting disillusionment in his love for 
Jessie. Another change in the earlier allegedly flirtish 
Foran is her sudden prudishness; 
Astonishin' the way girls are advertisin' their 
immodesty now. Whenever one of them sits down, in 
my heart I pity the poor men havin to view the 
disedifyin, sight of the full length of one leg 
couched over another.^^ 
25. Ibid., p.114 
26. Ibid. 
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Yet another conspicuous change is the seething rage she 
displays when Susie tries to shunt them out of the ward : 
We're goin', we're goin, thank you. A nice way to 
treat the flotsum and jetsum of the battle 
field'2'7 
Similarly, when Teddy wants to indulge in recollecting the 
images of pretty lassies, she violently whips the "glass out 
of Teddy's hand": "Damn the drop more, now, you'll get for 
the rest of the evenin."^^ Thus, we find that despite 
perceptible change necessitated out of the pathetic 
condition of her husband, the alienation experienced by the 
audienced still persists. 
O'Casey has shown remarkable sensitivity as well as his 
propensity in the portrayal of motherhood. Such women have 
been venerated, endowed with stoicism and shown to be made of 
27. Ibid., p.95 
28. Ibid., p.114 
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sterner stuff than the menfolk. However, in comparsion to 
Juno and Bessie, we find Mrs Heegan terribly wanting in 
courage and inner strangth. She is perhaps the most 
insignificant mother created by O'Casey. Perhaps, the 
playwright deliberately underplayed the character for he 
wanted to make each and every individual realise how war has 
corrupted everything even casting its ominious shadow on the 
pious and unadulterated role of motherhood. Because Mrs 
Heegan in The Silver Tassie has been portrayed as a hellbent 
materialistic mother and nothing else, without much motherly 
instinct. 
We have our first glimpse of Mrs Heegan in Act One a 
midst a lot of interest and excitement generated by the 
return of a war hero, who has won the the silver Tassie 
again for his Avondale Club. From the conversation between 
Sylvester and Simon we gather how Mrs Heegan has left the 
warmth of the room to go out in the "perishing cold of 
watching for the return of Harry,^^ not to celebrate his 
29. Ibid., p. 13 
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victory but propelled by her down-to-earth existential 
needs— 
Her husband, Sylvester realises the futility of her 
subjecting herself to becoming "as cold as a naked corpse," 
as "unstinted watchin' won't bring Harry back a minute 
sooner."^^ Nonetheless, we naturally tend to attribute this 
anxiety and unquietude to her maternal instincts. But 
O'Casey explodes the myth of motherhood, rather too soon 
lest the audience's empathy should flow freely. The reason 
discovered as behind the impatience of a haggard and pale 
Mrs Heegan is her concern to dispatch Harry to the front as 
soon as possible, to "hurry him out in time to catch the 
boat" as 
He's overstayed his leave a lot, an' if he misses 
now the tide that's waitin', he skulks behind 
desertion from the colours.^^ 
It is not the stigma of being branded as a * deserter' which 
gives her anxious moments. It is the apprehension that if 
30. Ibid., p.13. 
31. Ibid., p.19, 
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Harry misses the boat, her "govermental money grant would 
stop at once."-^^ With such a rationale, Mrs. Heegans 
complaint that 
with Jessie hitchin' on after him, an' no one 
thinkin' of me an the maintenance money.^ ^^  
draws a flak. The audience from then on scrutinize Mrs 
Heegan's flurry of activity with a jaundiced eye. Her act of 
holding up the coat for Harry to "slip it on while you're 
talking,"^* packing a "parcel of sandwiches, a bottle of 
whisky, an' some magazines,"^^ taking care that Harry should 
not be burdened : "your father'11 carry your kit bag an' 
Jessie'11 carry your rifle as far as the boat,"-^ ^ are looked 
at with suspicion. 
32. Ibid., p. 20 
33. Ibid., p. 19 
34. Ibid., p. 32 
35. Ibid., p. 31 
36. Ibid., p. 33 
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simultaneously, Mrs Heegan's manipulative skill is also 
evidenced when she engineers to cut short the encounters 
between Jessie and Harry. Again, it is her obsession with 
money which tempt her to do so. She deliberately postponed 
their marriage, depriving Jessie of her entitlement. This 
fact is known to Susie, too: 
You put her weddin' off with Harry till after the 
duration of the war, an' cut her out of the 
allowance.^^ 
Mrs Heegan, on her part, does not want Jessie "to eye the 
little that we get from Harry"-^^ because she is already 
"coinin' money workin' at munitions," as she had discovered 
her "post office Saving Bank Book" while searching her bag. 
This poking, interfering woman is hardly befitting for an 
37. Ibid., p. 20 
38. Jbid. 
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O'Caseyan mother. Further Mrs Heegan's impatience to send 
off Harry, makes her overlook even objectionable 
indecencies, such as Jessie's shameless display of her naked 
legs. Once Harry along with Teddy boards the boat and after 
the "loud and long blasts of ship's siren" has been heard, a 
contented mother expresses a "sigh of satisfaction" proud of 
her accomplishment: "Thanks be to Christ that we're after 
managin' to get the three of them safely."-*^ 
The attitude of Mrs Heegan bewilders us; it chills our 
emotion, for we come face to face with a mother in whom the 
font of maternal love is completely dried out. We encounter 
a mother who ironically insists on pushing her son into 
destruction rather than providing a protective shield over 
him. We get estranged from Mrs Heegan as all her actions are 
determined by monetary benefits and not out of any sense of 
allegiance for the homeland or patriotism. 
39. Ibid., p. 40 
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Mrs Heegan returns back in Act Three in no better 
colours wiser than what she was in Act One, even though 
Harry returns from the trenches incapacitated for ever. Her 
concern for money has not deserted her. She is more 
interested in knowing the extent of his disablity, 
Even at the worst, he'll never be dependin' on 
anyone for he's bound to get the maximum 
allowance. 
rather than trying to understand Harry's predicament. She is 
least interested in enquiring about the chances of recovery. 
Like a stranger she asks Harry about the time of his 
operation : "What time are you goin under the operation?"^^ 
She would have preferred a total disability as it would 
ensure the flow of maintainance allowance, and thus wants 
Harry to be careful; 
Come home, Harry; you're gettin' your allowance 
only on the understandin' that you take care of 
yourself.*^ 
40. Ibid., p. 92 
41. Ibid., p. 93 
42. Ibid., p. 116 
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Mrs Heegan, throughout the play has elicited all kinds 
of response except empathy. Shock, anger, surprise are some 
of the stock responses of the audience. Mrs Heegan fails to 
show any imagination in understanding or grasping the 
predicament and mental anguish of Harry. She fails to be the 
pillar of support, which was so conspicuous in Juno in the 
case of Mary. It remains to be ascertained whether O'Casey 
purposely focussed on Mrs. Heegan's mercenary instincts by 
highlighting the utter penury, which would explain her 
attitude and behaviour. O'Casey never dwells on the 
financial constraints of the Heegans in which case her love 
for money would have been taken as a manifestation of her 
struggle for existence. The stark realities of life of which 
the economic compulsions are the staple facts do dilute our 
empathy for Mrs Heegan, if extraneous factors are taken into 
consideration. By and large, Mrs Heegans behaviour, is not 
concomitant with the attitude of the masses. But she is most 
realistically drawn with great artistic honesty. 
The last of the female characters, and possibly one of 
the lesser known ones amongst young O'Caseyan females is 
Jessie Taite. Her arrival is not preceded by any detailed 
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description of either her physiognomy, mannerism or outfit. 
O'Casey merely emphasizes one particular quality, her 
loveliness, and romanticism, "ever dancin" and in this one 
quality he extricates both 'alienation' as well as some 
fellow feeling. Jessie is "a girl of twenty two or so" alive 
to all "the animal impulses of life", which makes her "happy 
climbing with a boy among the heather on Howth Hills and 
could play ball with young men on the swards of the Phoenix 
Park."* We get in her a picture of youth, of freshness, of 
irrepressible vivacity, of sheer excitement. Not letting go 
any moment of life, the romanticism of Jessie makes her opt 
for the dashing war hero, Harry Heegan, who is an athelete. 
While on leave, he brings glory to his football club by 
winning the trophy, *the Silver Tassie.' We find an euphoric 
Jessie basking in the aftermath of triumph "carrying silver 
cup joyously rather than reverentially, elevated as a priest 
would elevate a chalice" in complete *spiritual and animal 
exaltation."** 
43. Ibid., p. 30 
44. Ibid., p. 29 
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Though 0'Casey has put only a few words into the mouth 
of Jessie, her appearance vindicates the gusto that she 
exhibits. In Act One we find her excited and flushed trying 
to recapture the moments of triumphs in the football field. 
And we scream'd and shout'd then do«m with "Play 
the game Primrose Rovers, Play the game l"*^ 
She does not like Mrs Heegan's persistant reminders; "He's 
watching it, he's watching it - for Gods sake, don't get 
fussy, Mrs Heegam."*^ So possessive is she of Harry that she 
does not let Susie even put her arms round him. By the end 
of Act One, we find Jessie hero worshipping Harry, 
exuberant, bursting with robust energy. Her expression of 
love is linked with the vitality of the hero. It is this 
aspect of romantic love with which we empathise. She stands 
as a symbol of affirmation of life. We approve of her and 
her choice of the man, too. 
45. Ibid., p. 34 
46. Ibid., p. 31 
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However, this appreciation is not sustained in Jessie's 
reappearance in Act Three. The romantic illusion has been 
shattered by her practicality. She refuses to converse with 
her war hero Harry, once he has been maimed and crippled! 
"I'm not going up."^^ This lack of sensitivity on the part 
of Jessie estranges her from the audience. O'Casey's 
warning while presenting Jessie, in Act One that "she gives 
her favour to the prominent and popular" rings true, and 
this adds a kind of indifference towards Jessie. We discern 
her chimerean romantic idealism. Her motto of aligning with 
the "prominent and powerful" is manifested in her 
association with Barney. A man inferior to Harry in all 
respect, not worth a glance in Act One, is suddenly thrown 
into the limelight by Harry's default. Jessie in a "very 
pretty, rather tight-fitting dance frock, with the sleeves 
falling widely to the elbow and cut fairly low on her 
breast,"*^ shifts her affections to Barney who is 
physically fit and going to be decorated with the medal of 
47. Ibid., p. 94 
48. IJbid., p. 30 
49. Ibid., p. 102 
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Victoria Cross for saving Harry. Just as all eyes were 
focussed on her in Act One when Harry was being carried 
jubilantly, similarly, in Act Four, we find her walking hand 
in hand with Barney into the hall. However, she experiences 
discomfort at the mere sight of Harry. Perhaps, her guilt 
conscience haunts her and throughout the final Act we find 
Jessie trying to hide from the gaze of Harry. 
Here he comes prowling after us again! His 
watching of us is pulling all the enjoyment out of 
the night. It makes me shiver to feel him wheeling 
after us.^° 
Jessie lacks the courage to face the facts of life. She 
prefers to go back to "dancing round, in and between the 
world, the flesh and the devil."^^ Her sense of insecurity 
is exposed when she feels that Harry's revelation may take 
Barney away from her: 
He's a liar, he's a liar, Barney! He often tried 
it on with coaxing first and temper afterwards,but 
50. Ibid. 
51. Ibid., p.30 
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it always ended in a halt that left him where he 
started.^2 
This also throws light on the self-centred, self-seeking 
nature of Jessie. 
0'Casey, it can be mentioned, starts by neJcing us 
favourably disposed towards Jessie in Act One, progresses to 
extract our detachment in the final act.However, very siibtly 
he has artistically manipulated his predilection for Jessie, 
too, a charge levelled right from Juno on%rards. We do not 
reject her. We do not experience complete alienation due to 
O'Casey's intentional portrayal of Harry as no better than 
Jessie. Moreover, contrary to the "animal impulses" that 
the dramatist had suggested, we find that %^en given a 
chance, Jessie turns out to be slightly prudish, hesitant to 
go alone with Barney. She prefers dancing rather than 
stealing few passionate moments. This slightly tones down 
our complete estrangement from her. 
52. Ibid., p.126 
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Of the male characters, it is undeniably Harry Heegan, 
who alone approximates the role of a protagonist of the 
play. O'Casey experiments with an ambitious combination of 
an athelete, lover and warrior, the amalgamation of which 
endears Harry to the audience. He resembles Synge's 
Christy Mahan, the hero of The Playboy of the Western World. 
Krause considers Harry as the ^conquering 'playboy of the 
Western World', victor in all games, races, and fights, and 
the darling hero of all the girls." Beside this image, 
Harry, in the opinion of O'Casey also stands for one of the: 
many of those who, not understanding the bloodied 
melody of war, went forth to fighrt, to die or to 
return again with tarnished bodies and complaining 
minds "^^ 
O'Casey imparts Harry with an element of universal dimen-
sion by making him partake of the role of an individual as 
well as one of the mass as evidenced in Act Two, reiterating 
53. David Krause, op.cit., p.109 
54. Rose and Crown, in Autobiographies. vol. II, p. 270 
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those "elements in man's nature and circumstances which make 
him both a victim and a perpetrator of violence on a 
universal scale."^^ 
Harry Heegan serves another purpose by being a sort of 
authorial confession of the dictum of life. O'Casey was a 
firm believer in the affirmation of life, the Joy-in-life 
attitude. Harry eiptomizes the sheer physical power, the 
Life Force. There is an aura of "totality," of wholeness 
surrounding the personality of Harry. We can discover in him 
the 
urge to live fully in the present, in the glory of 
the moment, the synthesis of the bodily and 
cultural intellectual appetites - the integrated, 
poetic personality.^^ 
The stage comes alive with the animated discussion between 
Sylvester and Simon recalling Harry's physical prowess in 
55. Nesta Jones, op,cit., p.29 
56. Jack Mitchell, The Essential Q'Casev: A Study of the 
Twelve Major Plavs of Sean O'Casev (Berlin, Seven Seas 
Books, 1980), p.107 
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the sports fields: "the day he won the Cross Country 
Championship of County Dublin, Syl, was a day to be 
chronicled^^ and in punching down the policeman: 
But the day that caps the chronicle was the one 
when he punched the fear of God into the heart of 
Police Constable 63C under the stars of a frosty 
night on the way home from Terenure. 
All this is a befitting prelude to excite the curiosity of 
the audience who await as enthusiastically the triumphal 
return of Harry as other characters in the play. We are 
involuntarily drawn into the chants of "up the Avondale!" 
"Up Harry Heegan and the Avondales." Bursting on to the 
stage with primitive force amidst friends and admires: 
wearing a khaki trousers, a military cap stained 
with trench mud, a vivid orange - coloured jersey 
with black collar and cuffs.^^ 
57. Ibid., p.6 
58. Ibid. 
59. Ibid., 29 
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is a paragon of exuberance and vivaciousness which is 
infectious. A young man of 
twenty-years of age, tall, with sinewy muscles of 
a manual worker made flexible by athletic sport. 
He is a typical young worker, enthusiastic, very 
often boisterous, sensible by instinct rather than 
by reason.^ 
Unmindful of having *overstay'd his leave', liable to be 
labelled as a "deserter", Harry alongwith Jessie is enjoying 
every moment of the new victory, drinking out of the cup — 
Silver Tassie — which is aptly called by Harry as the "sign 
of youth, sign of strength, sign of victory."^^ 
Such an atmosphere, bristling with life and physical 
dynamism appeals to the audience. However, complete 
endorsement still eludes because "the ship's siren is heard 
blowing" which is "the warning signal"^^ not only for Harry 
60. Ibid. 
61. IJbid., p.31 
62. Ibid., p.37 
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but also the audience. It at once reminds us of the danger 
lurking round the corner waiting to pounce on Harry. This 
fear comes true in Act Three when he returns mutilated amd 
crippled by war; stripped of the healthy body which renders 
him incapable of any participation in active life. Further 
in the editorialisation of Harry Heegan, 0'Casey in stage 
direction subtly hinted that beneath the scintillating 
wholeness, lies one basic flaw. Harry is guided by 
* instinct' rather than reason. It is for this fact that "he 
has gone to the trenches as unthinkingly as he would go to 
the polling booth."^ •* Beside containing O'Casey's "implied 
criticism of men's blind acquiescence in war and their lack 
of political commitment in peace time",^^ it also dilutes 
our empathy for Harry when he returns incapacitated in Act 
Three. He was not conscripted, but had volunteered and 
therefore, is responsible to a great extent for his fate. 
We nevertheless, cannot restrain ourselves from showing 
sympathy to Harry who returns in Act Three in a hospital 
63. Ibid., p. 29 
64. Nesta Jones, op.cit., p. 30 
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ward, "crouched in a self-propelled invalid chair." The 
audience are stupified to find an exuberant, lively and 
energetic character, reduced a maimed and embittered person. 
The personality of one-time football hero, idolized and 
worshipped, has completely been submerged into anonymity, a 
mere "number twenty-eight", a non-entity, a mere integer. 
We can understand the mental anguish of Harry now a 
"shrivell'd thing,"^^ who is becoming conscious of "a soft, 
velvety sense of distance between my fingers and the things 
I touch."^^ He nurtures the hope of returning to his past 
glory, as can be gauged from Simon's comment: 
what with the rubbing every morning and the 
rubbing every night, and now the operation 
tomorrow as a grand finally, you'll may be in 
the centre of the football field before many 
months are out.°° 
However, this infuriates Harry 
65. Ibid., p.73 
66. Ibid., p.96 
67. Ibid., p.82 
68. Ibid., p.81 
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Oh! shut up, man! Its a miracle I want — not an 
operation. The last operation was to give life to 
my limbs, but no life came, and again I felt the 
horrible sickness of life only from the waist up 
.... Blast you, man, why don't you shout at me, 
"while there's life, there's hope."^^ 
Though the audience sympathises with his predicament, it is 
not wholly sympathetic to him, a fact emphasized forcefully 
in the final Act. Because, in retrospect, Harry is guilty 
of indulging in an unthinking act of self-pity and nothing 
else. He remains an 'unthinking' creature in thought as 
well as conduct. It is his failure to accept his condition 
with resignation that creates a wall between the audience 
and Harry. What we see is bitterness and bitterness and an 
obsessive preoccupation with Jessie and the cup. He keeps 
on hankering after the glory that he had unthinkingly 
thought to be rightfully belonging to him. Finally towards 
the end of Act Three, we find the malignant attitude of 
69. Ibid., 
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Harry, whose pent-up frustration and disgust results in 
catacylsmic outburts. He threatens to destroy eveything 
denied to him by making his wheel chair a ^juggernaut'. 
I'll say to the pine, "Give me the grace and 
beauty of the beech"; I'll say to the beech, "Give 
me the strength and stature of the pine". In a 
net I'll catch the butterflies in bunches; twist 
and mangle them between my fingers, and fix them 
wriggling on to mercy's banner. I'll make my 
chair a Juggernaut, and wheel it over the neck and 
spine of every daffodil that looks at me and strew 
them dead to manifest the mercy of God and the 
70 
justice of man.' .Im6 
It is in this menacing mood that Harry appears in the 
Final Act at the Avondale Club which is geared up to 
underline the vitality of life. It seems a calculated 
device of O'Casey to juxtapose the two antithetical worlds 
— the world of Harry and Teddy, Death-in-Life, and world of 
70. Ibid., pp.96-97 
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Maxwell, Susie and Jessie who reaffirm Joy-in-Life. He fails 
to rise above the thought of Jessie or the trophy. On the 
contrary, he keeps on harking to the past glory with a tinge 
of sarcasm: 
Red wine first, Jessie, to the passion and the 
power and the pain of life, an then a drink of 
white wine to the melody that is in them alll^^ 
In fact his distraught mental state can be grasped from the 
confused choice of wine he keeps on demanding - a deliberate 
attempt to jeopardise the happiness of others. 
There is no doubt that Harry is an outcast in the 
gathering of healthy bodies who, having come out unscathed 
from the brutalities of war, are in a celebrant mood. Even 
Sylvester realises that "it would have been better, I 
think, if Harry hadn't come here tonight."^^ This sentiment 
is endorsed by Simon, too. 
71. JJbid., p. 103 
72. Ibid., p.105 
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To carry life and colour to where there's nothing 
but the sick and helpless is right; but to carry 
the sick and helpless to where there's nothing but 
life and colour is wrong.^ -^  
Harry on his part, refuses to leave for home -
Napoo home, napoo! Not yet. I'm allright. I'll 
spend a little time longer in the belly of an hour 
bulgin's out with merriment. 
What Harry does in actuality is to inadvertently expose his 
vulnerability, making himself an object of ridicule and 
pity. There is a veiled threat in his voice for he focusses 
all his attention on the two objects that he prided himself 
to be in possession of. The cup that had made him an 
instant hero: 
The Silver Tassie - that I won three times, three 
times, three times for them - that first was 
filled to wet the lips of the Jessie and of me.^^ 
73. Ibid. 
74. Ibid., p.115 
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And now he wants the cup back in his possession -
Get the cup. I'll mind it here till you're ready 
to send it round to drink to the Avondales - on 
the table here beside me. Bring the cup; I'll 
mind it here on the table beside me. .Ira6 
After drinking from the cup he becomes nostalgic recalling 
the "fires in France" and the "poppies that spill their 
petals on the breasts of the dead men."^^ And the other 
thing is to make an effort to regain his lost energy. He 
rejects the chorus of sympathetic chants "Push your sympathy 
away from me, for I'll have none of it,"^^ and tries to 
rejoin the boisterousness that surrounded him. 
(He wheels his chair quickly toweurds the dance 
hall) Go on with the dancing and keep the ball a 
rolling. (Calling loudly at the entrance) Trumpets 
and drum begin! (The band begins the Tango 
76 . IJbid. , p.116 
77 . JJbid. 
78 . Ibid., p.117 
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-Spain") Dance and dance and dance. (He listens 
for a moment) Sink into merriment again, and sling 
your cares to God! (Dancers are seems gliding pstst 
entrance) Dear God, I can't (He sinks sideways on 
79 
his chair) I must, must rest."^ 
This public display of helplessness outrages the audience 
who had once basked in the glory of Harry. They fail to 
accept Harry getting slowly wallowed in self-pity, something 
not expected from this primitive and virile man. His 
passive resignation, "For mine is a life on the ebb. Yours 
a full life on the flow!** is incompatible with Harry Heegan. 
Similarly, his refusal to let go Jessie with grace also 
alienates Harry from the audience, who view him as a self-
absorbed and self-centered nan. He lets his personal 
dilemma threaten the happiness of others who have every 
right to enjoy. He keeps on chasing Jessie, depriving her 
79. Ibid. 
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of legitimate enjoyment, and all his fury, cummulated and 
suppressed burst out when he catches Barney and Jessie 
snatching few private moments tend to appear rather 
repugnant: 
So you'd make merry over my helplessness in front 
of my face, in front of my face, you pair of 
cheats! You couldn't wait till I'd gone so that my 
eyes wouldn't see the joy I wanted hurrying away 
Of) 
from me over to another? 
He cuts a sorry pathetic figure when he humiliates Jessie 
publicly: 
When I wanted to slip a\fay from life, you brought 
me back with your whispered "Think of the tears of 
Jess, think of the tears of the Jess", but Jess 
has wiped away ... .^ 
It clearly illustrate Harry's egocentricity and obssession 
with himself and disqualifies him from the role of a genuine 
lover. This act of Harry, in fact, contributes to 
80. Ibid., p.126 
81. IJbid., p.12 
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alternating our criticism of Jessie for letting down Harry 
in the hours of need. Harry is incapable of loving anyone. 
He makes Jessie the target of all his anger and frustration. 
He blames her rather than the war which has rendered him 
impotent. Harry's ignorance to focus on the real enemy -
the war - and instead make Jessie a scapegoat is opposed to 
the audience's assessment who have responded to the havoc 
created by the war. Harry also disqualifies himself from the 
role of a tragic hero by not reconciling to his fate and 
rising above the selfish concern of life and attaining to 
some higher truth. His act of mashing the tassie on the 
floor seals his fate as far as the audience is concerned. 
O'Casey is not known for any softness towards his male 
characters. After making Harry traverse from glory and 
triumph to impotence and pity, O'Casey makes one last effort 
to ingratiate Harry by inducing in him a sense of 
realization. Harry leaves the club with a firm resolution: 
What's in front we'll face like men.... The Lord 
hath given and man hath taken away.^^ 
82. Ibid., p.130 
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This is reminiscent of Juno's final statement "what can God 
do agen the stupidity of men!" 
The other male characters serve as a mere background to 
the central characters. Continuing with his trend of 
presenting paycocks of lesser degrees we have the duo of 
Sylvester Heegan and Simon Norton, who are mere comic 
caricatures. Remaining on the periphery, they provide 
respite from the bitterness and pain inflicted by war on man 
trapped unwittingly. Our attitude towards them remain 
neutral throughout the play. 
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CHAPTER V 
WITHIN THE GATES 
As we have repeatedly averred to earlier, the two camps of 
O'Casey critics - those who consider O'Casey as a naturalist 
and others who esteem him as anti-naturalist - have neatly 
divided his plays into one group or the other. Upto the 
Dublin plays O'Casey was allegedly declared as following the 
naturalistic dramaturgical devices and after that, starting 
with the second act of The Sil^ ver Tassie upto the plays of 
the middle phase as falling under the compartment of anti-
naturalist drama. We have shown in the preceeding chapters, 
that O'Casey has been anti-naturalist especially in 
exploiting the Brechtian technique of ^Verfremdungseffeckt', 
However, it must be admitted that this Brechtian technique 
is most palpalably used in plays or in situation of plays 
which are prima facies thoroughly realistic. This is because 
it will be futile to look for the use of this technique in 
the second act of The Silver Tassie where characters have 
been deliberately denied individuality and are huddled up 
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into a mass entity. It will not be far from the truth to 
risk the generalisation that in plays which heavily lean on 
abstract characters or characters as standing for 
conceptualized values, "alienation" is perhpaps infructuous. 
Within the Gates (1933), is as declared by majority of 
critics, a bold leap forward in explicitly following the 
expressionistic technique. In expressionistic drama, as we 
all know emphasis is more on concepts, ideas, values and 
such non-individualized entity than on portrayal of complex 
human figures. But O'Casey was fully aware of the dangers of 
expressionistic drama, i.e. it can be too cerebral and 
eventually less popular as stage-piece. Hence even in his 
professed experimental play - Within the Gates - he retains 
human elements and follows the same practice of the 
vacillating resiponse to the human characters in regard to 
the audience's empathy and detachment. 
Within the Gates, located in Hyde park, presents a 
cross- section of society, a microcosm of the contemporary 
England of early 1930's caught in a state of "rootlessness 
homelessness, enforced idleness and aimlessness." The 
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society is in an ailing, depraved state bereft of spiritual 
and economic certitude. This is amply demonstrated by the 
polarization of characters into two groups, with a 
continuous tug-of war. One group, to which the majority of 
characters belong is represented by the army of Down-And-
Outs, who have willingly accepted Death-in-Life, without a 
word of protest. The other extreme, considerably 
marginalised in number, but overpowering enough to shadow 
the whole play, is headed by the Dreamer and Jannice, the 
Young Whore. Together, they keep on reiterating the 
affirmation of Life, the natural urge to live life fully. 
Undeniably, it is through Jannice that O'Casey conveys his 
unabashed dictum of life. As he confessed -
I sacrificed external probability in order to 
concentrate upon the emotional and mental crisis 
of the Young Woman.... I wanted to capture the 
fluidity of life and to dissect the consciouness 
of the mass.^ 
The play captures the spiritual odyssey of Jannice, who 
is struggling to fight the predominantly exploitative 
1. Quoted Ronald Ayling, Continuity and Innovation in 
Sean O^Casey^s Drama, op.cit., p.119. 
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capitalist world which has forced her to take to the world's 
oldest living profession - prostitution- albeit half-
heartedly. As O'Casey himself underlines, she is "too 
generous and sensitive to be a clever whore, and her heart 
is not in the business."^ Suffering from a sense of guilt, 
with "lusty images of hell fire" induced by the "convent 
tales of punishment,""^ she seeks salvation from all the 
possible saviours. After exhausting the options, she makes 
her final choice. 
Jannice, is the ill-begotten child, conceived out of 
wedlock. The mother had befriended some "stoodent studying 
theology," who left her pregnant. She was then given 
over to the nuns, who, when they heard the 
news, put *er in a special prison of piety 
en' pryer.^ 
2. Within the Gates (London, MacMillan, 1933), p.32. All 
subsequent references to the text are from this edition. 
3. Ibid., pp.32-3. 
4. Ibid., 11. 
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When the child was six or seven years of age the mother 
married a "dragoon home from the front on leave." The 
fellow, too, disappeared, leaving them to fend for 
themselves on the meagre "allowance flung at ^er from the 
government."^ The mother drifted into yet another illicit 
relationship with the Atheist, who however tried to give 
security to the child. As the years flew past, the 
relationship between mother and daughter became strained and 
after a "long time of patient endoorance," the girl decided 
to walk out on her own. Out in a hostile world, and 
suffering from a weak heart, Jannice soon found herself 
tormented by the tales of sins and fear of God. In her quest 
to find "peace everlastin," she turns to her step-
father, the Atheist, who had often helped her in the past. 
But , this time he refuses to have anything to do with her. 
Dejected, she looks up to the most visible expressions of 
love and compassion on earth - the Bishop who professionally 
has to dedicate himself to helping souls in distress. 
Unfortunately, the Bishop 
5. Ibid., p.12 
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rejects her outright, pleading helplessness. On insistence, 
he offers her mere pious platitudes, such as suggesting her 
to go back and cultivate her relationship with her mother. 
A strange encounter in the park with the Old Woman, 
Jannice's mother, makes the Bishop discover Jannice to be 
his own daughter. Gripped with a sense of shame and 
irresponsibility, the Bishop in his own way endeavours to 
rectify his past mistake by deciding to salvage Jannice. 
Unfortunately, all that the Bishop could think of by way of 
help is to send Jannice back to the rigid and repressed 
atmosphere of the cloistered life of nunnery-an offer 
unacceptable to Jannice. Earlier she had made acquaintance 
with the Dreamer, who wooed her and encouraged her to fight 
free from the cudgels of spiritual repression to come out 
into the open, for the enjoyment of full life, partake in 
the Joy-in-Life. Though deeply influenced by the Dreamer's 
advocacy, she could not resist the temporary temptations and 
blandishments that came in her way in the form of Salvation 
Army Officer. But he, too, proves hypocritical and only 
helps Jannice learn the ugly truth behind the mask of so-
called righteous men who all prefer to: "dance, sing and 
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strip for the fun of the thing." The moment they come face 
to face with " a sigh, a sob of pain, a thought higher than 
their own from a woman," they retreat in their nutshells. 
Hence Jannice keeps on vacillating back to the Dreamer who 
promises to give her 
another month of gay and crowded life of 
wine and laughter; joy in our going out and 
our coming in. 
But, Jannice does not have much time. As the condition of 
her heart weakens, and the shadow of death stealthily 
thickens, her soul is gripped "heavy with great fear". The 
urgency to have the Bishop anoint her assumes paramount 
importance. She insists that the Dreamer summon the Bishop, 
who comes followed by his army of Down-And-Outs. A battle 
for the soul of Jannice ensues between the two. The Bishop 
insists on Jannice joining the bandwagon of Down-And-Outs, 
6. Ibid., p.98 
7. Ibid. 
8. Ibid., p.122 
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because there in lies her "safety and penance, and penance 
will bring you peace."^ As she makes a feeble attempt to 
rise, her path is thwarted by the Dreamer who "exultantly" 
incites her to "sing them silent; dance them still; and 
laugh them into an open shame."^"^ Both of them "dance to the 
melody" and after a minute or so, Jannice begins to stagger 
and falls down. Dying she pursuades the Bishop to help her 
"guide the hand you hold me into making the sign of the 
Cross."^^ Thus Jannice finally succeeds in attaining the 
union of spirituality and Life for herself. 
This brief narration of Jannice's life shows her being 
drawn on naturalistic lines, and thus bound to elicit our 
empathy. But even in the over-powering urge to endorse 
Jannice O'Casey has succeeded in introducing elements of 
"alienation." The most significant ingredient, in this 
regard, in her character is that she is raised to a 
9. Ibid., p.163 
10. Ibid., p. 165 
11. Ibid., p.166 
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symbolical level. When a character acquires a conceptualised 
status human elements in his/her personality are 
considerably diluted. 
At the purely human and emotional level we can analyse 
her character through the various dyadic interactions and 
relationships that the dramatist assigns her. In her quest 
to find salvation and "peace everlastin", we find her coming 
in contact with virtually all the dramatis personae of the 
play. In order of appearance it is 'the Atheist whose 
lengthy discussion with the Dreamer brings out the 
circumstances of her birth and subsequent upbringing. This 
in itself softens the audience towards the girl who is 
"pretty" and has a "mind, a swift intelligence" earmarked in 
her mother's womb to bear the burden of the sin committed 
thoughtlessly in youth. Though tempted to endorse her 
unconditionally, the other disclosures made by Atheist, 
however, cautions us. She has grown to became a "hot stuff" 
with a "wild desire to show' er body to eny well-appointed 
man who warnts to ^ave a look at it."^^ This carries with it 
12. JMd., p. 11 
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implications of self-gratificaton. Though "a fire novitiate 
in the practice of profyning love," O'Casey comes to 
Jannice's rescue by making her quietly slip into the path 
"without spoiling the ordered movement of the singers." She 
is so beaten and broken down by her circumstances that she 
fails to do justice to her profession, in the sense that we 
do not find Jannice with any of the outrageous mannerism and 
external trapping so much identified with the business of 
the flesh. As a matter of fact, O'Casey pleads her case 
subtly, by portraying her as a victim of circumstances and 
external forces beyond her control. She has been hardened by 
the "selfishness and meanness of the few clients that have 
patronised her."^ Deficient in "self assurance" and 
deprived of proper education : "she has read a little, but 
not enough; she has thought a little, but not enough."^^ 
We are taken in by the efforts of a young girl who is 
definitely at a loss. This experience is vindicated by the 
13. Ibid., p. 14 
14. Ibid., p.32 
15. Ibid. 
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pleadings she makes to the Atheist to bail her out of the 
present crisis; "Dad, I'm afraid I^ m far from well." The one 
refrain - "help me dad; 1*11 go mad if 1 have to live alone 
any longer"^^- reverbates the whole atmosphere. In the given 
situation, the Atheist's refusal to *save' her: "live your 
own life. I'm not your father, so cut out the daddy 
business,"^^ is patently cruel. After, all the audience too 
are made to think that if the Atheist had no intention of 
playing the "daddy" why then did he 
creep into a father's place when you took 
me away from the nuns who were moulding my 
life round the sin of my mother. You made 
me call you dad when you took me away 
from their crosses, their crovms and their 
canes, and lifted my hands up in salute to 
the sun and the moon and the stars.•'•^  
We hold him responsible for uprooting Jannice and 
initiating her into an alien world, then dumping her midway. 
Our alienation towards the Atheist is compounded on our 
16. Ibid., p.36 
17. Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
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realization that it was a transient arrangement desired by 
Jannice. Out of work, and the possible marriage with the 
Gardner still few days away and no home to turn to, it was 
but natural for her to seek out her step father, the only 
^real friend' she has. The Atheist does not stop here. He 
went a step further by shattering the illusion of Jannice 
about her desire of marriage with the Gardner ever becoming 
a reality. It would be advisible to 
put i^m aht of your *ead girl. He *as as much 
intention of marrying you as I *ave.-^ ^ 
Audience response is divided in deciding whether the 
Atheist was right in hurting the girl's sentiment at this 
stage. Some may argue that this revelation could have waited 
for a more opportune time. Upto this point we are more or 
less inclined to feel estranged from the Atheist. But when 
the Atheist reveals his reason for not taking Jannice into 
his custody we are compelled to reassess our judgement and 
19. Ibid., p.37 
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impression created earlier. Even though he was not obliged 
to help Jannice, for her mother was but his mistress, the 
Atheist had helped her. Not once but 
twice before, and as soon as you felt well, you 
hurried off, leaving me with rooms I didnt want, 
and furniture I could'nt sell. 
While the conversation with the Atheist was ongoing, a 
young salvation army officer occupied the adjacent bench and 
overheard the conversation between the two. Seeing the 
vulnerable situation of Jannice, he proposes ostensibly to 
help her in the name of religion. But he stands exposed as 
the audience can see through his sham religiosity. 
Superficially he attempts to assuage Jannice by advising her 
not to be disheartened: "No need to cry, sister, for no one 
trusts to God in vain,"^^ his eyes are fixed on the pretty 
legs and his hands "caresses her knee." He turns out to be 
but one of the exploiters. So while the salvation army 
20. Ibid., p.36 
21. Ibid., p.40 
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officer stands to lose in the eyes of the audience, Jannice 
consolidates her position by her honesty: 
Oh God, don't do that, please! You'll make a 
ladder, and silk stockings aren't easy to get. 
It would be interesting to co-relate a similar 
situation where, too, we do not feel estranged from Jannice. 
The Dreamer may feel cheated by the "thief", after being 
pawned off one pound, we still do not censure Jannice for 
going after the Young Man in Four Plus. She exhibits 
practical wisdom. After all the Dreamer can "pay your merry 
kindness with a song", which in Jannice's opinion "isn't 
good enough." Further, a song is not going to be an answer 
to the basic necessities of life especially when she is out 
of work. This is reminiscent of Rosie in The Plough and the 
stars. 
Its no joke trying to make up fifty five 
shillin's a week for your keep an' 
laundhry, an' taxin' you a quid for your 
own room if you bring home a friend for th' 
night—^-^ 
22. Ibid., p. 41 
23. The Plough and the Stars, op.cit. , 193. 
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Jannice continues to carve a niche for herself 
in her relationship with the Gardner who too stands 
exposed. Inspite of being a prostitute, she remains 
a gullible person. She misconstrued the love of the 
Gardner as culminating in marriage. Frightened and 
desperate after being let down by the Atheist, she 
comes to the Gardner and expresses her fear: "I'm 
frightened, I'm firghtened to live alone any 
longer." The Gardner finds himself unable to help 
Jannice out of her predicament. It is left to her, 
once again to find her own solution: "Marry me Ned." 
This candid suggestion shocks the Gardner. She 
refuses to be just a plaything, and coerces him to 
make a final decision whether he wants Jannice aor 
not. She therefore, challenges him to be a man. 
"Ned, be a man, and if you want a thing take a little 
risk to get it!"25 
24. Within the Gates., op.cit., p.42. 
25. Ibid., pp. 43-4. 
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A weakling and a callow, the Gardner is also a 
mercenary cad demonstrated in his reaction on 
learning that Jannice has resigned from her job. 
There is ire, disapproval and accusation: 
You should have fenced him off as every girl does 
with a man like that. What are you going to do 
it you can't get another job?^^ 
The other person whom Jannice looks up to and is 
confident to find a Messiah in him is the Bishop. She had 
based her hope after watching him interacting, "talking and 
laughing with common people" which encouraged her "heart to 
speak to you." Jannice knows that her "heart is bad" and 
fears that "death may seize me at any moment," and hence she 
requests the Bishop to intercede on her behalf and convince 
the Gardner to marry her. The Bishop shows a lack of 
understanding, and snubs her 
Why do you run to the priest for help only when 
you begin to feel the terrible consequences of 
your shame?^^ 
26. Ibid., p.42 
27. Ibid. 
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Jannice's response that she is "not going to have a kid, 
man, if thats what you mean,"^^ and her subsequent 
rejoinder— "You 're neither a man nor a stranger: You are a 
priest of the most high God"^'— evokes our admiration and 
brings us closer to her, while distancing us from the 
Bishop, who has "no help to offer" her and can only ask her 
"to go away." Jannice's crudeness and outrageous accusation 
against the Bishop —"I suppose you'd have helped me had I 
let you go on handling my knee" may offend the entrenched 
orthodox Irish thinking, but his ire read in conjunction 
with her inability to extract sympathy from some one who is 
supposed to be the representative of God on earth validates 
her stance. Jannice's outburst, then, wrapped in "scorn and 
bitterness" is understandable. 
You and your goodness are no use to God. If 
Christ came again. He'd have to call, not the 
sinners but the righteous to repentance. Go out 
into the sun and pick the yellow primroses!.... 
27. Ibid. 
28. Ibid. 
29. Ibid., p. 66 
30. Ibid., p.69 
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when you go to where your God is throned, tell the 
gaping saints you never soiled a hand in Jesu's 
service. Tell them a pretty little whore, well on 
her way to help, once tempted you to help her; but 
you saved yourself by the calm and cunning of a 
holy mind, an' went out into the sun to pick the 
yellow primroses, leaving her, sin - soddened, in 
the strain, the stain, the horrid cries, an' the 
• 31 
noisy laugh of life . 
The Bishop again comes in contact with Jannice in Act 
Three but under changed circumstances. After learning that 
Jannice is his daughter he tries to comfort her. Only there 
are no takers. No SLcnount of convincing and canvassing— 
"What will you do when your good looks go, and you lose the 
means to earn your bread?"-^^ or "what of the night, when 
youth has faded, and the shadows fall, and the heart is 
lonely?"-*^— can tempt Jannice to get herself "chained fast 
to prayer and firm to fasting!"-^ * Jannice's reply to the 
Bishop — 
31. Ibid., pp. 69-70 
32. Ibid., p. 105 
33. Ibid., p. 110 
34. Ibid., 105 
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when youth has gone; when night has fallen, and 
when the heart is lonely, I will stand and stare 
steady at a God who has filled the wealthy with 
good things and has sent the poor empty away. ^  
has universal relevance. Jannice feels spiritually 
fortified even in her utter destitution. She asks the 
Bishops, 
Go away, go away, and leave in peace. Let me run 
my race in my own way. Don't be mousing after 
me. 36 
Jannice co-incidentally comes in contact with her 
mother, the Old Woman in the park. We feel for Jannice for 
it was the misdeeds of her mother and her (mother's) 
inability in giving security that compelled her to leave 
home. Further, she returns back in Jannice life pm;y to 
create more turmoil in the already turbulent life of her 
daughter. We may react adversely to Jannice's earlier 
35. Ibid., pp.69-70. 
36. Ibid., p.93. 
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comments on her mother: "If you knew what a rip she was, I 
wonder if you'd like to live with her?" 
This observation corroborates with the Atheist's versions 
which makes us dissociate ourselves from the Old woman. Our 
heart wrenches for Jannice when she ^imploringly' pleads: 
"Please, please mother, don't ruin the few decent little 
things I have to wear."-^^ It is only in the Dreamer, that 
Jannice finds a soulmate, a temporary refuge from the 
spiritual crisis she is passing through. But the 
relationship is not of the intensity where Brechtian 
alienation could operate. 
Jannice has been conceived at both the mythical and 
naturalistic levels. She is a case of predeterminism, which 
is bound to entice our sympathy. But it is not a sentimental 
sympathy. Though doomed since her conceptions in more than 
one sense, Jannice displayed distinct individuality. She is 
the embodiment of the Life Force, vitalism and optimism. If 
37. Ibid., p. 67 
38. Ibid., p. 72 
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we probe deeper into the play, we will find that Jannice's 
earlier indulgence is sinful in the religous and moral sense 
but is venial if interpreted as the indulgence being forced 
upon her rather than a deliberate choice for fleshly 
pleasure. Though a "sick woman", she continues to assert 
that even "if my heart does go phut, I'll go game, see? Pass 
out dancing, see?"-^ ^ Rebuffed and ostracised by all she 
keeps the courage to fight rather than surrender passively : 
Death has touched me, and is telling me to be 
ready; take your things off and come with me. 
(Defiantly) I'll not give in, I'll not hold back. 
And when I go, should God's angels beckon me up or 
push me down, I'll go game . 
Rejected by Church, she has still not forsaken her religion: 
I'll pray and pray and pray till all that's done's 
annulled, and all that is to do is blessed by 
God's agreement.* 
Some critics are of the opinion that in her death 
39. Ibid. 
40. Ibid., p.94 
41. Ibid., p. 40 
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Jannice succeeded in achieving the unity of God and Joy in 
Life. This is debatable. For Jannice's submission to 
religion as the Bishop comments: "she died making the sign -
of the Cross, she died making the sign of the Cross!"^^ does 
disappoint the advocates of Yes to life. However, it is the 
image of Jannice's defiance: "Let me not mingle my last 
moments with this marching misery!" and her consistent 
resolve to "die dancing" that remains predominant. Her 
unusual courage and her loneliness in which she displays 
exemplary strength ingratiates her to the 
audience. Jannice's staunch outlook to be a "game" and 
breaking into a wild frenzy of dance anticipates Nannie of 
Dannie"s Niaht Out and Loreleen of Cock A Doodle Dandy. She 
remains as 0'Casey intended to be a 
symbol of those young women full of life and a 
fine energy, gracious and kind, to whom life fails 
to respond, and who are determined to be wicked 
rather than virtuous out of confirmity or fear.^* 
42. Ibid., p. 169 
43. Ibid., p.163 
44. Blasts and Benedictions^ op.cit., p.114 
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The Bishop is another character delineated with great 
elaboration. Besides there is a strongly worked out 
Brechtian non-naturalistic technique in his 
characterization. The audience's response is not intended 
to be sympathetic; the character has been so created that we 
even censure him in the end. We feel anger, bewilderment at 
the outlook of the Bishop, yet cannot sit in on judgement 
him. A representative of the Organized Church, O'Casey does 
not hide his criticism against the Church and its men when 
he presents the Bishop.*^ The Bishop is given the mask of 
superficiality and hypocrisy He makes all efforts to 
communicate with the have-nots, "getting into closer with 
the common people," with the intention to impress the people 
that the Church can "laugh, sing and skip," and is not at 
all "solemn". It is very much "alive" and "up to date." The 
purpose behind this exercise of being in the midst of people 
is a sign of the Bishop's projection of his devotion to his 
vocation which is purported to endear him to his people. 
45. Within the Gates, op.cit., p.5 
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All this is commendable on surface the surface level only 
because an indepth analysis reveals the reality to be 
otherwise. The people with whom he is trying to keep this 
"fad" have nothing but distrust for him. Nearly all the 
frequenters of the Park seems to look through the hypocrisy 
of the clergy whether it is the Dreamer, the Atheist, the 
Attendance or the Platform Speakers. They accuse the cleric 
of degrading religion to a "larfiing - stock." His very 
attempt to meet the "real and raw thing" is in itself 
questionable. For when confronted with it, he turns out to 
be a lackadaisical man. He feels uneasy and embarassed 
whenever there is sensuousness or love in the air, like 
the time he felt when the nurse maids were conversing or 
when he becomes aware of the presence of the Young Whore. 
He dreads being seen in the company of the Young Whore lest 
it should bring disgrace to him and to the Church. Unable 
to cope with the situation, he threatens to call the police: 
If you don't go away at once I'll have you handed 
over to the police for annoying me.*^ 
46. Ibid., p.69 
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This provokes Jannice to retort with "scorn and bitterness" 
- "policemen making a gangway for Jesus Christ." 
Another "real and raw thing" that confronts the Bishop 
is the incidental meeting with Jannice's mother in the park. 
The Old Woman recognizes in him the voice of the student of 
divinity, 
the first young man who conquered me on a Sunday 
night, after the ora pro nobis people had pulled 
down their blinds and were slinking into sleep.... 
(Suddenly) Is your name Gilbert?^^ 
The Bishop is stunned. Recoiling in fear, "looking 
disturbed and uneasy" he asks her to "Go away, you wretched 
and forgotten creatures."^ The past suddenly catches up 
with him leaving him totally shaken and benumbed. He even 
fails to react when the old Woman attacked Jannice as 
0'Casey hints in the stage direction: (The Bishop has risen, 
frightened, makes a step 
47. Ibid. 
48. Ibid., pp. 73-4 
49. Ibid., p.74 
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forward to stop the row, but stops in hesitation)^°. He is 
a man in a hurry to bury the past as quickly as possible 
"Oh, hush, hush, woman; hush and go home."^-^ 
The limited personality of the Bishop results in his 
estrangement from the audience. His stunted mind that 
prevents him from integrating the wholesome personalities of 
Jannice and the Dreamer. Up to this point the Bishop, in 
relationship to his fellow-brethrens and the Old Woman, 
fails to establish any rapport with the audience because he 
is a man who lacks conviction. 
The total personality of the Bishop lay exposed in his 
contact with Jannice, his illegitimate daughter. It is then 
that we realize the extent of his being a totally 
handicapped person. His refusal to help her but his 
temptation to follow her simply because she 
seem to be an-eh-an interesting case. You don't 
seem to be an ordinary -eh-what shall I say?^^ 
50. Ibid,, p.76 
51. Ibid., p.75 
52. Ibid., p.101 
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is baffling. Like the salvation Army Officer he feels safe 
in viewing Jannice as a "lamb" rather than a vivacious, 
sensual girl. He is, therefore, taken aback at the 
bluntness of Jannice who reads aloud his mind - "Oh, a 
whore. You may as well say it as you think it!"^ -* 
Analyzed in this light all that we can feel for him is 
scorn and anger. We are, however, forced to modulate our 
stand when we view him as an instrument of organized Church 
which is ruthless in its repression. The gamut of emotion 
he undergoes on discovering Jannice as his daughter and his 
inability to do anything is pitiable. Being a "God's 
grenadier", he is trapped. Haunted by guilt, he is himself 
caught in a spiritual crisis similar to that being 
experienced by Jannice. The nearest he can express his 
feeling is his unconscious utterance of calling her, "my 
child", "my dear daughter" and his secret vow to help her, 
"God alone knows, my dear daughter, how deep is my desire to 
save you!"^* We feel inclined to show some understanding — 
53. Ibid. 
54. Ibid., p. 103 
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to the lonely man trying to bring "a straying lamb seeking 
in devious ways to find a way home again to the waiting 
flock."^^ His attempt to save her and expiate for his guilt-
ridden conscience can be grasped in his desperate appeal to 
his sister on the death of Jannice: "go home, go home, for 
Christ's sake, woman, and ask God's mercy on us alll"^^ The 
cry of the Bishop, if judged objectively, is the anguished 
cry of a trapped, helpless victim, snared in the web of 
institutionalized religion which is all the time "trying to 
crimp people into piety," denying them to go out "into the 
sun to pick the yellow primroses." He could have broken the 
shackles, it can well be argued. But the moot question is 
of his survival in the milieu in which his lot has been 
cast. Thus the Bishop who started with "distantiation" ends 
up by eliciting the audience's understanding his plight and 
showing sympathy for him. 
The audience's attitude towards the remaining 
55. Ibid., p.100 
56. JJbid., 168 
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characters remain neutral. The other characters who hold 
our interest are the Old Woman, the Dreamer and to some 
extent the Atheist already discussed while considering 
Jannice's situation. In the case of the Old Woman the 
immediate response is one of detachment resulting from the 
Atheist's observation recapitulating her life to the 
Dreamer. The Old Woman it is understood, was once a pretty 
gay maiden who got involved with the student of theology and 
ended up disgraced with pregnancy. She later handed over 
her child under the tutelage of "Sisterhood** and herself 
married a '•heavy dragoon home from the front on leave.**^^ 
Unfortunately •* 'er dragoon disappeared in one of those hail 
en' farewell advances from the frontline,**^ leaving her a 
widow. The woman did not lose much time in mourning her 
dead husband because she was the '*kind of woman 'd mike a 
man stand up 'en long for something to 'appen.**^^ She 
became the Atheist's mistress. 
The Old Woman could have elicited our empathy to her 
57. Ibid., p. 11 
58. Ibid., p.12 
59. Ibid. 
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tragic circumstance had she been more circumspect and 
discreet in her conduct. She fails to be a mother to her 
daughter in the true sense of the word. On the contrary we 
learn to our horror that she started feeling threatened and 
because jealous of the child as she grew up and finally 
ended up hating her own flesh and blood - a phenomenon rare 
to occur 
But when the kid was stretching towards womanhood, 
the old woman began to 'ite the girl, en' tike to 
drink, coming dahn to wherever I was working en' 
chising me in a drunken fury aht of the job.^^ 
We thus encounter not only an irresponsible mother but also 
learn about her impulsiveness and instability which worsened 
with passion for drinking. Further, while still living with 
the Atheist who had given shelter to her daughter, too, the 
Old Woman started to mourn the death of her "dragoon" 
afresh antagonizing both the daughter and the Atheist.^^ 
60. Ibid., p. 13 
61. Ibid., p. 14 
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It is, therefore, not surprising that when the Old Woman 
actually appears in Act Two she fails to get any sympathy 
even though she is 
pale and haggard, and vicious lines harden the 
look of her mouth. Her hair is white, but her 
black eye& are still undimmed by age. Her thin 
body is still upright, showing that in her youth 
she was slim and vigorous, and her face still 
shelters traces of what were once very good 
looks.... Constant, quiet drinking has made her a 
little incoherent in her thoughts.... She has 
heard the voice of the Young Whore and comes down 
to where the girl is speaking, gripping her 
roughly by the arm....^^ 
Embittered and hard due to circimstances she continues to be 
selfish and insensitive towards her daughter. She fails to 
respond or show any understanding towards Jannice's 
predicament and remains the least venerated of O'Caseyan 
mothers. Mrs. Heegan's insensitivity towards Harry was 
62. Ibid., p. 71 
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responsible for alienating her from us. Even then O'Casey 
had subtly blamed the war as responsible for her mercenary 
streak and had salvaged her position considerably. But in 
the case of the Old Woman, O'Casey offers no such excuses. 
The Old Woman has failed and inevitably earns our contempt 
and disdain. Her meeting with Jannice in the park where she 
makes fun of her daughter's illness —"is it any wonder God 
/TO 
has given her a heart that may go phut any minute?" — or 
her curse instead of a prayer "come over and bruise her 
hopes with a grim curse from God"^^— only add to the 
hardening up of our stance. In addition, her acquiescence to 
Death-in-Life manifested in her joining the Do%m and Outs 
also shocks us: 
The bad present, and the good absent; the shame 
living, and the pride buried; gone from my grasp 
and my sight in the smoke and flame of the war. O 
Jesus is there no rest found anywhere.^^ 
Despite such instances which distance the Old 
63. Ibid., p. 72 
64. Ibid., p. 75 
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Woman, we cannot dismiss her summarily. Though a failure in 
her relationship with the Atheist and Jannice, she still 
towers over the Bishop who goes into hiding whenever he 
feels the Old Woman's presence. The Bishop till the end 
fails to acknowledge her. Moreover it is left to the Old 
Woman to bring out the malignancy paralyzing the English 
society in the aftermath of Depression 
there can be nor rest nor work nor play where 
there is no life and the golden infancy of 
England's life is tarnishing now in the bellies of 
the worms.° 
Similarly in the altercation with the Bishop's sister the 
Old Woman succeeds in putting her to shame. When the Bishop' 
sister calls for the likes of Young Whore fit to be 
"stretched out naked on the ground for every decent woman to 
trample the life out of you!"^^ the equanimity and 
confidence of the Old Woman's response only favourably and 
65. Ibid., p. 77 
66. Ibid., p. 138 
67. Ibid., p.156 
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pleasantly impresses us: "We wouldn't be trampled to death, 
sister we wouldn't be trampled to death."^^ Her accusation 
of what man has done to man has a note of certitude: 
How savage we can be when God has been unkind and 
made us plain, and man can find no vision in our 
looks I^ ^ 
Though the Old Woman fails to extract our empathy, her 
observations force our critical faculties to be on the 
alert. It is a sheer disappointment that despite the 
capabilities and a sharp bent of mind, the conviction of not 
getting "trampled to death," she finally succumbs into 
oblivion by singing with the Down and Outs: "we challenge 
life no more, no more, with our dead faith, or our dead 
hope".'^° 
The Dreamer acts as a perfect counterfoil to the long 
array of the doomed and saves the play from gloominess with 
his sheer magnetism and his fight for the "affirmation of 
6 8 . Ibid. 
6 9 . IJbid. 
7 0 . Ibid., p . 167 
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man's right to the full and harmonious development of all 
his faculties, the whole man.** O'Casey conceptualized the 
Dreamer as a 
syiBbol of noble restlessness and discontent, of 
the stir in life that brings to birth new things 
and greater things than those that were before; of 
the power realizing that the urge of life is above 
the level of conventional morality; of 
ruthlessness to get near to the things to that 
matter, and sanctify them with intelligence, 
energy^ gracefulness and song: of rebellion 
against stupidity; and of the rising intelligence 
in man that will no longer stand, nor venerate, 
nor shelter those %fhome poverty of spirit has 
emptied of all that is worthwhile in life.^^ 
O'Casey's predisposition for the Dreamer is evidenced 
in the care he has teOcen in introducing him as a 
young man, lithely built, thin suid pale, but he 
carries himself bouyantly. His features are 
71. Jack Mitchell, op.cit., p. 139 
72. Blasts and Benedictionis. op.cit., pp. 114-15 
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rugged; his eyes are bright, sometimes 
flashing in an imaginative mood, but 
usually quiet and dreamy looking. ^  
In keeping with the image of bouyancy and brightness O'Casey 
makes him move around with a "light, vivid orange scarf." 
The Dreamer throughout the play champions a positive vision 
of life, fighting negativism and life-denying forces in the 
form of the Bishop, Evangelists or the Chair Attendants. 
He alone maintains normalcy in his behaviour and 
treatment of Jannice, offering love and inspiration to live. 
Whenever Jannice feels tempted to join the repressive forces 
the Dreamer is there intervenes and stops her from offering 
herself as 
incense to God the dust of your sighing but dance 
to His glory, and come before His presence with a 
• 74 song! 
He held out hope and optimism to Jannice with his offer — 
another month of gay and crowded life of wine and 
laughter; joy in our going out and our coming in. 
73. Within the Gates, op.cit., p. 9 
74. Ibid., p. 164 
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and the dear pain from the golden flame of love. 
Jannice, Jannice, the Dreamer calls!' 
He is ruthless with the forces which deny the full 
blossoming of love; 
Let brambles, O' Lord, grow thick where they are 
buried deep; let the fox and the vixen guard their cubs 
in the midst of the brambles; and let children 
sing and laugh and play where they have moaned in 
their misery. 
And encouraged, rather incited Jannice to "sing them silent; 
dance them still; laugh them into an open shame."^^ It is 
difficult to visualize how Jannice could have faced the 
forces vying for her soul without her support system -
Dreamer - who acted as a deterrent at every critical moment. 
In the personality of the Dreamer we find a perfect 
blending of mental, emotional and sensuous elements. He is 
not a man of intelligence alone. He has a heart, throbbing 
with life, responding to the call of his senses, 
75. Ibid., p. 122 
76. Ibid., p. 161 
77. Ibid., p.165 
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even if it involves parting with "a pound" to spend a night 
at Jannice's flat. The fact that he harbours no illusions 
about himself also endears him to the audience. He is honest 
in telling Jannice about how he earned his livelihood by 
holding "meeting here every night," and making a "collection 
sufficient to keep the bank from failing; and sell an odd 
story. 1.78 
He is also a man susceptible to human foibles. When the 
Bishop gives him two pounds to "slip them into her bag when 
you get a chance"''^, he xinhesitatingly keeps it in his 
pocket for himself. 
Nevertheless the fact that the Dreamer failed to 
convert Jannice fully to his vision of life stops us from 
endorsing him completely. There can be no unanimity in this 
respect. In retrospect, it can be taken as Jannice's 
failure rather than the defeat of the Dreamer. It could be 
argued that unlike the salvation army officer or the Bishop, 
the Dreamer held no sham promises. Knowing the condition of 
78. Ibid., p. 79 
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Jannice's heart, he helped in bringing her into contact with 
life till her last moment. 
Within the Gates reiterates the difficulty in the 
delineation of characters when realism is touched with non-
naturalistic devices. Because of symbolic or mythical 
overtones, the personalities of the characters become 
complex, as our whole attention is then fixed on the 
conceptualized images of the characters. it is only when 
they are taken out of their mythical embodiment and endo%ied 
with human fallibilities, operating in the framework of 
human relationships, that we are able to see the operation 
of 'alienation'. In this play Jannice has been mythicized 
at a much higher level than Juno, who, too, stands for life 
force. But since the play has a naturalistic structure, 
too, the application of 'alienation' becomes viable in the 
case of Jannice, too. Moreover, the rest of the characters 
who people the park of Within the Gates are dra%m from the 
cross-section of society in microcosm. Jannice is in a 
crisis, in a dilemma, torn between the world of senses and 
the world of piety, trying to achieve a kind of unification. 
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This dilemma is not peculiar to Jannice alone, but is the 
dilemma of the young generation in the post-war era. 
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CaiAPTER VI 
COCK-A DOODLE DANDY 
Cock-A^Doodle Dandv. (1949), represents the final landmark 
in CCasey's dramaturgical experimentation.Here is a play 
which has a complete blend of O'Casey's use of naturalism, 
myth, expressionism, symbolism and contemporary Irish 
history. The play deals, at a conceptual level, with an 
opposition between the forces of negativism, constituted of 
i religion and feudal authority and those affirming 
positive freedom for the pursuit of natural urges of human 
existence. Most un-Casey like, at the naturalistic plane, 
the positive forces of life seem to have been vanquished by 
the cummulative presssure of the forces of negativism. This 
point can be clarified by a brief summary of the story-line 
given below. 
The play aptly localized in the village of Nyadnanave, 
meaning both Nest of Saints and Nest of Knaves,^ reels 
1. Krause, Sean O'Casev: The Man and his Works.op.cit. . 
p.188. 
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under a surface tension of suppressed violence due to 
constant tussle for supremacy between the forces of joy, 
love and freedom, epitomized by the symbolic Cock, whose 
qualities are manifested in Loreleen, Lorna, Marion and the 
Messenger on the one hand, and the forces of repression and 
self-denial lead by Father Domineer, Michael Marthruan, 
Mahan, Shanaar and others. The operative reality of 
governance of Ireland upto the early twenties of the present 
century has been the unholy alliance between the exploitive 
business community and the ruthless rigidity of the Irish 
clergy. In such an oppressive climate, Loreleen, an 
embodiment of sheer Joy and chirpiness returns from England. 
Her arrival coincides with the beginning of "sthrange 
things" happening and "sinisther signs appearin' everywhere, 
evil evocations floatin' through every room."^ 
From then on the battle between religion and individual 
conscience intensifies. Loreleen shows "sprays of light" 
into the pallid life of a dark place - Nyadnanave. Though 
men lust for her privately, they fear her independence and 
2. Cock-A-Doodle Dandy in Collected Plays Vol. IV (London, 
Macmillan, 1964),p.124. 
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gaiety. In fact, church feels threatened and thus conspires 
for her elimination. Attempts to clip her wings are 
devised. Her father, under the influence of the clergy 
denounces her. She is openly ridiculed and haunted by the 
watchdogs of Father Domineer. Loreleen is seen as fighting a 
lone battle, with intermittent support of Lorna and Marion. 
Nowhere in the play is Loreleen portrayed as being 
apologetic for her preference to partake in the full flow of 
life. As her influence threatens to erode the base of the 
priest, Father Domineer strikes. Ostracised, she is *pelted' 
with stones. She, however, remains adamant, openly mocking 
the efforts of the Establishment at exorcism, precipitating 
their anger towards her. 
Finally, on the suggestion of Mahan, she decides to 
depart from this *hole.' Her clandestine escape is 
intercepted and she is caught and accused of corrupting a 
"decent honest soul" of a man like Sailor Mahan. She gets 
reprieve after convincing Father Domineer of her intention 
to leave Nyadnanave for ever. 
It would be a gross mistake to read into the decision of 
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Loreleen to leave as a victory of negative forces. Rather 
the abandonment of Loreleen signals the return of Nyadnanave 
back to its sterile, vegetable existence, similar to the 
exit of Christy Mahan from Mayo in Synge's The Play of the 
Western World. Just as Peegin confessed to have "lost the 
only Playboy of the Western World" with the departure of 
Christy, Loreleen's going into exile deprives the place of 
its "brightness." Moreover, Loreleen's missions did not end 
in failure, as she succeeded in taking along Lorna, Marion, 
and the Messenger, all associated with affirmation of life. 
Though the symbol of the Cock is the powerful symbol and the 
carrrier of "active spirit of life," the play has its 
naturalistic elements as is evidenced in the story line. 
O'Casey himself admitted this in Blasts and Benedication : 
In spite of the fanciful nature of the play, 
almost all the incidents are factual - the priest 
that struck the blow, the rough fellows man-
handling the young, gay girl, the bitter 
opposition to any sign of the strange ways of a 
3. piasts and Benedictions^ op.cit., p.144. 
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man with a maid, the old menacing fool, full of 
false piety, going around inflicting fear of evil 
things on all who listen to him ; and, above all, 
through the piety, through the fear, the never-
ending quest for money. 
Loreleen has been conceived at both mythical as well as 
flesh-and-blood levels. 'Alienation', as we referred to 
earlier, does not operate at the symbolic or mythical level. 
Loreleen, at a conceptual level, stands for Life-Force, 
Vitalism, Joy-in-Life. However, studied from the human 
angle, her attitude towards life — one of exuberance and 
vitality which is diammetrically contrary to the 
Establishment, specially against the prevailing conditions -
-draws our endorsement. This endorsement means the operation 
of the critical faculty of the mind. In other words, the 
working of the Brecthian *alienation' is not ruled out. 
Loreleen, then studied at the flesh-and-blood level is a 
4. Ibid., p.145. 
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very attractive young wonan with an air of 
her own. A jaunty air it is, indicating that 
it is the sign of a handsome, gay, and 
intelligent woaan.^ 
The * jaunty air' holds key to her personality. Besides 
implying arrogance, it speaks of her fierce individuality, 
and spiritedness, which coincides with the colour of her 
dress, too: 
She is dressed in a darkish green dress, with 
dark-red flashes on bodice and side of skirt. A 
saucy hat of a brighter green than the dress 
sports a scarlet ornament, its shape suggestive of 
a cock's crimson crest. Her legs—very charming 
ones—are clad in brown silk stockings; brown that 
flashes a golden sheen.^ 
5. Cock-A-Doodle Dandy, op.cit., p.127. 
6. Jbld. 
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Such a person pulsating with vibrancy and 
enthusiasm is "seeking happiness" in a spiritually, 
intellectually and culturally arid land of Nyadnanave. 
Naturally her presence evokes curiosity : "Be God, but 
you're th' good-lookin' las! What are you doin' in this 
hole?" Hence we find her being held responsible for 
causing consternation, a kind of revolution. It is not 
surprising to understand the ignorance of men, crushed 
under the authority of the church to attribute supernatural 
powers or ^evils' to those who dare to be different, 
unconventional in their attitude and behaviour. However, 
the attitude of her father Michael is definitely shocking. 
He is of the opinion that ever 
since that painted one, that godless an' 
laughin' little bitch left London to come 
here for a long an' leerin' holiday,® 
there is a 
7. Ibid., p.129. 
8. Ibid., p.123. 
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a stern commotion among th' holy objects of th' 
house, when that one, Loreleen, goes sailin' by; 
an invisible wind blows th' pictures out, an' 
turns their frenaied faces to th' wall;^ 
Such interesting information is bound to interest the 
audience who await to meet Loreleen. She appears, 
characterized by playfulness, with a touch of implied 
wantonness. Finding the two Rough Fellows following and 
flattering her, she charms them by her demureness; •' 
[dropping him a deep curtsy]. Thank you sir knight, for th' 
silken compliments to your handmaiden."^'^ She turns down 
their attempts of familiarity and at the same time leaves 
them dumbfounded by her remarks: 
I'm not for you, friends, for I'm not good 
for decent men. The two old cronies will 
tell you a kiss from me must be taken 
undher a canopy of dangerous darkness.^^ 
9. Ibid., p.124. 
10. Ibid., p.129. 
11. Ibid., p.130. 
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We take this ambiguous confession with a pinch of salt, 
because there is a danger of misunderstanding her for a 
loose woman. But Loreleen cares a damn, an attitude 
maintained till the very end. We do not approve her 
behaviour, but at the same time we are unable to maintain a 
distance when she goes ahead with determination luring the 
folks to "join th' enthertainment. •• On the call from 
Loreleen all break into revelry, dancing, drinking and 
singing— "the Cock-a-doodle Dandy,"—liberating, their 
suppressed emotions. The ladies have shed their inhibitions, 
enticing men with "ardour" to "drink from th' glass touched 
by th' lips of a very fair lady."^^ Upto this point, though 
not in agreement with Loreleen's actions, we nevertheless, 
enjoy immensely the gaiety, the fun, the pranks, the 
excitement that she has infused into the essentially insipid 
bourgeoisie - ecclesiastical stronghold. This speaks of her 
forceful and single-minded personality. The priest's arrival 
12. Ibid., p.182. 
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on the scene when every one stood "stock still, then fall on 
one knee, facing the priest, their heads bent in shame and 
dismay,"^"^ is the first instance when we start feeling for 
Loreleen. When Father Domineer orders "the proud and dartin 
cheat" to kneel down and beg forgiveness, Loreleen firmly 
refuses to comply -"I seek no pardon for th' dance that's 
done."-*-* The audience find no reason for her to stifle her 
urges. Simply because she is "good-lookin' and gay" and 
has a "reckless way" of talking does not give the 
Establishment the right to suppress her. 
The stubborn, defiant attitude of Loreleen tempered 
with zealousness and optimism extracts our admiration for 
her. When the men preferred to be cowed and bullied, 
Loreleen stood up to the clergy. This is not the only 
occasion. Later she refused to go into the house, when 
the other women had done so. Similarly, her unflinching 
resistance surfaces again when Father Domineer ordered 
One-Eyed Larry to bring her books "to th' Presbytery" to 
13. Ibid., p.184. 
14. Ibid., p.185. 
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"desthroy them", Loreleen swiftly plunges into action, 
"snatches the two books from One-Eyed Larry," and gives him 
"a sharp push" and rescues her Voltaire and Ulysses, at the 
same time indicting Father Domineer - "You fool, d'ye know 
what you're thryin' to do? You're thryin' to keep God from 
talkin'!"^^ The audience now understands the motive behind 
the attempts of the repressive forces to suppress her. They 
found her resilience difficult to handle. 
Unlike most of the other female characters analysed in 
the proceeding chapters, Loreleen does not possess any 
inherent virtue nor is surrounded by paycocks or egoists or 
betrayers, nor is she shown as haunted by economic spectre. 
It is her fierce individuality, *reckless' behaviour, and 
defiant attitude which threaten and estrange her from the 
folks of Nyadnanave, and in turn, involunatarily draw us to 
her. O'Casey, after an orchestrated alienation, succeeds in 
eliciting from the audience a measure of sympathy for her. 
Though he has not highlighted any human fallibilities, he 
15. Ibid,, p.201. 
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uses her acute isolation to make us view her as a victim of 
intolerant society, who pays for her lack of conformity, 
thus qualifying her as a suitable candidate for our empathy. 
Following her refusal to "kneel down" to the dictates 
of Father Domineer, the next thing that we see is Loreleen, 
being chased, with "clumps of grass and sods of turf and 
few stones" pelted on her. The subsequent outburst of 
Loreleen even when surrounded amidst hostility draws the 
attention of the audience towards the the malaise knawing 
the society and enhancing the image of Loreleen for 
speaking the truth: 
God damn th' dastards of this vile 
disthrict! They pelted me with whatever 
they could lay hands on. th' women because 
they could'nt stand beside me; th' men 
because there was ne'er a hope of usin' me 
as they'd like to! Is it any wondher that 
th' girls are fleein' in their tens of 
thousands from this bewildhered land? Blast 
them! I'll still be gay an' good lookin'. 
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Let them draw me as I am not, an' sketch in 
a devil where a maiden stands! 
This outburst clears our earlier doubts, if any, about her 
wantoness for she is not a ^game', for any man. Possibly 
it was O'Casey's deliberate intention to make us believe so 
in order to make us change in our opinion later on. 
Though surviving in this stifling and suffocating 
environment of Nyadnanave is becoming difficult, Loreleen 
still had no thought of escape. It was Sailor Mahan who 
coaxed her to get out of this "damned place." O'Casey 
slowly intensifies the isolation and rejection of Loreleen. 
The short interaction between Sailor Mahan and her, on the 
issue of her escape is subtly handled to show her 
helplessness. She has "no money" and Michael 
won't give me a penny of it, because he 
says if I got it, I'd go to England; an' if 
16. Ibid., pl94. 
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I went to England, I'd lose me soul, th' 
shaky, venomous lout!^ 
It is difficult to sit on judgement and censure 
Loreleen for accepting the offer of Sailor Mahan, taken 
after a lot of hesitation. She is left with no option. To 
condemn Loreleen for notwithstanding the pressures would be 
doing injustice to the whole idea. What is of importance is 
the preservation of wholesomeness, individuality and 
identity rather than an obliteration of personality. This is 
perhaps what O'Casey, too, intended. It is for the 
realisation of the pursuit of natural, healthy urges, in an 
unadulterated atmosphere that convinced Loreleen. It is 
essentially to save herself from disintegration that makes 
her "get away." 
Unfortxinatey, while fleeing she is caught and sentenced. 
O'Casey's portrayal of her forceful persecution invariably 
makes the audience react sharply against the ruthlessness of 
the institutionalized authority. The image of Loreleen with 
17. Ibid., p.195. 
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blood-stained streak stretches from a 
corner of an eye half way down a cheek. Her 
face is very pale, and intense fright is 
invidly mirrored in it"*-^  
elicits unequivocal sympathy. She comes out as a victimised 
woman and her sensitivity to her ^dishevelled state' by 
being 'ashamed'is remarkable and in turn exposes the double 
standards of the cleric as well as the masses who take 
delight in seeing a half-naked woman standing helplessly. 
Though trapped, her spirit is still not broken as she openly 
accuses the Rough Fellows of theft. The apathy of the clergy 
as well as the masses makes the audience think as if 
Nyadnanave is under the spell of Father Domineer, bewitched, 
rendered incapicitated to see, feel or react to the flagrant 
violation of human freedom in the name of religion. 
Loreleen's scathing attack: 
18. Ibid., p.212. 
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Oh, end it, will you! You fail, in honesty 
when you won't make them give me back what 
they robbed from me. When you condemn a 
fair face, you sneer at God's good 
handiwork. You are layin' your curse. Sir, 
1 Q 
not upon a sin, but on a joy.-^  
is true and anticipates her final decision The sentiment 
conveyed meets with the audience's approbation. 
Knowing O'Casey's penchant for drawing female 
characters in soft hues, it comes as no surprise to find 
the other two female characters - Lorna and Marion -
treated with softness. Of these two, Marion is more 
identifiable with Loreleen. A maidservant, by occupation, 
she is "twenty or so", and very "good looking". A note of 
defiance but of lesser degree can be read in her choice of 
dress. Instead of the "usual maids cap", she wears a **scarf 
bandeau round her head*. 
19. Ibid., p. 216. 
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Marion is the first one to bring to everyone's notice 
the havoc created by the 
wild goose! Its' sent th' althar light 
flyin', it's clawed the holy pictures'; an' 
now its' peckin' at th' tall hat!2° 
Nonetheless, she is also the first one to accept the Cock as 
"harmless" when you know him willing even to "have a wreath 
of roses ready to hang round his neck."^^ Marion's 
acceptance of the Cock indirectly hints at her partaking the 
qualities of Vitalism and Joy. In other words, she is 
associated with Lorleen. We find in Marion chirpiness, 
vivacity, exuberance, sensuousness and sauciness. She takes 
sheer delight in discomforting the "two oul life-
frighteners," who drop their facade of sophistication and 
lust for her. She exploits their weakness, challenging 
their manliness, and ridicules them for their failure to 
"kiss" her. 
20. Ibid., p.139. 
21. Ibid., p.162 
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The streaks of wildness, refusal to succumb to the 
traditional role of a housemaid or responding to the call 
of Loreleen to join in the excitement of dancing and 
drinking, makes her personality interesting. But the problem 
noticed by the audience, too, is the continual tug of war 
that rages in her mind and her inability to do anything. She 
wants to enjoy life, but is not strong enough to shun the 
voices of the. Establishment . She ultimately ends up 
apologising, feeling guilty for transgressing the 
limitations - "Here we are followin' laughter, instead of 
seeking succour from prayer."^^ 
Surprisingly, this servility does not evoke anger or 
condemnation from the audience. Dissappointed, no doubt, she 
escapes complete alienation from the audience by virtue of 
occupying the lowest stratum of society which survives 
because of its obedience to the forces of authority. 
O'Casey, by endowing her with healthy traits, has portrayed 
22. IJbid., p. 152 
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her as a person trapped by both the social norms of society 
as well by economic compulsions which deny any freedom. Such 
a person evokes our pity. 
Lest it should degenerate into sentimental pity, O'Casey 
comes to the rescue of Marion. Instead of wallowing in self-
pity, we find Marion asserting herself by making a choice 
between freedom and subjugation. She chooses the former and 
decides to follow Loreleen into exile, thereby absolving 
herself from any criticism as well as redeeming herself in 
the eyes of the audience who appreciate her courage. 
Moreover, the new insight that has come to her also wins our 
approbation. She expresses her fears 8tbout the plausibility 
of freedom and joy ever blossoming in the soils of 
Nyadnanave. Therefore she asks Robin Adair to decide about 
their future together in Nyadnanave: 
But not here, Robin Adair, Oh, not here; 
for a whisper of love in this place bites 
away some of th' soul! Come, if you want 
to, Robin Adair, stay if you.^ -' 
23. Ibid., p.219. 
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This clarity and the lead taken by Marion astonishes the 
audience. 
Lorna, on the other hand, is the mistress of the house, 
in whom an undulating pattern of empathy-detachment -
empathy have cleverly been worked out. She is the second 
wife of Michael Marthraum who considers her equally 
bewitched as Loreleen. Our first response is of pity for a 
healthy "young" and "gay" girl, forced into marriage 
against her wishes. She is the third victimised woman, amply 
demonstrating how intensely O'Casey felt for such woman whose 
filial devotion is exploited in complicity with the church. 
Incidentally, this fear is writ in her very appearance 
which is "somewhat troubled by a vague aspect of worry 
and inward timidity."^* 
As the likelihood of our predilection for this vulnerable, 
helpless girl increases O'Casey introduces an element of 
doubt: 
Oh, well you know. Sailor Mahan, that she had her 
blue eye on th' fat little farm undher me feet; 
24. Ibid., p.143. 
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th' taut roof over me head.^^ 
The audience is stuck up. Did Lorna marry to escape from her 
abject penury or was it greed that made her give her 
consent. No proof has been provided at this stage to either 
certify or contradict the veracity of Michael's claim. But 
it does restrain us from showing sympathy to Lorna. 
Lorna, initially is under the shadow of the clergy -
bourgeoise nexus. She failed to comprehend the Cock and was 
frightened. She does not disagree with Julia's decision to 
take a trip to Lourdes. However, before she is completely 
identified with parochial symbols and the audience abandon 
her as 'doomed', the playwright deftly saves her. Though she 
did not voice her resentment, she has some reservations 
about the success of this trip. 
This is the first instance when the audience sits up to 
closely scrutinize Lorna. To our surprise, we find that 
behind the "worry" and "timidity", she possesses a zest for 
25. Ibid., p.125. 
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life. Responding to the clarion call of Loreleen, she 
decides to participate in the "fancy dress" of a "gypsy." 
The decision to be dressed as a "gypsy" in itself testifies 
her desire for freedom, unrestrained and uninhibited kind of 
life. This can also be read as the beginning of defiance, 
slowly brewing in her blood. She begins to show signs of 
rebellion, and emboldened silences Michael's objections-"If 
I can't wrap myself in th' arms of a man, I'll wrap myself 
in a cordial."^ Lorna's open flirting with the Sergeant in 
front of Michael may have evoked the ire of middle class 
women, but then she is saved from recrimination because 
Michael is no better. 
As the risk of Lorna getting a favourable response of 
the audience increases the dramatist intervenes and pulls us 
back. When the women had given themselves into a frenzy of 
dance. Father Domineer arrives. All the dancers stop, 
sheepishly bowing before the priest; their whole body 
supplicating as if ashamed of their act. Lorna is also one 
26. Ibid., p.181. 
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of them. The audience is shocked and disappointed to find a 
meek Lorna. 
It is in the third scene that she once again attempts 
to rise above the narrow confinements. Contrary to the 
impression given by Michael of Lorna being a shrewd, 
calculating woman, who had 'eyes' on his property, we 
learned her having sympathies for the proletariates, and 
tries to convince the two capitalists to give the workers a 
fair share for their "hard" work. This advice is 
pragramatic. Though a layman, she anticipates the future 
of business without a willing staff and therefore to 
facilitate the smooth functioning, she tries to drill some 
sense into Michael and Mahan. Unfortunately, disgusted at 
their typical capitalist tendency of exploitation, she 
finally gives up, dissociating herself completely. 
Don't tear th' arm out of me! If you want 
to embalm yourself in money, you won't get 
me to do it!^^ 
27. Ibid., p.205. 
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The audience attitude towards Lorna changes considerably 
when she comes out openly in defence of Loreleen, and 
decides to confront the tormentors by giving them a "bit o' 
me mind."^^ 
Unfortunately, these are but evanescent sparks. She has 
yet to come out of the menacing shadows of State- Clerical 
subjugation. She is more identifiable with the Down-And-Outs 
of Nyadnanave. Her inability to come to the rescue of 
Loreleen, when she was dragged brutally by the Rough Fellows, 
disappoints us. The commotion brought both Lorna and Marion 
out of the house, but a wave from Father Domineer makes them 
"retreat back towards the house where they stand to stare at 
what happens." It is taken by the audience as a 
retrogressive step and hence a setback to our expectations. 
However, her sudden reaction against the passivity of man 
earns our admiration for her: 
^running over to the man nearest to her and 
catching his arm] Let the poor lass go, you 
28. Ibid., p.194. 
29. Ibid., p.213. 
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cowardly lout! I know you; your whole 
nature's, a tuft of villanies! Lust 
inflames your flimsy eyes whenever a skirt 
passes you by. If God had given you a tusk, 
you'd rend asundher, every woman of th' 
disthrict.^° 
But at an angry reprimand from Father Domineer, Lorna 
leaves Loreleen to return to the house. 
In assessing Lorna, we notice how O'Casey craftily 
keeps the critical faculties alert all the time. Lorna 
represents a bundle of contradictions, rendering it 
difficult to experience any one particular feeling for long. 
However, if Lorna has so far emerged as a fickle or confused 
woman, we are taken aback by her final decision. She finally 
revolts, breaking the chains of rigidity. She is the first 
person after Loreleen to move towards the preservation of 
integrated personality. Contrary to Michael's observations, 
Lorna forsakes her security, and 
30. Ibid., p.214. 
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[runs out of the house] Loreleen! . ... 
Loreleen, I go with you! [Lorna shoves 
Father Domineer aside at the gateway^ 
nearly knocks Shanaar over, and hurries to 
Loreleen. Draping the green cloak over 
Loreleen's shoulders] I go with you, love. 
I've got a sthrong pair of shoes in the 
sack you can put on when we're free from 
the Priest and his rabble. Lift up your 
heart, lass. We go not towards an evil, but 
leave an' evil behind us."^ ^ 
Cock-A-Doodle Dandy is crowded with a host of male 
characters who are conspicuous for their allegiance to the 
prominent institutions of either the church or the state. 
The play shows the men's inadequacy to qualify as a rounded 
character. The only exception is the Messenger, Robin Adair 
who right from the beginning stands aloof from the rest of 
Nyadnanavites. Before taking up his case let us first 
have a look at Father Domineer. 
31. IJbid., p.217. 
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Analysis of a cleric is always a difficult proposition. 
As in the case of the Bishop of Within the Gates, the 
clergy can be studied from two angles. If studied as an 
instrument of Institutionalized Church, we are bound to 
nurture softness towards him. For the church and Roman 
Catholicism, in particular, was notorious for its repression 
and ruthlessness. Expecting them to take a stand contrary to 
the church was impossible, for compliance is the essence of 
their vocation. Whether they could have survived after 
forsaking or challenging the tenets of the church is another 
moot point. Nevertheless, it can still be argued that 
remaining within the jurisdiction of the church, the cleric 
could still have emulated its true teaching in principle as 
well as in action. In other words, instead of letting loose 
a reign of terror, frightening every soul, driving "the joy 
of life from the hearts of men,"-^ ^ he could have been 
compassionate and understanding. 
It is in this negative context, that Father Domineer, 
32. Blasts and Benedictions., op.cit., p.144. 
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the high priest, has been presented in The Cock-A-Doodle 
Dandy. Hence, we remain alienated from him throughout. 
Perhaps Father Domineer is one such clergy who has failed to 
appeal to O'Casey's compassion. There is an unmistakable air 
of hypocrisy in his demeanour; 
He is trying to smile now, but crack his 
mouth as he will, the tight, surly lines of 
his face refuse to furnish one.-^ "^  
After going through the female characters we can safely 
hold him responsible for extinguishing the life out of 
Nyadnanave, with the active connivance of the capitalists. 
His arrival on the scene of dancing seized all into a mortal 
fear. He orders to 
stop that devils' dance! How often have 
yous been warned that th' avowed enemies of 
Christianity are on th' march everywhere' 
An' I find yous dancin'! How often have 
yous been told that pagan poison 
is floodin th' world, an' that Ireland is 
33. Cock-A-Doodle Dandy, p.155. 
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dhrinkin' in generous doses through films, 
plays, an' dancin'! An' yet I come here to 
find yous dancin! Dancin', an with th' 
kyleloch, le Coq, Gallus, th'Cock rampant 
in th' disthrct', desthroyin' desire for 
prayer, desire for work, an' weakenin' th' 
authority of the pastors an' masters of 
your souls! Th' empire of Satan's pushin' 
out its foundation everywhere, an' find 
yous dancin' : 
This succinctly reflects the attitude of the cleric, which 
is outrightly tyrannical, trampling the excitment of life 
with a vengeance. He is against women, for they possess a zesi 
for life and therefore relegates them to the confinement of 
"the house." He is against books, as it may give ideas to 
people. Taking it as a threat to his unchallenged authority, 
he orders their destruction. 
Conscious of being "the custodian of higher interest" 
34. Ibid., p.184. 
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and "above all nations" he takes undue liberties 
in encroaching upon the internal matters simply because he 
is convinced and has a ^reason' of his own. For instance, he 
issued a kind of decree, a command to Sailor Mahan to 
dispense off 
that man of yours who's livin'in sin with 
a lost an' wretched woman.... I warned you, 
if he didn't leave her, to dismiss him -
did you do so? [Mahan is silent] I have 
asked you, Mahan, if you've dismissed 
him?35 
Beside the inflexibility practiced with a "mailed fist 
in stifling natural desires and civil liberties in the name 
of religion and Rome,""^ ^ O'Casey basically highligtes the 
cowardice, shallow hypocrisy and double standards of the 
clerics. After striking the Lorry Driver dead. Father 
Domineer becomes nervous and "agitated" and tries to 
35. Ibid., p.186. 
36. Bernard Benstock, Paycocks And Others: Sean O'Casey's 
World (Dublin, Gill and MacMillan, 1976), p.246. 
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reassure the onlookers that he had merely "touched him". He 
had no "intention of hurting him - wily to administer a 
rebuke."•^ •^  His hypocrisy is exposed in his failure to indict 
Sailor Mahan as being equally responsible as Loreleen. In 
fact, his patronage of Mahan is condemnable and smacks of 
complicity. 
Sailor Mahan's a decent, honest soul, 
woman! A man fresh for th' faith, full of 
good works for clergy an' his neighbours. 
An' this is th' man, you sinful slut, this 
is th' man you would pet an probe into a 
scarlet sin!^^ 
Against this stand, if we look at the persecution of women 
alone, we detect the bias and prejudiced attitude of Father 
Domineer which evokes in us not only anger, but revulsion 
and hatred for this puritanical priest. 
37. c<?gK-A-Po<?dle P^ ndyf op.cit., p.iss. 
38. Ibid., p.214. 
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In an attempt to cover up his own failure to establish 
rapport with the straying "lambs" he takes a kind of 
sadistic pleasure in torturing and humiliating Loreleen. His 
treatment seems like some form of personal vendetta rather 
than a rebuke of a clergy. 
Well, me painted paramour, you're not 
looking quite so gay now; your impudent 
confidence has left you to youreself. Your 
jest with heaven is over, me lass!"*^ 
Instances like these make the priest an incorrigible 
fiend, and the audience is sharply repulsed from him. 
That Father Domineer is an inept failure on all fronts 
is amply demonstrated throughout the play. He fails to tame 
Loreleen and therefore orders Michael to " get rid of her." 
He fails to make the Rough Fellows confess the theft of 
Loreleen's money and earlier he had failed to get the 
compliance of the Lorry Driver. More important is his defeat 
39. Ibid., p.213. 
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in capturing the Cock. Despite all the sound and fury and 
the talk of purging the parish, he ends up getting a "bad 
black eye" and a burned foot, mocked and carried off by the 
"Demon-Cock". A kind of poetic justice has been meted out to 
the priest, much to the delight of the audience who never 
showed any affinity with Father Domineer. 
Continuing with his trend of presenting a pair of 
paycocks, we have the duo of Michael Narthraun and Sailor 
Mahan, representatives of the upcoming capitalist class who 
thrived on their solidarity with the clergy. O'Casey termed 
the emergence of the capitalist class as "the terrible 
beauty of tall-hat is bom to Ireland," and compared the 
catholic-bourgeois-capitalist nexus as symptomatic of 
*Christ and Caeser are hand in glove."*° 
Out of the two buddies, it is Michael who best conforms 
to the ^hand in glove' criteria. From the very beginning he 
forfeits the audience's favour due to his implicit 
40. Krause, Sean O'Casev. the Man and his Work, op.cit., 
p.196. 
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allegiance to the church. He can best be described as the 
alter-ego of Father Domineer. His business-dealing is to be 
determined by "Rerum Noverum." A long list of examples of 
his obeisance to the clergy, influencing his life can be 
drawn: "Remember what the' Missioner said last night"; "yes, 
yes"; "but we must suffer th' temptation accordin to the 
congnisances of th' canon law"; "Its' a blessin' that so 
many lively livin oul' holy spots are still in th' land to 
help us an' keep us wary" are few such instances. It, thus 
comes as no surprise to find Michael echoing and propagating 
the ideas of the church. He does not find anything 
objectionable in the clerics' ban on books, women. 
The audience however, cannot fail to notice that this 
alliance, is more of convenience than anything else, born 
out of necessity. His greed for making money, or striking 
profitable bargains is clear in the manner in which he had 
solemnized his marriage with Lorna as well as got the "bog 
of two hundred acres." As a result he is 
makin' a good thing out of it since turf 
came into its own. It's made you a 
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Councillor, a Justice of th' Peace, an' th' 
fair-haired boy of the' clergy.*^ 
The audience, however, gets a chance to witness the 
betrayal of this "fair haired boy of the clergy" when he 
compromises his piety by falling in to the temptations of 
Marion's "kiss" and "squeeze." O'Casey finds yet another 
occassion to detach Michael for his hypocrisy. Deep in the 
heart he lusts for natural desires but the fear of the 
priest and the loss of thriving business and status makes 
him live with a mask. Thus, the audience identifies Michael 
with the negative forces, and therefore never edorses him. 
However, the same cannot be said for Sailor Mahan, who 
has a definite edge over Michael. The very first difference 
discernible is Mahan's scepticism and rationalism. He 
fails to understand Michael's talk of ^whispers' and 
dismisses them as ^nonsense'. Similarly, he stalls all 
attempts of Shanaar, confusing him with riddles. In fact, he 
rejects Shanaar as the "Latin-lustrous oul" cod of a "prayer 
41. Ibid., p.126. 
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- blower" and considers him to be the "positive danger 
goin' about th' country."^^ Like Lorna, Mahan, too, has 
reservations about the miracle happening to Julia. 
The scepticism does not last for long and to our 
disappointment we see Mahan dravm to the influnece of life -
denying forces the moment he accepts the bottle as being 
under a "spell." He is seized with fear and uncertitude. "How 
are we goin' to prevent ourselves from bein' the victims of 
sorcery an' ruin.**"' But despite confessing "mea culpa" he 
sees no reason to dismiss his best lorry driver simply 
because Father Domineer wants it smd he even snubs Michael 
for his interference. However, the very next moment he fails 
to register his protest over the death of the Lorry driver 
iiAiich creates 'alienation' where earlier there was some 
appreciation. 
Mahan in general has been a favourable person with the 
42. Ibid., p.148. 
43. Ibid., p.164. 
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with the audience , moulded, as critics opine, on the lines 
of Fluther Good. The comparison, it cannot be denied, stops 
here. Because as soon as Mahan reveals his other self he is 
reduced to the level of being one of the exploiters who had 
so far masked his ugliness craftily. His lechery alienates 
him from the audience who had, on earlier occasions, too, 
had seen his lust for Marion and Loreleen. It needs to be 
clarified that Mahan's expression of sexual freedom is 
shrouded in promiscuity. Had Mahan helped Loreleen without 
any self gratification in return, he would have redeemed 
himself in the eyes of the audience. Though "his sails of 
love are reefed at last, an I^ be quiet restin in a lovely 
harbour," ** he is willing to steal few moments in th' "Red 
Barn." His baser elements combine with his commercial 
instincts to make a promising proposition to a gullible 
Loreleen. 
The audience fail to show any understanding for 
Mahan, who when is caught battered and bruised and sent back 
44. Ibid., p.194. 
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keeping the audience's approbation for long finally forfeits 
it. 
Surprisingly, different from these capitalist bosses, 
Sergeant and Shanaar, is a very minor character who though 
expected to arouse condemnation ends up eliciting our 
empathy. Appearing very breifly, he is the Lorry Driver, with 
"an air' of independence and sturdiness about him."^^ His 
live- in relationship with a woman does not have any moral 
or social sanctity. As such it is bound to detach us. 
Strangely enough this is not our response. Partialy due to 
the fact that inspite of belonging to the exploited class he 
has the guts to stand up to Father Domineer. His deliberate 
side-tracking Father Domineer, his refusal to leave on his 
orders, publicly refusing to abandon the woman- "I didn't 
an' I won't!"- goes well with the audience. His defiance and 
subsequent death at the hands of the priest eclipses this 
sin. 
The last character under study is the Messenger, Robin 
45. Ibid., p. 186. 
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Adair, who comes closest to sharing O'Casey's parameter of 
being a protagonist. He has an individuality, resilience and 
a positive attitude towards life. Coming as a messenger with 
a "telegram" for Michael, this lad with "accordian," 
identifies himself with Life-Force when he decides to 
"settle" the Cock. He then stays on to emerge as 0'Casey's 
spokesman in the play on all major issues. He expresses 
shock at the hue and cry raised by Marthaun over the Cock 
and coolly goes inside to come out with the Cock following 
him "meekly." He then assuages the ruffled women by 
highlighting the cock as harmless and "lonely" in "quest o' 
some company." 
Robin's presence like that of Loreleen is viewed with 
hostility by the Establishment for the qualities that he 
possesses. Unimpressed by "Bing Crosby's croonin" he 
irritates Michael by scorning the church — "Honour be th' 
clergy's regulated by how much a man can give."^^ He 
46. Ibid., p.159, 
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challenges him to name the shrines which, he feels, have 
"all gone west long ago an the whole face of o' th' land is 
pock marked with their ruins. ""^ ^ Later, he sums up the 
dilemma of the likes of Michael-"Faith your father's faith 
is fear, an' now fear is your only fun." 
His diatribes with Father Domineer enhances his 
position with the audience while shrinking the stature of 
the priest. He negates the teaching of Father Domineer at 
all the important junctures. He informs the priest that 
Th' devil was as aften in th' street, 
an' as intimate in th' home when there 
was nor film, nor play nor, book.^^ 
Similarly when all stood silent witnessing the death of 
lorry Driver, Robin mildly censures the priest by 
suggesting him to have some "act of contrition" whispered 
into his ears. When the spectacle of Loreleen's humiliation 
47. JJbid., p. 160. 
48. Ibid., p.161. 
49. Ibid., p.184. 
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was going on, he once again sneers at the priest: 
Now, Father, so full of pity an' 
loving kindness jet out your bitther 
bless in', an let the girl go. An' 
thry to mingle undherstanding with 
your pride, so as to ease th' tangle 
God has suffered to be flung around 
us all.5° 
Robin, further, establishes his virility amidst impotent men 
when he threatened the Rough Fellows manhandling Loreleen. 
Surprisingly the priest, too, seems to be in awe and gives 
his assent to the Rough Fellow- "Let that fair arm go, me 
man for if you don't there's a live arm here'll twist your 
neck instead."^^ 
Unlike Michael and Mahan, Robin Adair, shows a 
healthy appetite for natural desire. He openly courts 
50. Jbid., p. 
51. Ibid., p.215. 
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Marion and does not fear the penalty: 
I'd do a year an' a day in a cold cell of 
pressed in loneliness, an come out singin' 
a song, for a kiss from a lase like 
Marion. 
Like Loreleen, he, too, realizes the futility of 
staying back in Nyadnanave, and decides to follow the women 
to a place where life resembles life more than it does 
here.^^ He does so but not before passing his strictures 
which may as well be taken as authorial indictments. For 
people like Michael it is best to 'die' as "there is little 
else left useful"; to Julia he advises to be 'brave'. 
Thus, in Cock-A-Doodle Dandy we find a "synthesis 
of non-naturalistic techniques including those of 
expressionism and heightened realism. O'Casey has created a 
fantasy world in which the real and the symbolic coexist 
52. Ibid., p.161. 
53. Ibid., p.220. 
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throughout. The integrated form affords the playwright 
tremendous freedom and accordingly O'Casey presents his 
audience with an exaggerated vision of reality which he 
describes as a 'secular hymn' to the joy of life."^^ 
54. Nesta Jones, op.cit., p.64 
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CHAPTER V I I 
C O N C L U S I O N 
On the basis of the analysis of the five major plays of 
O'Casey in the preceding Chapters, we can enlist here a 
few observations resulting from our argument on the 
foregoing pages. A survey of 0'Casey scholarship reveals 
the tendency of the majority of critics to consider 1926, 
as the watershed in his creativity. As a result they 
erroneously evaluate him as a technical innovator from The 
Silver Tassie onwards where the influence of expressionism 
on his drama is noticeable. The critics have, by and 
large, confined themselves to the structural pattern of 
his plays approaching them as either naturalistic or 
experimental. This is a critical fallacy. For O'Casey 
was both a naturalist as well as an experimental 
playwright from the beginning till the last play. 
Continuity with innovation is the hallmark of his 
dramaturgy, structurally as well as in regard to 
character portrayal. 
So far as character portrayal is concerned, we 
have abundant scholarship relying on either 
autobiographical elements or on the naturalistic strains. 
The influence of the autobiographical elements cannot be 
denied, especially in the depiction of the mother-figure. 
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O'Casey was certainly inspired by his mother or Susan 
Casside of the Autobiographies as far as their single-
minded devotion, courage and stoicism were concerned. 
Majority of the studies on O'Casey are deficient 
in adequately analysing the technique adopted by the 
playwright. A close investigation establishes that 
0"Casey is only superficially naturalistic, because he 
deliberately manipulates the audience's or reader's 
alienation to set off the dangers of uncritical empathy 
with his characters. To achieve this, he uses the 
Brechtian technique of "alienation," the English 
equivalent of "Verfremdung," as a conscious anti-realist 
device for character portrayal, although he was not 
familiar with this theory. 
On our analysis of O'Casey's plays we discover 
that he exploits Brecht's device to achieve greater 
objectivity and veracity in his characterization. With 
the technique of "alienation" O'Casey equips the 
audience's response with seriousness and sincerity. 
Empathy alone is not the only response because man is a 
bundle of contradictions. His actions may not only 
warrant detachment but also a host of other critical 
responses like shock, anger, indifference, disgust, pity, 
understanding, to name only a few. Thus we find Juno,a 
mother-figure despised when exposed in some searching 
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light; the behaviour of the Gardner, Salvation Army 
Officer, Chair Attendants, though initially favourable 
becomes disgusting; the attitude of Father Domineer 
repulses us and makes us hate him, because he does not 
have any redeeming compulsions for his conduct; Michael's 
obsession and sycophancy is loathsome; Loreleen's 
behaviour shocks us, though she has been mythicized as 
Life-Force. 
Just as empathy is not strictly a genuine 
response, similarly a permanent detachment, too, is 
unrealistic and not a productive, positive response. 
Because man's action is determined by a number of factors, 
and a consistent predictable behaviour from the character 
is impossible. Therefore, we find in O'Casey's plays an 
active emotional involvement and critical detachment, an 
undulating rhythmic pattern of empathy and alienation 
coexisting, sometimes independently; and at other times 
fusing together to give a neutrality to the reaction of 
the audience. Two distinct methods used by O'Casey in the 
empathy-alienation technique emerge. In some cases, 
O'Casey proceeds with empathy only to create alienation 
more emphatically. Charlie Bentham, Johnny and Jerry 
Devine have all been given the illusion of greatness, only 
to come out as cowards and dastards, forfeiting all the 
earlier goodwill of the audience Sailor Mahan, with his 
scepticism and nationalism in an overwhelmingly 
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superstitious and suppressed atmosphere, gets estranged 
for his lecherousness. 
At other times, O'Casey intentionally alienates 
the character, which can be termed orchestrated 
alienation, in order to elicit the empathy of the 
audience. Bessie is one such example. Her bad mouth and 
foul temper confidently make the audience reject her but 
her innate humanity emerging explicitly in metamorphosis 
not only makes the audience bite the dust, but also her 
neighbours; Mrs. Foran's change of heart brings out her 
compassionate side and dissolves our earlier detachment 
because of the hinted infidelity of her; the Bishop, too, 
succeeds in eliciting some measure of understanding for 
his plight; Captain Boyle who despite all his paycockism, 
keeps the audience's response at tenterhooks, succeeds in 
eliciting our pity and softness; the Lorry Driver, despite 
creating a scandal violating moral and social norms, gets 
our endorsement because of his independent, defiant 
attitude in standing up to the brutal authority of the 
clergy. 
Another interesting thing noticeable, is O'Casey's 
ingenuity in the treatment of the unfortunate class, 
trading in flesh, which invariably evokes revulsion and 
repugnance universally. And yet, we have Rosie and 
Jannice getting the audience's endorsement. Despite 
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treading precarious trade for their zone, they are 
presented as victims of circvuastances created by economic 
hardship and the need for self-preservation. No where does 
O'Casey show them as self-indulgent or sensual. 
This leads us to another discovery, i.e., O'Casey 
by showing his characters vanquished victims facilitates 
the working of empathy-alienation technique. Mary, 
Jannice, and Loreleen, predictably, should have aroused 
estrangement. Yet they elicit our sympathy when 
considered against the prevailing socio-economic 
conditions. Mrs Heegan considered against the horror of 
war and economic hardship manages to dilute the angle of 
the audience ; Nora gets our sympathy only because her 
tragedy stems from the circumstances beyond her control. 
It is not only the external factor that is 
responsible for man's foes, but it is man himself who, to 
a great extent, engineers his own tragedy and do%mfall. 
The technique of 'alienation' keeps our perspective cleeir 
in such situations. O'Casey clarifies this by either 
showing the contradiction in the character or by bringing 
out his weaknesses. The use of contradiction keeps the 
audience's critical faculty alert and secondly restrains 
him from showing total unequivocal sympathy. Mary is one 
such character. She is a proletariat but at the same time 
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a young , beautiful woman, vacillating between two 
extremes, engaging the audience's interest. Never getting 
tired of professing a "principle's a principle," she 
wastes no time in abandoning it when it comes into 
conflict with the sensual needs of a young girl; Lorna's 
dilemma "to be or not to be" till she makes her final 
choice results in interchanging our responses between 
empathy and alienation; Jannice's crisis and indecision 
also resuslts in making a lot of readjustments in our 
attitude; Susie with all her puritanical stances and later 
in her role of the sister of charity fails to draw total 
endorsement, because her image could not do justice with 
either vocation. 
On the other hand, we find that despite 
incapacitation and paralyzed condition Harry does not 
elicit complete empathy, because the audience has been 
made aware of his doing things on "instinct" rather than 
reason. Harry Heegan was not a regular but has 
conscripted himself voluntarily, "unthinkingly" and the 
audience is conscious of this fact; Jack Clitheroe even in 
his death failed to get our empathy because it was his 
pride, egoism, the charm of the uniform and not patriotism 
that had made him plunge into action. Moreover, he was 
indirectly responsible for the death of Bessie and the 
demented condition of Nora. In the case of Captain Boyle 
again, we find that all his self-imposed decision not to 
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work was the root cause of his family's woe. Nora's 
running out into the street at the height of violence in 
search of her husband may speak of her courage, but the 
audience knows that it was a flawed logic, like that of 
Minnie Powell in The Shadow of a Gunman. 
O'Casey by juxtaposing the characters with 
contradictory situations also makes the working of 
empathy-alienation possible. For example, Mary's act of 
succumbing to physical pleasure cannot be condoned by any 
yardsticks. Yet, by making Johnny and Boyle, who are not 
above boards, vociferously condemn her, O'Casey dilutes 
our repugnance towards Mary when we learn that Johnny is a 
betrayer at both personal as well as national levels. 
Rosie Redmond's moral culpability pales considerably in 
comparison to the hypocritical heroes' vaunts when they 
bring in the banner of 'The Plough and the Stars' into a 
pub. Loreleen's beliefs and attitudes get the sanctity 
because of the hypocrites and pseudos inhabiting 
Nyadnanave. Sometimes, the audience is faced with a 
dilemma. He can experience and identify himself with the 
pain and agony of the character but still refrains from 
total commitment. For example, we share the turmoil and 
anguish of Harry confined to a wheelchair, but the 
pragmatic priorities of Susie and Jessie stop us from 
coming emotionally close to him. We do not remain 
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unaffected by Nora's state of mind, but it is Bessie's 
death that forestalls our total sympathy. 
The technique of 'alienation' also results in 
giving the audience a kind of neutrality towards some 
characters. Sylvester Heegan and Simon Norton, Covey, 
Peter, Mrs. Gogan Maxwell, more or less fail to establish 
any rapport with the audience. This neutrality, however, 
is experienced at some stage even in the characters in 
whom empathy - alienation technique is applied. This is 
due to the fact that the unpredictability of human nature 
yields to all these reactions from the audience. 
Thus, the technique of "alienation" gives the 
audience a better understanding of the microscopic view 
of the action and attitudes of a character. It provides 
an elasticity in the portrayal of character, setting him 
in the midst of alternatives and options. It equips the 
audience to judge that the character was given a choice, 
presented with a lot of possibilities and yet he decided 
to act thus and not the other way. Therefore, he is 
responsible for his actions. The audience in this way 
gets initiated into a better understanding, 'instructed', 
and 'improves' and thus is empowered to change the world 
outside the theatre, too. O'Casey, too, intended to use 
drama for didactic purposes as well. 
Simultaneously he knew that intellect alone cannot 
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be of sole value. The importance of emotion and 
imagination could not be undermined. Brecht's concept of 
'alienation' had no place for emotion. It was all 
intellect, though he modified it later. In the case of 
O'Casey, he knew the importance of emotion in the stage 
piece. In Blasts and Benedictions, he condones those who 
belittle emotion. 
What the future of the theatre may be I 
cannot tell — it depends on so many 
things. I do not agree with those who 
would banish emotion from the theatre 
(Brecht seems to imply this), for to me 
emotion burns within the veins of life. We 
all feel it in sorrow, in joy, in fear, in 
hate, at births, weddings, burials and when 
we achieve things.^ 
Thus we find that even in the so-called experimental 
plays, O'Casey imparts to his characters a human touch. 
Harry, Dreamer, Jannice, Loreleen have all been raised to 
a symbolical level, but at the same time endowed with 
human qualities. 
It is necessary to mention on the basis of the 
1. Blasts and Benedictions, op.cit., p.83. 
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investigation through this study that 'alienation' becomes 
ineffective wherever the character has been mythicized or 
conceptualized. There can be no identification with and 
detachment from abstract or symbolic images. Jannice in 
Within the Gates and Loreleen in Cock-A-Doodle Dandy 
appeal to us because they have been conceived in 
naturalistic mould also. 
The present study also reveals that it is wrong to 
confine O'Casey's plays into pre and post-exile period. 
O'Casey fused his anti-naturalistic stance even in the 
Dublin plays. The working of the technique of 
"alienation" in the study of characters vindicates this 
fact. Simultaneously there is no sharp break in his 
technique when he widened his canvas from one-room 
tenement breaking the parochial Irish confinements to give 
a vision of contemporary society. He openly defies the 
"illusionist" realism, based on the "slice of life" and 
favours a more imaginative, symbolic mode in order to make 
his convictions and belief forceful, for his chief 
concern remains human and it is for this reason that even 
in the widely professed experimental plays like The Silver 
laaaifi.. Within the Gates. Cock-A-Doodle Dandy, the 
technique of 'alienation' was made possible only because 
of the presence of naturalistic elements, too. War, 
economic depression, capitalistic tendencies, exploitation, 
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slavery, state, church are issues of universal 
significance, true for all ages. And it is these issues 
in contact with Man that have been dealt with from the 
first to his last plays. 
Some critics have tried to highlight this aspect 
of O'Casey. Denis Johnston was one of the first to 
recognize that O'Casey "is'nt a realist at all and never 
regarded himself as one."^ Some other critics like 
Katherine Worth and Vincent Lehaun have confirmed the 
presence of symbolism and expressionism right from the 
Dublin Trilogy. O'Casey himself stated that the drama he 
had in mind would have the qualities of "Classical, 
romantic and expressionist plays," and create "a new 
response in the audience: author, actors and audience, 
will be in communion with each other — three in one, one 
in three."-^ 
O'Casey achieved this "new audience" with the use 
of non-naturalistic devices. We can conclude the present 
study with the observation that the 'alienation' used by 
O'Casey brought the involvement and participation of the 
audience, with their eyes fully open and critical 
2. "Sean O'Casey," Living Writers; Critical Studies 
Broadcast in the B.B.C. Third Programme,. ed., 
Gilbert Rhelon (London: Sylvan Press, 1947), 
pp.33-4. 
3. Blasts and Benedictions^ op.cit., p.17. 
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facu l t ies a l e r t . So far as cha rac t e r -po r t r aya l i s 
concerned 0'Casey achieves greater veracity and depth by 
using the technique of ' a l i ena t ion ' . I t has helped him in 
avoiding the por t raya l of e i the r s t a t i c or idea l ized 
characters. 
His characters appear l i fe - l ike or identif iably 
characteristic I r i sh , but at the same time they transcend 
the topical and temporal I r i s h boundaries and can be 
justifiably addressed with the epithet, "human." O'Casey's 
unique contribution l i e s in his providing a thea t r ica l 
experience to the audience which i t had not encountered 
ear l ier , especially in the ' s l i c e -o f - l i f e ' plays cast in 
the mould of the well-made play t radi t ion . 
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